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INTRODUCTION 

The Czech Constitution states explicitly: in the process of their decision-making, judges 

of the Constitutional Court of the Czech Republic (the “Constitutional Court”) are bound only 

by constitutional laws and the act regulating rules of proceedings before the Constitutional 

Court, and judges of common courts are bound only by acts of the Parliament of the Czech 

Republic (the “Parliament”) and international treaties that have become part of the national 

law. These provisions represent the legal expression of the principle of legality, which 

is a necessary requirement of each democratic state of law (in Czech: právní stát, in German: 

der Rechtstaat).1 It means that the only rules that judges may follow in the process of their 

decision-making are the rules contained in the provisions of statutory law. This constitutes 

the “law in books”.  

If the “law in action” worked in the same way, decisions based on the same legal rules (the same 

provisions of the applicable law) and the same or very similar factual circumstances should 

have the same final outcomes irrespective of who the judges deciding were and what their 

characteristics were. However, what if there are judges whose decisions in similar cases are 

significantly different? For example, what if the average length of imprisonment for a certain 

crime calculated from thousands of decisions of a particular judge is 25 % lower than the same 

statistic related to another judge of the same court? What if the average compensation 

for employees’ work injuries adjudged by a particular judge is 30 % higher than the average 

compensation adjudged by another judge of the same court? What if the probability 

that a constitutional complaint would be upheld is 35 % higher when the judge-rapporteur 

is judge X than when the judge-rapporteur is judge Z?  

For such situations, the crucial question is – what are these differences caused by? Do they exist 

only by chance or are they caused because of different techniques of legal interpretation of the 

applicable law? Are they caused by influences of other institutions acting in the constitutional 

system and the effects of judges’ personal characteristics (e.g., their personal ideologies)? 

Alternatively, are such differences caused by a combination of all the above factors?  

 
1  For a basic introduction regarding the phenomenon of the democratic state of law (právní stát) in the Czech 

jurisprudence, see GERLOCH, A., Teorie práva, p. 199 and for the legal-philosophical perspectives of this 

phenomenon, see PINZ, J., Přirozenoprávní theorie a moderní právní stát. p. 133. An overview of further 

literature in this regard is contained in the author’s master thesis: JUHÁS, J., Právna kontrola ústavnosti 

aktov moci zákonodarnej a moderný právny štát. p. 19 ff.  
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The answer to the above questions tested in this thesis is the attitudinal model of judicial 

decision-making behaviour, which assumes that the decision-making of judges is at least 

partially influenced by judges’ personal characteristics (attitudes), in particular, their political 

ideologies. We test whether the decision-making of judges of the Constitutional Court (which 

is the only Czech court empowered to perform constitutional review) is at least partially 

influenced by extra-legal (political) factors such as judges’ political ideologies, i.e., whether 

it has at least partially a political character. We chose constitutional review as the primary focus 

of this thesis, because we deem the political character of judicial decision-making to be most 

apparent when exercising this power (compared to other categories of judicial decision-making, 

e.g., the decision-making of common courts). The reason is that (a) decisions 

of the Constitutional Court cannot be formally overridden by any public authority, which 

provides a large space for judges’ personal attitudes to emerge, (b) the process of selection 

of constitutional judges is more politically influenced than the process of appointing judges 

of other courts, and (c) the nature of constitutional review itself is much closer to political 

decision-making than any other judicial power.  

The thesis is divided into five chapters: Chapter I explains the main models of judicial decision-

making behaviour and the related methodology for measuring it. It contains the theoretical base 

for the methodology used in further chapters of this thesis and examples of various approaches 

to measuring this phenomenon mostly from foreign literature.  

The main focus of Chapter II is an explanation of the legal status-quo in the field 

of constitutional review in the Czech Republic, including a brief description of its historical 

development and a short summary of the constitutional system in the Czech Republic in general 

and the place of constitutional review within it. The two main types of proceedings that fall 

within constitutional review are described in this chapter in more detail: (a) proceedings 

on derogation of abstract acts of the legislature and the executive if they are contrary 

to constitutional laws and (b) proceedings on constitutional complaints of individuals 

for violation of their constitutionally guaranteed human rights or fundamental freedoms.  

Chapter III contains the methodology for detecting and analysing the effects of extra-legal 

factors on the decision-making behaviour of constitutional judges in the above types 

of proceedings. For proceedings on the derogation of acts of the legislature and the executive 

we use two different methods: 

(i) The first method tests the hypothesis whether constitutional judges uphold proposals 

for the derogation of acts of the legislature or the executive filed by legislators having the 
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same political affiliation as the president who appointed the respective constitutional 

judges, more frequently than when the proposals were filed by legislators having 

the opposite political affiliation as the appointing president. For example, we try to verify 

whether proposals related to left-wing parties have a greater chance of being upheld when 

they are decided by judges appointed by the leftist president (Zeman) than when they are 

decided by judges appointed by the rightist president (Klaus), and vice versa.  

(ii) The second method tests the hypothesis whether ideological assessments of decisions 

of constitutional judges correlate with the ideology of their appointing presidents. 

For example, we try to find out whether decisions of judges appointed by a right-wing 

president were assessed (on average) as more rightist than decisions of judges appointed 

by a left-wing president.  

The effects of extra-legal factors on the decision-making of constitutional judges in proceedings 

on constitutional complaints were detected through several behavioural and proxy-based 

measurement methods, with appointing president, sex, prior legal profession and age serving 

as the proxies. The crucial variable in all the calculations was the success rate defined 

as the ratio of cases in which constitutional complaints were upheld to all2 cases in which 

a specific judge or group of judges served as judges-rapporteurs. For example, the success rate 

of Zeman’s judges represents the share of upheld constitutional complaints in all cases in which 

the judge-rapporteur was appointed by President Zeman. In other words, the success rate 

of Zeman’s judges shows the probability that a constitutional complaint will be upheld when 

the judge-rapporteur deciding is an appointee of President Zeman.  

Chapter IV and Chapter V contain analyses of the above types of proceedings performed 

on the basis of the methodology described in Chapter III. Each section of these chapters 

includes partial conclusions.  

Finally, at the end of this thesis, we summarize the results and partial conclusions from 

Chapters IV and V and postulate final conclusions about the political character of constitutional 

review in the Czech Republic. In addition to that, we discuss their implications on the legal 

status-quo of constitutional review in the Czech Republic and the necessity to change some of 

its aspects (reflections de lege ferenda).  

We understand that some parts of this thesis might seem to be too descriptive for readers 

accustomed to a positivist or commentary-type style of scientific legal literature, in which 

 
2  Only meritorious and quasi-meritorious decisions were reflected.  
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authors usually focus on commenting, interpreting and theoretical (as opposed to empirical) 

criticism of the legal status-quo in the given field of law. Also, there might be several objections 

to the methodology as well as the concept of the attitudinal model itself. However, since there 

is a little jurisprudence in the area of measuring the political character of any judicial decision-

making behaviour in the Czech Republic, let alone that specifically focused on constitutional 

review, this thesis should be perceived as one of the first necessary steps in empirical research 

of judicial decision-making behaviour in the field of constitutional review in the Czech 

Republic. Finally, it is important to note that even ambiguous results or results not supporting 

the hypotheses postulated in this thesis are valuable information about the decision-making 

of judges, too.  

We use several abbreviations and newly defined terms in the text, a list of which is contained 

in Annex 1 thereto.  
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CHAPTER I 

MEASURING THE POLITICAL CHARACTER OF JUDICIAL DECISION-MAKING 

This chapter focuses on explaining the core phenomenon examined in this thesis – the political 

character of judicial decision-making; further, it contains the theoretical base 

for the methodology used in this area including examples of various approaches to measuring 

this phenomenon.  

The term judicial decision-making is clear, so it does not need to be specifically defined. 

However, its political character requires a more detailed explanation. The best way 

for it appears to be to describe the three main models explaining judicial decision-making 

behaviour.3 

According to legalistic models, the decision-making of judges is influenced exclusively 

or predominantly by laws (text of statutes and judicial decisions) and the methods of their legal 

interpretation. Other factors have no or merely negligible effects. On the other hand, the next 

two models are based on the hypothesis that the decision-making of judges is influenced at least 

partially also by extra-legal factors.  

Strategic (rational choice) models explain judicial decision-making behaviour as a process 

of strategic choices (strategic interactions between judges) in order to gain the maximum 

outcome for their policies. For example: creating voting coalitions, adjusting decision-making 

to external influences of other institutions of political systems, in particular, with regard to their 

changing composition over time or to public opinions. From strategic models, some authors 

also distinguish institutional models, according to which judicial decision-making 

is significantly influenced by routine policies and standard procedures concerning the operation 

of a court.4  

 
3  For a basic introduction regarding the categorization of models explaining judicial decision-making 

behaviour, see FISCHMAN, J. B. et al., What is Judicial Ideology, and How Should We Measure It?, p. 7 ff. 

For comprehensive reading on this matter, see SEGAL, J. A. et al., The Supreme Court and The Attitudinal 

Model Revisited, p. 86 ff. The structure and the content of this chapter is mainly based on the above 

publications, therefore, for practical reasons they will not be cited after each paragraph of this chapter that 

was inspired by the above works.  
4  HWONG, T., A Review of Quantitative Studies of Decision Making in the Supreme Court of Canada, 

p. 354.  
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Attitudinal (personal attributes)5 models focus on the effects of judges’ personal attitudes 

(political opinions, ideologies), which are best represented by their personal characteristics, 

e.g., membership in political parties or movements, sex/gender, race/ethnicity, religion, 

education, former professional experience, etc. According to attitudinal models, judges tend 

to decide in favour of certain groups of plaintiffs or defendants in certain types of cases, because 

of an affinity to these types of plaintiffs or defendants which is caused by the judges’ personal 

attitudes. This tendency, hereinafter referred to as attitudinal propensity (“AP”), is naturally 

limited by the statutory law, so it can emerge mostly in cases where factual circumstances 

or interpretation of the applicable laws are not clear. It is apparent that in a world without 

statutory laws and without binding force of case law, in a world where judges decided only 

pursuant to their interpretation of principles of equity, in certain areas of law, decisions 

of judges with liberal attitudes would be very different from decisions of judges 

with conservative attitudes. It is the clarity of the statutory law (precedential case law), 

institutions and checks and balances of the constitutional environment, including the appellate 

court system, that prevents judges deciding in such a way.  

As follows from the above, most attitudinal and strategic models assume that the decision-

making of judges is affected by factors related either to the influences of other institutions 

of the constitutional system including other judges of the court, or to the judges’ personal 

attitudes (ideologies), i.e., they assume that judicial decision-making has at least partially 

a political character.  

Regardless of which of the above models are tested or examined in a particular study, empirical 

analyses of judicial decision-making behaviour usually consist of two main methodological 

steps. The first step, coding cases, comprises selecting and categorizing decisions of judges 

whose decision-making behaviour is intended to be analysed. This is a necessary prerequisite 

for determining factors influencing judicial decision-making behaviour and its significance. 

The decisions must be coded (categorized) according to a certain pattern in order to provide 

a data sample in a suitable form for further analysis. Since strategies and attitudes of judges 

cannot be directly observed, choosing the proper measurement method, as the second step, 

is needed to indirectly detect factors influencing their decisions. This can be performed 

due to presumed correlations between the researched influencing factors and observable 

 
5  Ibidem, p. 354.  
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characteristics of judges (proxy measurement methods) or purely on the basis of observable 

aspects of judges’ decision-making behaviour (behavioural and transplanted measures).  

The following Section 1 describes approaches to coding cases while Section 2 contains 

examples of the main measurement methods.  

SECTION 1 CODING CASES 

As mentioned above, coding cases constitutes the process of selecting and categorizing (coding) 

decisions of judges whose decision-making behaviour is to be analysed according to a certain 

pattern. The nature and necessity of coding cases will be explained below by the three main 

approaches to this methodological step: the broad, the narrow and the agnostic approach.  

Subsection 1 Broad approach 

In this approach, each decision is simply assigned a value derived from its outcome or from its 

reasoning. The values can be either binary, e.g., in favour or not in favour 

of the plaintiff/defendant, leftist/rightist, conservative/liberal, or floating, e.g., how much 

in favour of the plaintiff/defendant, how much liberal/conservative or leftist/rightist. The cases 

are not categorized in the narrower sense (e.g., according to areas of law), which is the crucial 

difference to the narrow approach.  

The problem of the broad approach, in particular when testing the attitudinal model, is that 

it cannot deal with the multidimensionality of judges’ ideology. In some areas of law, judges’ 

attitudes might appear very liberal (e.g., against governmental regulation of business), 

but in other areas of law, they might be strictly conservative (e.g., against gay marriage). 

One judge may support regulation of business for environmental reasons, but the same judge 

may annul business regulation on the grounds of employee protection. Are attitudes of such 

judge business-friendly or not? Similarly, a socialist judge might favour employees over 

employers in labour law disputes unless the employer is the state (the government); a liberal 

judge, who is likely to support the priority of member-state laws over federal laws, could decide 

in a seemingly conservative manner if a liberal decision would mean annulling a member-state 

law on the grounds of violation of a federal law.  

Subsection 2 Narrow approach 

The problem of multidimensionality of ideology can be dealt with by using the narrow 

approach. Within this approach, analysed decisions are categorized into several groups 
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according to a chosen criterion, while the studied factors presumably influencing judicial 

decision-making are examined within each such group separately.  

The criterion most frequently applied for narrow coding cases are areas of law, where each 

of the decisions examined is categorized into one or more areas of law such as criminal law, 

tax law, labour law, freedom of speech, etc. Another criterion is the type of parties involved: 

e.g., a government vs. a citizen, a federation/union vs. a member state, a consumer, a small 

enterprise, a nongovernmental organization, a politician. The type of applied law regulation, 

e.g., constitutional law, ordinary law adopted by the legislature, a regulation of a specialized 

executive body or an ordinance of a local self-governing authority, or the typology of appeals’ 

reasoning, can be used as a criterion for the narrow coding of cases, too.  

Generally speaking, the narrower the coding is, the more accurate are the results. The downside 

to this approach is that since decisions are analysed within each narrowly categorized group 

separately, it requires larger data sets than the broad approach.  

Similarly as in the case of the broad approach, within the narrow approach each case is assigned 

(a) a binary outcome – the case was decided in favour of the plaintiff or the defendant, 

e.g., the accused was convicted for a certain crime; the decision of a tax authority was annulled 

by an administrative court, the reasoning of a decision is liberal, or (b) a floating outcome, 

e.g., the accused was sentenced to five years’ imprisonment, the employee was granted work 

injury compensation in the amount of one million Czech crowns, the reasoning of a decision 

was extremely liberal on a scale from 1 (liberal) to 5 (conservative).  

Subsection 3 Agnostic approach 

Unlike the narrow or the broad approach, within the agnostic approach the decisions 

are not assigned binary or floating values depending on whether the case was decided in favour 

of the plaintiff or the defendant, or how much in their favour. Within this approach, the coding 

of cases is based on whether the judges who participated in the enactment of the respective 

decisions voted for the same outcome as other judges participating or not (voting coalitions). 

The judges who are supposed to be at the opposite poles of the opinion scale are taken 

as benchmarks for assessment of the decision-making behaviour of other judges. They 

are analysed with respect to how many cases they voted in compliance with and how many 

cases they voted contrary to the benchmark judges.  
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SECTION 2 MEASUREMENT METHODS 

Strategies and attitudes of judges are not directly observable, therefore, in order to measure 

their effects on judicial decision-making behaviour, indirect methods for detecting them 

are required. There are two main categories of methods used for measuring the political 

character of judicial decision-making behaviour: (a) proxy measurement methods, which 

are based on correlations between judges’ attitudes and their observable personal 

characteristics, and (b) behavioural and transplanted measures, which derive their conclusions 

from observable aspects of the decision-making behaviour of judges and its consequences.  

Subsection 1 Proxy measurement methods 

Proxy measurement methods are mostly used for testing attitudinal models. They are based 

on an assumed correlation between the attitudes of judges being analysed and their personal 

characteristics or other facts that are presumably correlated with the attitudes (proxies). 

The proxy measurement methods can be divided into simple, which are based on one proxy 

only, and composite proxy measures, which are based on more than one proxy or on a proxy-

based formula calculated from more than one input.  

1. Simple proxy measures 

Studies using simple proxy measurement methods examine whether differences in decision-

making of judges depend on the selected simple proxy. This is typically sex or gender,6 

race or ethnicity,7 age, religion,8 or prior legal profession.9 An example could be a study 

analysing whether differences in the percentage of cases in which the accused were convicted 

depend on whether the judge deciding was male or female. Another example is an examination 

of the amount of work injury compensation depending on whether the judge deciding the case 

worked as an attorney or as a university professor prior to the appointment to the court. Such 

proxies connected with the direct personal characteristics of judges are called non-political.  

Various expressions of a judge’s political affiliation constitute a group of political simple 

proxies. Revealed preferences to a political party are one of them:  

 
6  For example, see BOYD, Ch. L. et al., Untangling the Causal Effects of Sex on Judging.  
7  For example, see COX, A. B., et al., Judging the Voting Rights Act.  
8  For example, see SISK, G. C. et al., Searching for the Soul of Judicial Decisionmaking.  
9  For example, see SISK, G. C. et al., Charting the Influences on the Judicial Mind: An Empirical Study 

of Judicial Reasoning.  
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• Nagel10 examined in a study using political simple proxy measurement methods 

the decisions of almost 300 judges of high federal and state courts in the United States 

of America. He found that the decisions of judges who considered themselves 

as sympathizing with the Democratic Party were in all 15 areas of law examined 

significantly more liberal than the decisions of judges who considered themselves 

as sympathizers of the Republican Party.  

• In another study falling into this category, Schubert11 examined the decisions of judges 

of the Supreme Court of Michigan in cases concerning recovery of damage related 

to work injuries (workers’ compensation cases). He came to the conclusion that 

“democratic” judges used to adjudge higher compensations than “republican” judges.  

Another simple political proxy is partisanship of the body (person) that appointed the judge 

deciding the cases:  

• Sunstein12 found a statistically significant correlation between the party of the appointing 

president of the United States of America (democratic/republican) and the outcomes 

of judges’ decisions (liberal/conservative) in 11 out of 14 examined areas of law 

including gender discrimination, abortion, death penalty, racial discrimination, etc.  

• Pinello13 found that this correlation increases with increasing court instances. 

He summarized 41 studies regarding federal courts and 25 studies regarding district 

courts and concluded that the partisanship of the body that appointed the judge 

is a stronger predictor of judicial decision-making behaviour in appellate courts than 

in district courts.  

• Altieri et al.14 found that judges appointed by Republican presidents of the United States 

 
10  NAGEL, S. S., Political Party Affiliation and Judges' Decisions. In the study, the author defines a “liberal 

decision” in all areas of law being examined as deciding in favour of a certain type of plaintiffs/defendants: 

in (a) criminal law – the accused, (b) administrative law – regulation of business, (c) regulation of subjects 

that are not entrepreneurs – private (non-public) subjects, (d) cases regarding consideration from the system 

of social care in the event of unemployment – the claimant, (f) civil liberties – freedom of speech, (g) tax 

law – the state or financial authorities, (h) family law – the person who requested divorce or wife in divorce 

settlement cases (i) disputes between tenants and landlords – tenants, (j) labour cases – unions, (k) disputes 

between debtors and creditors – debtors, (l) cases regarding sales of goods – consumers, (m) personal 

injuries caused by traffic accidents – the injured and (n) cases regarding work injuries – employees.  
11  SCHUBERT, G. A., Quantitative Analysis of Judicial Behaviour. 
12  SUNSTEIN, C. R. et al., Ideological Voting on Federal Courts of Appeals: A Preliminary Investigation.  

13  PINELLO, D. R., Linking Party to Judicial Ideology in American Courts: A Meta-analysis.  
14  ALTIERI, M. P. et al., Political affiliation of appointing president and the outcome of Tax Court cases, 

p. 310-313. However, it is important to note that within Democratic appointees, there were far more judges 

working prior to their appointment to the Tax Court in the public sector than within the Republican 
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of America are far more likely to decide in tax cases in favour of the taxpayer than judges 

appointed by Democratic presidents.  

On the other hand, there are studies that did not find any strong or statistically significant 

influence of judges’ attitudes on their decision-making behaviour:  

• Stribupolous & Yahya15 concluded in their study regarding the Court of Appeal for 

Ontario, Canada, that with the exception of certain very narrowly coded areas of law, 

neither the party of the appointing authority nor the gender of the judge deciding had any 

bearing on case outcomes.  

• Garoupa et al.16 detected only strategic behaviour in the decision-making of judges of the 

Spanish Supreme Court in the area of administrative law (no attitudinal influences). 

The probability of annulment of the challenged act was significantly higher when 

the political party making up the government at the time of the adoption of such act was 

in the opposition at the time of enactment of the decision by the Supreme Court.  

For the sake of completeness, it must be noted that the results of proxy measurement methods 

provide only crude estimates of judges’ attitudinal propensities. One reason is that the 

correlation between proxies and the examined attitudes is never perfect – although the political 

affiliation of the appointing president could be a good proxy of judges’ attitudes, their political 

opinions are usually not the only criterion the president is looking at when considering 

a nomination. Moreover, it is possible that the appointing president does not have sufficient 

information about the personal ideologies of the candidates. Another downside to proxy 

measurement methods is that they do not allow a distinction to be made between judges having 

the same value of the proxy variable used – with judges’ sex as a proxy, we can observe 

differences between male and female judges, but we do not have any information about the 

difference in decision-making behaviour between individual male judges. Similarly, using 

the appointing president as a proxy, we cannot observe differences between judges appointed 

by the same president, although their attitudinal propensities are barely the same.  

 

appointees. Therefore, prior legal profession may be a better proxy for explaining judicial decision-making 

behaviour in these tax cases than the political affiliation of the appointing president.  
15  STRIBOPOULOS, J. et al., Does a Judge's Party of Appointment or Gender Matter to Case Outcomes? 

An Empirical Study of the Court of Appeal for Ontario (Canada).  
16  GAROUPA, N. et al., Political Influence and Career Judges: An Empirical Analysis of Administrative 

Review by the Spanish Supreme Court. 
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2. Composite proxy measures 

The problem of the lack of distinction between judges sharing the same value of the proxy 

present in simple proxy measurement methods can be resolved using composite proxy 

measures. They are either based on a combination of simple proxies such as political affiliation 

of the appointing president as well as the political affiliation of other bodies participating 

in the judges’ appointment (common space scores) or on a proxy-based formula calculated 

from more than one input such as newspaper editorials (Segal-Cover scores).  

Segal & Cover17 presented a way to measure ideological factors influencing judicial decision-

making behaviour that enables to distinguish between attitudinal propensities of judges 

appointed by the same president without using other political institutions as proxies –  

Segal-Cover scores. Their research was based on the following methodology:  

(i) They collected editorials from four major American newspapers written by judges 

of the Supreme Court of the United States of America in the period before their 

appointments.  

(ii) These editorials were ideologically coded as liberal, neutral or conservative.  

(iii) Each judge was assigned an ideological score ranging from minus one (extremely 

conservative) to plus one (extremely liberal), calculated according to the following 

formula:  

𝑠𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑠 −  𝑠𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑠

𝑠𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑠
 

(iv) Decisions (votes for decisions) of judges in the given law areas were coded in the same 

way as the editorials, and thus each judge was attributed a decision score.18  

They found a strong and statistically significant correlation between the ideological scores 

calculated from the newspaper editorials and the manner in which the judges decided. Judges 

whose ideological scores were liberal were found to decide in a more liberal fashion than judges 

with conservative ideological scores. Using a similar methodology, Ostberg & Wetstein came 

to the same conclusion in their study concerning the Supreme Court of Canada.19 

 
17  SEGAL, J. A. et al., Ideological Values and the Votes of U.S. Supreme Court Justices. 
18  The following decisions were considered as liberal (the opposite as conservative): (i) in favour 

of a criminally prosecuted person, (ii) in favour of civil liberties, (iii) in favour of poor persons 

(iv) in favour of aboriginal Americans (v) against the state authorities in cases related to the right to a fair 

trial and protection of privacy.  
19  OSTBERG, C. L. et al., Equality cases and the Attitudinal Model in the Supreme Court of Canada. 
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Another example of composite proxy measures are common space scores,20 which use 

the political affiliation (ideological scores) of the appointing president as well as the political 

affiliation of certain senators as proxies for the ideological attitudes of justices of the Supreme 

Court of the United States of America.21 Ideological scores of appointing presidents were 

calculated on the basis of the public positions that they took on bills before the Congress. 

Ideological scores of senators were calculated on the basis of the positions that they took on roll 

call votes. These ideological scores were then assigned to judges as follows: 

(i) If just one of the senators from the home state of the respective judge was a member 

of the same political party as the appointing president, the judge was assigned 

the ideological score of this senator. 

(ii) If both senators from the home state of the respective judge were members of the same 

political party as the appointing president, the judge was assigned the average 

of ideological scores of these senators. 

(iii) If neither of the senators from the home state of the respective judge was a member 

of the same political party as the appointing president, the judge was assigned 

the ideological score of the appointing president. 

Apparently, in comparison to simple proxy measures, composite proxy methods deal greatly 

with the problem of crude estimates (lack of distinguishing between judges sharing the same 

value of the chosen proxy). However, their disadvantage is that of difficult interpretation – it is 

not easy to explain what a 0.60 correlation between the judges’ ideological scores and their 

decision scores means. Therefore, it can be concluded that the more accurate they are, the less 

intuitive the results of composite proxy methods are.  

Nevertheless, there are further methodological caveats regarding both proxy measurements 

methods. The most important one could be described as false causality. The fact that a proxy is 

highly and statistically significantly correlated with judicial decision-making behaviour does 

not have to mean that it was the proxy that caused the respective judges to decide in a certain 

way. If the decision-making of judges correlates with the political affiliation of their appointing 

presidents, it does not have to mean that the judges decide in this manner because the appointing 

president guides them to do so. More likely, there is a considerable similarity of attitudinal 

 
20  EPSTEIN, L., et al., The Judicial Common Space.  
21  Judges of the Supreme Court of the United States of America are appointed by the president of the United 

States with consent of the Senate of the Congress (the upper house of the highest legislative body).  
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propensities of the appointing president and the appointed judges, therefore, judges naturally 

decide in the same manner as their appointing president would. It is rather political opinions 

that are shared by the appointing president and the appointed judges that influence the judges’ 

decision outcomes, than the president themselves.  

Lastly, without further calculations, proxy variables do not allow us to detect eventual 

variations in the attitudinal propensities of particular judges over time.  

Subsection 2 Behavioural and transplanted measurement methods 

Although judges’ attitudes and strategies are unobservable, there are always certain aspects 

of their decision-making activity that can be observed. Behavioural methods are based 

on analysis of such aspects. Some authors also formally distinguish transplanted methods, 

however, more plainly put, transplanted methods are merely a more complicated case 

of behavioural methods – the transplantation of results from an analysis based on a behavioural 

method into another model.  

In comparison to proxy measurement methods, the biggest advantage of behavioural 

and transplanted methods is that they are more accurate because they do not rely on the 

correlation between judges’ attitudes and proxies, which is almost never perfect. Some of them 

also allow us to reflect changes in judges’ ideology over time.  

On the other hand, behavioural as well as transplanted measurement methods require larger 

data sets. If a judge appears in a data set in only a small number of cases, proxy-based methods 

aggregate data related to them with data of other judges sharing the same values of the proxy 

used. For behavioural and transplanted methods this constitutes a problem that might lead 

to insignificance of the results regarding such judge. In addition to that, transplanted methods 

must also deal with the problems of incomparability of models and circularity.22 

1. Inter-judge disparities 

One of the simplest examples of a behavioural method is Gaudet’s study,23 in which 

he investigated over 7,000 criminal cases of six New Jersey judges. The proportion of accused 

that were imprisoned ranged among judges from 34 % to 58 %. 

 
22  FISCHMAN, J. B. et al., Opus citatum, p. 51 ff.  
23  GAUDET, F. J. et al., Individual Differences in the Sentencing Tendencies of Judges. 
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Anderson et al.24 on the other hand analysed how inter-judge disparities evolve over time. They 

found that the differences in decision-making of judges fell significantly after sentencing 

guidelines for courts were adopted.  

2. Voting coalitions 

Martin & Quinn25 focused on voting coalitions of judges of the Supreme Court of the United 

States of America. They were trying to find out whether certain groups of judges usually decide 

in the same manner. After excluding all unanimous decisions from the data set, the rest were 

coded according to the agnostic approach. Judges whose results were at the opposite extremes 

were chosen as benchmark judges and other judges were coded according to whether they voted 

in the same or the opposite manner.  

An example of behavioural research from the Czech Republic examining voting coalitions 

is the study by Chmel related to the “second” Constitutional Court of the Czech Republic 

(2003–2013). He found that as a rule there were no voting coalitions at the Constitutional Court 

at the time. However, some voting coalitions were detected in a very small number 

of very specifically coded cases.26  

3. Cases with complicated structure of ideology 

In cases where ideology is subtle, nonlinear or when it has other complex effects on decision-

making, using proxy measures is not suitable. For example, Waldfogel27 investigated 

the influence of judicial ideology on the conclusions of court settlements. He found that cases 

assigned to judges who were assumed to have radical ideological positions had a higher degree 

of settlements concluded than disputes that were decided by judges perceived as moderate. 

Farnsworth28 examined judicial decision-making behaviour in criminal cases. He divided cases 

into two main groups: (a) cases in which the applicable law was of a constitutional (superior) 

legal force and (b) cases in which the applicable law was not of a constitutional (superior) legal 

force. Although from the perspective of legal interpretation these groups constitute two 

 
24  ANDERSON, J. M. et al., Measuring Interjudge Sentencing Disparity: Before and After the Federal 

Sentencing Guidelines. 
25  MARTIN, A. D. et al., Dynamic Ideal Point Estimation via Markov Chain Monte Carlo for the U.S. 

Supreme Court, 1953–1999. 
26  CHMEL, J., Politika na Ústavním soudě? Vliv politického přesvědčení na hlasování soudců „druhého“ 

Ústavního soudu - 1. Část, CHMEL, J., Politika na Ústavním soudě? Vliv politického přesvědčení 

na hlasování soudců „druhého“ Ústavního soudu - 2. Část. 
27  WALDFOGEL, J., The Selection Hypothesis and the Relationship Between Trial and Plaintiff Victory. 
28  FARNSWORTH, W., Signatures of Ideology: The Case of the Supreme Court's Criminal Docket.  
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completely different situations, he found that the correlation between the outcomes of judges’ 

decision-making behaviour in both groups was almost 100 %.  

4. Predictions based on past decisions 

Epstein & Mershon29 found that, under certain circumstances, past judging practice may be 

a better predictor of future decisions than Segal-Cover scores. The method applied was based 

on the assumption of stability of ideological preferences over time and a constant court agenda.  

  

 
29  EPSTEIN, L. et al., Measuring Political Preferences. 
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CHAPTER II 

CONSTITUTIONAL REVIEW IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC 

As we explained in Chapter I, there are several methods for measuring judicial decision-making 

in various types of court proceedings. The subject of this thesis, however, is only constitutional 

review in the Czech Republic. Therefore, we need to define this term first and describe its core 

aspects including the main types of proceedings led before the Constitutional Court, which is 

the aim of this chapter.  

Under the term constitutional review we understand the power of a public authority to assess 

whether legislative acts and regulations of executive or individual court and administrative 

decisions are in compliance with the constitution and other rules of superior legal force.30 

In the Czech Republic, this power is held by the Constitutional Court.  

The explanation of core aspects of this phenomenon comprising of the legal status-quo 

in the field of constitutional review in the Czech Republic (constitutional review in laws) and 

practical aspects of its exercise by the Constitutional Court and other participating public 

authorities (constitutional review in numbers) is important for a thorough understanding 

of the methodology chosen for examining the judicial decision-making behaviour described 

in Chapter III.  

This explanation is divided into four sections of this chapter: Section 1 describes the historical 

development of Czech (Czechoslovak) constitutional review. Section 2 contains a short 

overview of the Czech constitutional and political system and the place of the Constitutional 

Court within it. Section 3 focuses on the composition of the Constitutional Court including 

the appointment process of judges. Section 4 concerns individual phases of proceedings before 

the Constitutional Court that fall within the category of constitutional review.  

Finally, it is important to note that the purpose of this chapter is not theoretical discussion on the 

interpretation of the applicable law, nor de lege ferenda reflections of institutes relating 

to constitutional review. The commentary of the legal status-quo was carried out only to such 

level of detail that is necessary for understanding the methodology applied and 

for interpretation of the results of the analysis based thereon.  

 
30  For the definition of the term constitutional review in Czech jurisprudence see also BOGUSZAK, J., Teorie 

státu a práva, p. 14 or PAVLÍČEK, V., Ústavní právo a státověda, II. díl. Ústavní právo České republiky, 

p. 939.  
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SECTION 1 HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC 

AND CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

The historical development of Czech constitutional review may be divided into the following 

eras, briefly described in the four subsections of this section. It ends in 1993 when  

the present-day Constitutional Court was established.  

Subsection 1 Before 1918 – Czechia as a part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire 

Until the end of World War I, the area of the Czech Republic was a part of the Austrian Empire, 

after 1867 the Austrian part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire.  

The first public authority empowered to constitutional review in Austria – the Reichsgericht 

(Court of the Empire) – was established in 1867 by Act No. 1867/143 RGBl. within broader 

constitutional changes that ended with the adoption of the so-called December Constitution. 

The Reichsgericht was entitled to review the constitutionality of administrative decisions 

violating fundamental rights of citizens (individual constitutional review), but it did not have 

the power to review court decisions or derogate acts of legislature (abstract constitutional 

review).31 Despite this, the Reichsgericht was viewed by contemporaries as a constitutional 

court.32 

All its 14 members and four alternate members were appointed by the emperor for a life term.33 

The president and the vice-president were appointed by the emperor without limitation; the rest 

were appointed from candidates proposed by the two chambers of the Reichsrat (Council 

of the Empire), the highest legislative body of the Austrian part of the Empire – each chamber 

made nominations for the half of judges of the Reichsgericht. For each vacant place three 

candidates were supposed to be nominated, but the emperor was entitled to reject them all.34  

Complaints against administrative decisions violating fundamental rights (constitutional 

complaints) had to be filed within 14 days and signed by an attorney at law. Decisions 

 
31  HELLER, K., Der Verfassungsgerichtshof. Die Entwicklung der Verfassungsgerichtsbarkeit in Österreich 

Anfängen bis zur Gegenwart, p. 105 and § 30 of Act No. 143/1967 RGBl. on Organization 

of the Reichsgericht and Art. 7 of the basic state law No.  1867/144 RGBl. on Judicial Power.  
32  The Reichsgericht was considered to be the “protector of constiutionality”, and therefore a constitutional 

court (GUMPLOWICZ, L., Allgemeines Staatsrecht, p. 154). An Austrian vocabulary of state law defined 

the Reichsgericht as a court having the powers of a constitutional court (MISCHLER, E., Oesterreichisches 

Staatswörterbuch: Handbuch des gesammten österreichischen Öffentlichen Rechtes, p. 883).  
33 SPAUN, J., Das Reichsgericht: die auf dasselbe sich beziehenden Gesetze und Verordnungen samt 

Gesetzesmaterialien sowie Übersicht der einschlägigen Indikatur und Literatur, p. 333. 
34  HELLER, K., Opus citatum, p. 102.  
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of the Reichsgericht were always made by the plenum including rejections of complaints 

on formal grounds, and they required a simple majority of the judges present provided 

the minimum quorum of nine judges present in the plenum was achieved. Unlike today, voting 

of judges was public. Decisions were final without any possibility for appeal, but their effects 

are questionable – some authors consider them as not having the power to derogate the appealed 

administrative act, thus as purely academic, other authors argue that executive authorities that 

enacted appealed decisions were obliged to respect the Reichsgericht’s decisions and draw 

consequences therefrom.35 

Subsection 2 Czechoslovakia 1918–1939 

At the end of World War I, the first Czechoslovak Republic was established in 1918. Until 

1939, constitutional review in Czechoslovakia was performed by the Constitutional Court 

(abstract) and by the Supreme Administrative Court (individual).  

1. The Supreme Administrative Court 

The Supreme Administrative Court practically took over the powers and competence 

of the Reichsgericht to decide on constitutional complaints against individual administrative 

acts. The effects of its decisions are also questionable. On the one hand, it was explicitly entitled 

to review only the legality (not constitutionality) of appealed decisions; on the other hand, 

there is case law, in which the Supreme Administrative Court directly applied constitutional 

provisions on civil rights, liberties and duties, and thus reviewed the constitutionality 

of appealed decisions at least to a certain extent. Complaints had to be filed within 60 days and, 

as in the case of the Reichsgericht, plaintiffs had to be represented by an attorney at law. Formal 

decisions were performed by senates of three members, meritorious by senates of five. 

Unlike in the case of the Reichsgericht, the Supreme Administrative Court was definitely 

entitled to derogate appealed decisions.36  

2. The Constitutional Court 

The Constitutional Court of the First Czechoslovak Republic was established in 1920 

by Introductory Law to the Constitution No. 121/1920 Coll. as the first authority of specialized 

and concentrated constitutional review in the world.37 It had the power to review 

 
35  SLÁDEČEK, V., Ústavní soudnictví, p. 25 and SCHELLE, K., Dějiny ústavního práva, p. 54. 
36  SLÁDEČEK, V., Opus citatum, p. 25-27. 
37  LANGÁŠEK, T., Ústavní soud Československé republiky a jeho osudy v letech 1920-1948, p. 250.  
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constitutionality (compliance with the constitution and other constitutional laws) of:  

(i) acts of the National Assembly, the highest legislative body of the republic, and 

acts of the Parliament of the Transcarpathian Rus,38 which derogation required 

the qualified majority of votes of six judges in the plenum, and  

(ii) preliminary measures of the so-called Permanent Committee of the National Assembly, 

which derogation required a simple majority of present judges provided the quorum 

of five judges present in the plenum was achieved.  

With one exception, proceedings could be opened upon a proposal of the given state authorities 

only: the Supreme Court, the Supreme Administrative Court, the Election Court, the House 

of Deputies, the Senate, or the Parliament of Transcarpathian Rus39 and they had to be filed 

within a period of three years of the enactment of the appealed act.40  

Two of its seven judges were elected by the plenum of the Supreme Court and two were elected 

by the plenum of the Supreme Administrative Court. The remaining two judges and 

the president of the Constitutional Court were appointed by the president of the republic from 

three candidates for each vacant position, while one of the candidates was supposed to be 

nominated by the House of Deputies, another by the Senate and the last by the Parliament 

of Transcarpathian Rus, which power was performed by the government.  

The judges were appointed for a period of ten years. After expiration of the term of the first 

appointed judges in 1931, no judges were appointed to the Constitutional Court until 1937. 

Two years after the appointment of the new judges, the activity of the Constitutional Court was 

terminated via facti with its last finding in 1939. The reason was the occupation of Czechia 

by Nazi Germany. The Constitutional Court of Czechoslovakia enacted 65 findings in total, 

but only one found the appealed act as violating the constitution.41  

 
38  It was supposed to be a regional legislative body of Transcarpathian Rus, which was a part 

of the Czechoslovak Republic from 1918 to 1938. Nevertheless, it has never been established.  
39  An exception was the review of laws of the so-called Permanent Committee of the National Assembly, 

which could be reviewed ex offo, i.e., no proposal was needed for initiation of the proceedings, 

the Constitutional Court could open proceedings at its own discretion.  
40  LANGÁŠEK, T., Opus citatum, p. 260-261.  
41  SLÁDEČEK, V., Opus citatum, p. 27-29 . 
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Subsection 3 World War II and the following years and the communist era 

in Czechoslovakia (1939-1989) 

During World War II the area of the Czech Republic was under the control of Nazi Germany. 

There was no constitutional court or similar authority active in this period or in the following 

years.  

In February 1948 power in Czechoslovakia was seized by the Communist party. In May of the 

same year a new constitution (No. 150/1948 Coll.) was adopted. It did not establish 

a constitutional court, nor a similar judicial body empowered to constitutional review. 

Formally, constitutional review could be performed by the presidency of the National 

Assembly, which was entitled to provide binding legal interpretations regarding the compliance 

of its acts or acts of the Slovak National Council with the constitution (§ 65), but this power 

was never carried out in practice.  

Twenty years later, constitutional law No. 143/1968 Coll., on the Czechoslovak Federation, 

formally established the Constitutional Court of the Czechoslovak Socialistic Republic as the 

authority of specialized and concentrated constitutional review (Art. 86–101) in both forms: 

(i) abstract – assessment of the constitutionality of federal laws, laws of the federal member 

states and their constitutional laws, and ordinances of the executive; and  

(ii) individual – protection of constitutionally guaranteed rights.  

Proceedings could be initiated (a) upon proposals of privileged subjects: a chamber 

of the Federal Assembly, presidency of the Federal Assembly, the federal government or other 

federal institution, the Czech or Slovak National Councils and their presidencies, 

the government of the federal member state, a court, the highest state attorney as well as 

(b) by the Constitutional Court itself. It was intended to be composed of eight judges and four 

alternate members elected by the Federal Assembly for a period of seven years. Nevertheless, 

an implementing law was never adopted, so no judge was ever appointed to the court.42  

Subsection 4 Czechoslovakia after the fall of communism (1989–1993) 

Soon after the fall of communism in 1989, the Constitutional Court of the Czech and Slovak 

Federal Republic was established by constitutional Act No. 91/1991 Coll., and its implementing 

Act No. 491/1991 Coll. With two major exceptions, the powers and competencies 

 
42  SLÁDEČEK, V., Opus citatum , p. 35-39.  
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of this Constitutional Court were similar to the Constitutional Court of 1968: firstly, in addition 

to constitutional laws, international treaties on human rights were applied as benchmarks 

for assessment of the constitutionality of challenged ordinary laws; secondly, in addition 

to administrative decisions of the executive, it could also review court decisions.  

It was composed of 12 judges (six Czechs and six Slovaks) appointed by the president 

of the republic from candidates proposed by the Federal Assembly and the Czech as well as 

the Slovak National Council (each body nominated eight candidates – there were three 

candidates for each vacant place).  

During its factual existence from 1 February 1992 to 31 December 1992 it led 1,128 

proceedings, of which at least 1,020 were terminated (rejected) on procedural grounds. 

It enacted only eight findings and eight resolutions of an important character.43 

On 31 December 1992 the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic ceased to exist, as did its 

Constitutional Court. On 1 January 1993 the Czech Republic was established.  

SECTION 2 CONSTITUTIONAL SYSTEM OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC 

The Czech Republic is a unitary democratic state acknowledging the principle of rule of law 

and human rights. Its constitutional system is a bicameral parliamentary democracy.  

The structure of the constitutional law of the Czech Republic can be described as “polylegal”, 

because it is composed of several constitutional acts.44 The main ones are (a) constitutional act 

No. 1/1993 Coll., the Constitution (the “Constitution”), regulating, in particular, the main 

principles of the constitutional system and relationships between the highest public authorities 

and (b) the Charter of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms (the “Charter”) published under 

No. 2/1993 Coll., which includes a list of human rights. Another notable law is Act 

No. 182/1993 Coll., on the Constitutional Court (the “CCA”). From the perspective of its form 

and legal force, it is not a constitutional act, but since it regulates important constitutional 

matters, it is often mentioned in this thesis, too.  

The subsections below describe the main aspects of the highest Czech public authorities 

in the field of the legislature, the executive and the justice.45  

 
43  SLÁDEČEK, V., Opus citatum, p. 40-43.  
44  GERLOCH, A. et al., Ústavní systém České republiky, p. 71.  
45  For more details about the Czech constitutional system in English, see KLÍMA, K., Constitutional Law 

of the Czech Republic, p. 463.  
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Subsection 1 The Parliament 

The highest legislative authority is the Parliament of the Czech Republic (the Parliament), 

which consists of (a) the lower house – the House of Deputies of the Parliament (the “House 

of Deputies”) of 200 members elected for four years according to a proportional voting system, 

and (b) the upper house – the Senate of the Parliament (the “Senate”) of 81 members elected 

for six years according to a majority voting system (Art. 15 ff. of the Constitution).  

In both houses, the quorum for adopting resolutions is one-third of their members – 67 deputies 

and 27 senators. As a rule, adopting ordinary laws requires simple majorities of the present 

deputies and senators; adopting constitutional laws requires majorities of at least 120 deputies 

and three-fifths of the present senators (Art. 39 of the Constitution). With a few exceptions such 

as adopting constitutional laws, the House of Deputies is able to override the Senate’s vetoes 

in legislative procedures.  

When the House of Deputies is dissolved, the Senate may adopt legislative measures (zákonná 

opatření) with the legal force of acts of the Parliament. It may do so in matters which regulation 

requires the legal form of an act of the Parliament, and only if adopting such legislative measure 

is urgent, and thus cannot be postponed. If the House of Deputies does not confirm adopted 

legislative measures at its first meeting after the dissolution, they cease to apply (Art. 33 

of the Constitution).  

The political system of the Czech Republic is based on free competition of political parties 

(Art. 5 of the Constitution). A list of the most relevant of them follows below.  

1. Left-wing parties 

There are two main left-wing parties in the Czech Republic: the Czech Social-Democratic Party 

(Česká strana sociálně demokratická – ČSSD) and the Communist Party of Czechia and 

Moravia (Komunistická strana Čech a Moravy – KSČM).  

ČSSD is a social-democratic and moderate left-wing party. Its chairman from 1993 to 2001 was 

the current president of the republic, Miloš Zeman. It was established in the 19th century and 

in modern history it has been politically active since the fall of the communist system in 1989.  

KSČM is a radical left-wing party that was established in the 1990s by transformation from 

the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia, the leading party of the communist era (1948-1989). 

It has not participated in governments since 1990.  
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2. Right-wing parties 

In this thesis, we consider the Civil Democratic Party (Občanská demokratická strana – ODS) 

and the Tradition and Responsibility 09 (Tradice a odpovědnost 09 – TOP 09) as typical  

right-wing parties.  

ODS is a conservative right-wing party. Its chairman from 1991 to 2002 was the former 

president of the republic, Václav Klaus. It was established in 1991 by disintegration of the Civil 

Forum (Občanské fórum), a post-revolution anti-Communist civil movement.  

TOP 09 is a pro-European right-wing party with elements of conservativism as well 

as liberalism. Its establishing members (2009) include the former minister of finance nominated 

by KDÚ-ČSL, Miroslav Kalousek, and the former minister of foreign affairs nominated 

by the Green Party, Karel Schwarzenberg.  

3. Centrist parties 

In this category we include parties that are not strictly leftist or rightist: namely the Christian 

Democratic Union – the Czechoslovak People’s Party (Křesťanská a demokratická unie – 

Československá strana lidová – KDÚ-ČSL) and other parties of the former Four-Coalition 

(Čtyřkoalice) and the Mayors and Independent Politicians (Starostové a nezávislí – STAN).  

KDÚ-ČSL is a Christian democratic party. It has participated in right-wing as well as left-wing 

governments, but it has never nominated a prime minister. It was established in the 19th century 

and in modern history it has been politically active since the fall of the communist system.  

Four-Coalition was an alliance of four parties in the period of Zeman’s minority government 

supported by ODS (1998–2002). During this period, it was considered a close political ally 

of the then president of the republic, Václav Havel, although he was never a member of any 

of the involved parties. In addition to KDÚ-ČSL, other parties involved were the Liberty Union 

(Unie Svobody – US), the Democratic Union (Demokratická unie – DEU) and the Civil 

Democratic Alliance (Občanská demokratická aliance – ODA). For the elections to the House 

of Deputies in 2002 it was reduced to three parties (KDÚ-ČSL, US and DEU) and after 2002 

it ceased to exist. With the exception of KDÚ-ČSL, other Four-Coalition parties ceased to exist, 

too, or do not have any significance in the Czech political system as of 2020.  

STAN was established in 2009 by transformation from a regional alliance of mayors. From 2009 

to 2016 it closely cooperated with TOP 09, then partially with KDÚ-ČSL. It is a liberal and 

pro-European party, however, it is not considered as rightist as TOP 09.  
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4. Other notable parties 

There have been or were several other notable parties in the Czech Republic, 

but from the perspective of analysis of judicial-making behaviour it is not necessary to describe 

them individually because none of their members was a president of the republic and only 

a very small number of proceedings at the Constitutional Court was initiated by their members. 

The most important is ANO, the party of the prime minister, Andrej Babiš, which could 

be described as a technocratic movement without strong ideologic roots.  

Subsection 2 The president of the republic 

The head of the state is the president of the republic (the “president” or the “President” 

depending on the context) elected in a direct election by Czech citizens for a term of five years. 

Depending on his or her personality, the president may be a mere representative of the state 

in international relations or an active player in domestic as well as foreign politics. Certain 

competencies may be executed by the president independently of the government including 

appointing judges to the Constitutional Court (Art. 62 of the Constitution);46 exercising other 

powers requires the countersignature of a competent member of the government (Art. 63 of the 

Constitution).47 A list of all Czech presidents follows.  

1. Václav Havel (1993-2003) 

The first President was Václav Havel (1936-2011). He was persecuted during the communist 

era and is considered one of the main leaders of the Velvet Revolution in 1989 against 

the communist government. Then he became a member of the Civil Forum (1989-1991). 

His ideology may be described as liberal, anti-communist and humanistic.  

2. Václav Klaus (2003-2013) 

The second President was Václav Klaus (born 1941). As the chairman of ODS, he was the prime 

minister (1992-1998) and the chairmen of the House of Deputies (1998-2002). His ideology 

may be described as the ideology of ODS: conservative and right-wing.  

 
46  For example: appointing members of the Banking Council of the Czech National Bank, appointing 

the chairman and the vice-chairman of the Supreme Audit Office, appointing the chairman and  

the vice-chairman of the Supreme Court, vetoing adopted laws (which may be overridden by the Parliament 

by the majority of 101 deputies), pardoning punishments of individual persons.  
47  For example: negotiating international treaties (this power may be transferred to the government), 

appointing judges of common courts and generals, granting amnesties, excercising powers arising from his 

or her function of head commander of the army.  
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3. Miloš Zeman (2013-) 

The third and current President is Miloš Zeman (born 1944). As the chairman of ČSSD he was 

the chairman of the House of Deputies (1996–1998) and the prime minister (1998–2002). His 

ideology may be described as the ideology of ČSSD: socialist and left-wing. 

Subsection 3 The government 

The government is the supreme body of the executive. It consists of the prime minister and 

other ministers appointed by the president (other ministers only at the proposal of the prime 

minister). After its appointment, the government must be approved by a simple majority 

of votes in the House of Deputies, otherwise, the president may appoint a new prime minister. 

If even the second consecutively appointed government is not approved, the president must 

appoint the person proposed by the chairman of the House of Deputies as prime minister48 

(Art. 67 and 68 of the Constitution).  

The government is entitled to adopt decrees (nařízení) – abstract legal acts with general 

application and legal force inferior to acts of the Parliament, which purpose is 

the implementation of acts of the Parliament (Art. 78 of the Constitution). The ministries and 

other executive bodies are also entitled to adopt abstract acts with general application and legal 

force inferior to acts of the Parliament, but only in cases when an act of the Parliament expressly 

empowers such ministry or other executive body to do so (Art. 79(3) of the Constitution). 

These acts are called ordinances (vyhlášky).  

With the exception of transitory caretaker governments (Tošovský 1998, Fischer 2009-10, 

Rusnok in 2013-14), a list of the Czech governments from 1992 to 2020 follows below.  

1. ODS governments (1992-1998, 2006-2009, 2010-2013) 

The first and the second government of the Czech Republic were the two governments 

of Václav Klaus lasting from 1992 to 1996 (supported by KDÚ-ČSL, ODA and KDS49) 

and from 1996 to 1998 (supported by KDÚ-ČSL and ODA). The third and the fourth ODS 

governments were the two governments of Mirek Topolánek lasting from 2006 to 2007 

(minority government) and from 2007 to 2009 (both supported by KDÚ-ČSL and the Green 

 
48  For the first two appointments, the president is not limited in his or her choice of prime minister. However, 

with a few exceptions, the president has always appointed the person who could guarantee the support 

of the majority of deputies, usually the chairman of the strongest political party in the House of Deputies.  
49  KDS – the Christian Democratic Party was a conservative right-wing party existing from 1990 to 1996, 

when it merged into ODS.  
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Party). The fifth and so far the last ODS government was the government of Petr Nečas lasting 

from 2010 to 2013 (supported by TOP 09, VV and later LIDEM50).  

2. ČSSD governments (1998-2002, 2002-2006, 2014-2017) 

The first ČSSD government was the government of Miloš Zeman lasting from 1998 to 2002 

(minority government supported by ODS). The second, third and fourth ČSSD governments 

were the governments of Vladimír Špidla (2002-2004), Stanislav Gross (2004-2005) and Jiří 

Paroubek (2005-2006), all supported by KDÚ-ČSL and US-DEU. The sixth and so far the last 

government led by a prime minister from ČSSD was the government of Bohuslav Sobotka 

lasting from 2014 to 2017 (supported by ANO and KDÚ-ČSL).  

3. ANO governments (2017-) 

The only two ANO governments have been led by the prime minister Andrej Babiš from 2017 

to 2018 (minority government) and from 2018 to the present (minority government supported 

by ČSSD, which participates in the government and KSČM, which does not participate 

in the government).  

Subsection 4 The system of justice 

The court system of the Czech Republic is composed of common courts (district courts, regional 

courts, high courts and the Supreme Court), the Supreme Administrative Court and 

the Constitutional Court (Art. 91 of the Constitution). The courts and their judges must be 

independent and impartial (Art. 82 of the Constitution). All judges of common courts 

are appointed by the president with the countersignature of the prime minister or a designated 

member of the government, as a rule, the minister of justice (Art. 63(1) let. i) 

of the Constitution). The justice system of the Czech Republic is almost exclusively 

professional (without juries). In certain types of cases in labour law and criminal law, lay 

persons are members of court senates, but the senate chairmen are always professional judges.  

The structure of state attorneys, i.e., the public authority representing the public interest, 

in particular in criminal proceedings, corresponds to the structure of common courts.  

 
50  VV is the abbreviation of the party called Public Matters (Věci veřejné), which disintegrated in 2012 and 

was replaced in the government by the party with the abbreviation LIDEM (LIDEM-Liberální demokracie) 

meaning TO THE PEOPLE – Liberal Democracy, constituted from some former members of VV.  
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Subsection 5 Self-government and other public authorities 

There are two levels of self-government in the Czech Republic. The upper level consists 

of 14 regions (kraje) with regional parliaments (zastupitelstvo kraje) as their highest 

representative body, and the lower level consists of municipalities (obce) with municipal 

parliaments (zastupitelstvo obce). The highest executive bodies in both cases are called councils 

(rada). Self-governmental units are entitled to enact abstract acts with general application 

in their territories: parliaments are competent in self-governmental matters (independent 

competence – samostatná působnost) and their acts are called ordinances (vyhlášky); councils 

are competent in matters of the state administration transferred to them from the state 

(transferred competence – přenesená působnost) and their acts are called decrees (nařízení).  

Other notable public authorities are the Czech National Bank (Česká národní banka), the 

Supreme Audit Office (Nejvyšší kontrolní úřad) and the ombudsman (veřejný ochránce práv).  

SECTION 3 THE CONSTITUTIONAL COURT AND ITS MAIN ASPECTS 

In this section, we explain the main aspects related to the composition of the Constitutional 

Court: the process of appointment of judges (Subsection 1), the legal requirements 

for the function of a constitutional judge (Subsection 2), the incompatibility of the function 

with other functions and activities (Subsection 3) and the manners of termination of the 

function (Subsection 4). The theoretical explanation (the Constitutional Court in books) is 

supplemented by actual facts related to the above aspects (the Constitutional Court in numbers).  

Subsection 1 Composition of the Constitutional Court 

The Constitutional Court consists of 15 judges appointed by the president with the consent of 

the Senate for a term of ten years (Art. 84(1)(2) of the Constitution). The president’s decree 

on appointment of a constitutional judge does not require the countersignature of the prime 

minister or any member of the government (Art. 62 let. e) in connection with Art. 63(3) 

of the Constitution a contrario) and the Senate’s resolutions consenting to the appointment 

of a constitutional judge require a simple majority of senators present in the Senate 

for the voting. Whereas the Senate consists of 81 senators and its quorum for adopting 

resolutions is one-third of its members, i.e., 27 senators (Art. 39(1) of the Constitution), 

the minimum number of votes for adopting such consenting resolution is 14. However, 

due to the importance of the function of a constitutional judge, most senators participate 
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in the voting, so nominated candidates need in practice far more consenting votes than 14. 

If the Senate does not adopt any resolution on the nominated candidate within 60 days 

of the president’s nomination it shall be deemed that it consents to the appointment 

of the nominated constitutional judge (§ 6(2) of the CCA).  

There have been 42 judges appointed to the Constitutional Court since 1993. The chart below 

shows the year of appointment and the length of term of all constitutional judges appointed until 

15 March 2020. President Havel appointed 19 judges (“Havel’s judges”), President Klaus 

appointed 12 judges (“Klaus’ judges”) and President Zeman appointed 16 judges (“Zeman’s 

judges”). Three judges were appointed by President Havel and then again by President Klaus: 

Güttler, Holländer and Janů (“HK-judges”) and two judges were appointed by President Klaus 

and then again by President Zeman: Musil and Rychetský (“KZ-judges”). This implies that 16 

judges were appointed solely by President Havel (“exclusively Havel’s judges”), only seven 

judges were appointed solely by President Klaus (“exclusively Klaus’ judges”) and 14 judges 

were appointed solely by President Zeman (“exclusively Zeman’s judges”).  

 

Chart II.1: Overview of terms of constitutional judges in the period from 1993 to 2020. Havel’s judges are 

in yellow, Klaus’ judges are in blue and Zeman’s judges are in orange. The black lines divide the terms of judges 

appointed by the same president and white fields represent periods when the positions were vacant. The asterisk 

represents the judge Šámal.  

As there is no term for the Constitutional Court as a whole but for each judge individually, 

a constitutional judge may be appointed at any time when there is a vacancy in the court. 

However, as follows from the chart above, the majority of judges of the Constitutional Court 

have been being replaced in one year: 1993, 2003 and 2013. The reason is the following: 

(a) presidents are elected for a term of five years with a limitation of two consecutive terms, 
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which makes ten years of presidency at most, and each of the presidents has so far been elected 

for the second term and (b) the function term of constitutional judges is also ten years. 

The Constitutional Court was constituted in 1993 at the beginning of the first term of President 

Havel. The following President Klaus appointed the majority of eight judges within one year 

(2003-2004). President Zeman took it even more quickly (2013-2014). Due to resignation and 

deaths, President Havel appointed three judges at the end of his second term in 2002 (Duchoň, 

Wagnerová, Mucha), but President Klaus did not appoint any judge to free positions after these 

judges in 2012, therefore, from 15 December 2015 (when the term of judge Kůrka expired) 

to now, all judges of the Constitutional Court were appointed by President Zeman. It implies 

that the modern history of the Constitutional Court may be divided into three periods according 

to the president, who appointed the majority of judges acting in the Constitutional Court in such 

period, beginning in the year of their appointment: Havel’s period or Havel’s Court  

(1993-2002), Klaus’ period or Klaus’ Court (2003-2012) and Zeman’s period or Zeman’s 

Court lasting from 2013 to now and prospectively to 2022). A list of all constitutional judges 

including some of their characteristics is attached as Annex 2 thereto.  

Subsection 2 Legal requirements for constitutional judges 

For the function of constitutional judge, the president may nominate any person who satisfies 

the requirements given by Art. 84(3) and Art. 19(2) of the Constitution: (a) minimum age 

of 40 years, (b) Czech citizenship, (c) legal integrity (bezúhonnost), (d) law school education 

and (e) ten years’ practice in a legal profession.  

1. Minimum age of 40 years 

This requirement follows from the criterion of electability to the Senate – the minimum age 

for electability to the Senate is 40 years (Art. 19(2) of the Constitution). However, the average 

age of constitutional judges at the moment of their appointment is much higher – approximately 

56 years. The youngest judge was Pavel Holländer (40.4 years) and the oldest Jan Musil 

at the time of his second appointment (72.6 years).  

appointed in 40s appointed in 50s appointed in 60s appointed in 70s 

13 (27.7 %) 17 (36.2 %) 15 (31.9 %) 2 (4.3 %) 

Chart II.2: Categorization of constitutional judges according to age at the date of their appointment. The judges 

appointed two times are included twice.  

Whereas the term of the vast majority of judges begins and ends in a relatively short period 

of time (see above), the average age of constitutional judges increases in ten-year cycles.  
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2. Czech citizenship 

The requirement of citizenship of the Czech Republic also follows from the criterion 

of electability to the Senate (Art. 19(2) of the Constitution).  

3. Legal integrity 

The term legal integrity is not specified in the Constitution or in the CCA. Some authors explain 

it as the absence of any conviction for a crime or a state when conviction was rehabilitated (see 

§ 60(2) of Act No. 6/2002 Coll., On Courts and Judges), other authors argue for an extensive 

interpretation of this term – the absence of any conduct that would substantially reduce 

confidence in the candidate for a constitutional judge.51 Nevertheless, since the requirement 

of legal integrity is not relevant for detecting the influences of extra-legal factors 

on the decision-making behaviour of constitutional judges performed in the following chapters, 

further analysis of this requirement is beyond the scope of this thesis.  

4. Law school education 

The requirement of law school education is met by achieving a university master’s degree 

at a law faculty in the Czech Republic or abroad, subject to authorization.52 Nevertheless, all 

but for two of the appointed judges studied at a faculty in the Czech Republic (Prague: 28, 

Brno: 12). The remaining two (Holländer, Jurka) studied in Bratislava, Slovakia, which was, 

however, at the time of their studies a part of the common state of Czechoslovakia.  

Of the 42 judges, 18 (43 %) achieved a higher academic title (Ph.D., CSc., doc., prof.) including 

two associate professors (doc.) and 11 professors (26 %). President Havel appointed five 

professors (26 %), President Zeman appointed six professors (38 %) and President Klaus two 

(Holländer and Musil, who were also appointed by the other presidents; 17 %).  

5. Ten years in a legal profession 

The term “legal profession” is vague and neither the Constitution, the CCA nor any other law 

specifies it. Therefore, its interpretation depends in practice on the opinion of the appointing 

president and the consenting members of the Senate.53 Nevertheless, categorizing prior legal 

professions of actual constitutional judges is important, because it was selected as a proxy 

 
51  PAVLÍČEK, V. et al., Ústava a ústavní řád České republiky, p. 287.  
52  PAVLÍČEK, V. et al., Opus citatum, p. 287 or SLÁDEČEK, V., Opus citatum, p. 55.  
53  A theoretical analysis of this term is beyond the scope of this thesis. For more details, see PAVLÍČEK, V. 

et al., Opus citatum, p. 288.  
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of the judges’ attitudes for calculating its influences on their decision-making behaviour. 

In this regard, constitutional judges were divided into four exclusive categories:  

(i) constitutional judges who had a political function – e.g., a member of the House 

of Deputies or the Senate, a minister, etc;  

(ii) constitutional judges coming from the private sector – e.g., attorneys at law, notaries, 

corporate lawyers;  

(iii) judges coming from the public sector – e.g., judges of common courts, state attorneys, 

members of administrative authorities; and  

(iv) university teachers.  

For some judges, the categorization was easy because they were working in the same profession 

for most of their professional lives (mostly judges of common courts), for some judges 

the categorization was difficult, because they were working in various legal professions and 

some even a proportionate time in each of them – in such case, we assigned judges to the 

professions in which they worked directly before their appointment to the Constitutional Court 

or to professions thanks to which they became most well-known in the professional public. 

In certain cases, such categorization may seem arbitrary, however, we did not find a better key. 

The list of all constitutional judges and assigned prior legal professions is attached in Annex 2 

to this thesis; therefore, this categorization is transparent and subject to external review.  

Politics Private sector Public sector Universities 

8 (19.0 %) 7 (16.7 %) 15 (35.7 %) 12 (28.6 %) 

Chart II.3: Categorization of constitutional judges according to their prior legal professions.  

The appointments of President Havel are balanced – the numbers of judges from politics 

(26.3 %), private sector (21.1 %), public sector (26.3 %) and universities (26.3 %) are almost 

equal. The appointments of President Klaus are biased in favour of politics (41.7 %) compared 

to private sector (16.7 %), public sector (16.7 %) and universities (25.0 %). The appointments 

of President Zeman are biased in favour of public sector (50.0 %) compared to universities 

(37.5 %), politics (6.3 %) and private sector (6.3 %).  

Subsection 3 Incompatibility and prohibited activities 

Constitutional judges shall not be members of any political party (§ 4(4) of CCA). Nevertheless, 

15 judges (35.7 %)54 were members of a political party before their appointment, thereof 

 
54  This number does not include judge Wagnerová who became a member of the Green Party (SZ) after 

the expiration of her function.  
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(a) seven were members of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia before the Velvet 

Revolution in 1989 and (b) an additional two were members of post-revolution democratic 

movements such as the Civil Forum (Občanské fórum) or Civil Movement (Občanské hnutí). 

Therefore, there are seven judges (17 %) who were members of a political party after the Velvet 

revolution not counting the post-revolution democratic movements: Rychetský and Suchánek 

(ČSSD), Janů and Výborný (KDÚ-ČSL), Cepl (ODA), Lastovecká and Kessler (ODS).  

 Havel Klaus Zeman Overall 

Communist Party 4 1 4 7 

Post-revolution movements 2 1 0 2 

Modern parties 3 (16 %) 4 (33 %) 2 (13 %) 7 (17 %) 

Overall 9 (47 %) 6 (50 %) 6 (38 %) 16 (38 %) 

Chart II.4: Membership of judges in political parties and movements before their appointment. The membership 

of judge Rychetský in the Communist Party is not reflected, only his membership in ČSSD. Judges appointed two 

times are included twice in columns regarding the appointing presidents and only once in the column “overall”.  

Further, the function of a constitutional judge is incompatible (neslučitelná) with the function 

of president, member of the Parliament or another function in a public institution (Art. 82(3) 

of the Constitution). They also shall not acquire any incomes from paid functions with 

the exception of incomes acquired from management of their own assets and artistic, scientific 

or educational activities, provided such activities are not detrimental to the function of the 

judge, its importance and dignity, and they do not jeopardize confidence in the independence 

and impartiality of the Constitutional Court’s decision-making (§ 4(3) of the CCA).  

Violating the above rules on prohibited activities or acquiring a function that is incompatible 

with the function of a constitutional judge has serious consequences, however, their further 

analysis is with regard to the aim of this thesis beyond its scope.  

Subsection 4 Term and its termination 

Constitutional judges are appointed for a term of ten years (Art. 84(1) of the Constitution). It is 

set up for each judge individually, there is no term of the Constitutional Court as a whole.55 

The number of terms is unlimited – there are five judges who have been appointed twice, 

but no one has been appointed three or more times. There are several options of terminating 

the term of a constitutional judge (§ 7 of the CCA).  

 
55  PAVLÍČEK, V. et al., Opus citatum, p. 285.  
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Expiration is the most usual way of terminating the function (83 %). The second most used way 

is resignation from office that can be made at any time by a declaration performed personally 

to the president or in the form of a notarial record provided serious obstacles prevent the judge 

from the possibility of personal resignation. Of the five judges who have resigned (12 %), three 

did so for health issues (Brožová, Kessler, Musil) and two because they acquired a new function 

in an international court (Janů, Malenovský). In addition to the above, death (5 %) is the only 

other way of termination of the function that has been applied yet. Further possible ways are 

loss of ability to become a constitutional judge (loss of Czech citizenship), conviction for an 

intentional crime and disciplinary penalty (a resolution of the Constitutional Court’s plenary 

on termination of the function following the decision of the Disciplinary Senate.  

SECTION 4 PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE CONSTITUTIONAL COURT 

In general, the powers of the Constitutional Court can be divided into six categories: (a) abstract 

constitutional review, (b) individual constitutional review, (c) judiciary in election matters, 

(d) impeachment and other actions against the president, (e) conflicts over competencies 

of other public authorities and (f) others (Art. 87 of the Constitution). However, the subject 

of this thesis is the political character of constitutional review, therefore, this section focuses 

on powers from categories (a) and (b) only.  

There are two types of proceedings in the category of abstract constitutional review: 

proceedings on derogation of statutes and other regulations (Art. 87(1) let. a) and b) of 

the Constitution) and proceedings on assessment of international treaties from the perspective 

of their accordance with the constitutional order (Art. 87(2) of the Constitution). From 

1 January 1993 to 15 March 2020, there have been published 1,092 decisions of the first type 

of proceedings, but only five decisions of the second. As the second type provides too small 

a data sample for an empirical analysis, this thesis focuses on the first type of proceedings only.  

Similarly, there are three types of proceedings regarding individual constitutional review:  

(i) proceedings on constitutional complaints against decisions of public authorities or their 

other acts interfering in constitutionally guaranteed fundamental rights or freedoms 

of claimants (Art. 87(1) let. d) of the Constitution);  

(ii) proceedings on constitutional complaints of local self-governments against unlawful 

interferences of the state in their right to self-government (Art. 87(1) let. c) 

of the Constitution); and  
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(iii) proceedings on assessment of decisions on dissolution of political parties or other 

decisions concerning activities of political parties from the perspective of their 

accordance with constitutional and other laws (Art. 87(1) let. j) of the Constitution).  

As in the case of abstract constitutional review, there have been considerably more decisions 

adopted in the proceedings ad (i) than in the others combined. From 1 January 1993 to 15 March 

2020, there have been 78,716 decisions adopted (and published) in proceedings 

on constitutional complaints ad (i), but only 28 decisions in proceedings ad (ii) and only two 

decisions in proceedings ad (iii). Since the latter two types of proceedings provide only a small 

number of cases for an empirical analysis, this thesis focuses on proceedings ad (i) only.  

Subsection 1 Subject-matter of the proceedings 

The following text describes phases of the proceedings that are crucial for understanding 

the methodology of the empirical analysis performed in the next chapters. A detailed 

explanation of less relevant phases or related institutes56 is beyond the scope of this thesis.  

1. Proceedings on derogation of statutes and other regulations (Laws) 

The subject-matter of these proceedings is assessment of the constitutionality (legality) 

of: (a) acts of the Parliament (zákony) and legislative measures (zákonná opatření) enacted 

by the Senate (the “Statutes”) and (b) other regulations (decrees, ordinances, etc.) enacted 

by other public bodies such as the government, ministries, other central public authorities 

or bodies of territorial self-government (“Regulations”; Statutes and Regulations jointly 

as “Laws”). Laws are assessed from two perspectives (§ 68(2) of the CCA):  

(i) whether they were adopted within the competence limits determined by the Constitution 

and in the constitutionally prescribed procedure (procedural constitutionality/legality),  

(ii) whether their content is compliant with constitutional laws and in case of Regulations 

also with Statutes (material constitutionality/legality).  

Material constitutionality is not reviewed, only if the procedural constitutionality of a Law has 

been challenged. On the other hand, procedural constitutionality is reviewed even in cases when 

only material constitutionality was challenged. The legal/constitutional assessment is not 

 
56  Such as the legal institute of parties and interveners and their acts (§ 28–32 of the CCA), legal requirements 

of petitions (§ 34–35), exclusion of judges for absence of their impartiality (§ 36–38), court hearings (§ 44–

47), evidence (§ 48–51), publishing decisions (§ 56–59), delivering (§ 60), procedural fines (§ 61), costs of 

proceedings (§ 62), etc.  
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limited to reasons contained in petitions for the derogation of Laws – even if such reasons are 

insufficient for the conclusion on the unconstitutionality of the appealed Law, it may be 

derogated when the Constitutional Court finds other reasons for which it shall be assessed 

as contrary to constitutional laws. However, the Constitutional Court is bound by the petitions 

with regard to the extent of the appealed Law. It shall not derogate a Law (provisions of a Law), 

which was not challenged in the petition, unless such Law (provisions of a Law) would lose 

its rationale because of derogation of the challenged Law (provisions of a Law).57  

2. Proceedings on constitutional complaints 

The subject-matter of these proceedings are decisions or other interferences58 of public 

authorities in constitutionally guaranteed fundamental rights and freedoms (“Decisions”). 

With a few exceptions (§ 72(3) and § 75 of the CCA), they must be final in the procedural sense 

– no appeal can be admissible by the applicable law against it, otherwise, the Constitutional 

Court rejects constitutional complaints against such Decisions as premature.  

The benchmark for assessment of the constitutionality of Decisions are human rights and 

fundamental freedoms guaranteed at the constitutional level, i.e., arising under constitutional 

laws (in particular under the Charter) as well as under ratified and published international 

treaties on human rights and fundamental freedoms.59  

Subsection 2 Initiation of the proceedings 

1. Petition for the derogation of Laws 

There are three categories of subjects eligible to file a proposal for the derogation of a Statute 

(§ 64(1)(3) of the CCA) or a Regulation (§ 64(2) of the CCA): privileged plaintiffs, limited 

plaintiffs of type 1 and limited plaintiffs of type 2.  

With the exception of general formal requirements for petitions, all subjects listed in the first 

part of the chart below may propose derogations of any Laws subject to no further conditions, 

therefore, we call them privileged. For the sake of completeness, it should be added that groups 

of deputies or senators (“Legislators”) usually choose one of their members to represent the 

whole group in proceedings before the Constitutional Court.  

 
57  GERLOCH, A. et al., Nové jevy v právu na počátku 21. století. II. Teoretické a ústavní impulzy rozvoje 

práva, p. 125.  
58  Factual attacks such as seizure of a person by a police officer.  
59  See the finding of the Constitutional Court of 25 June 2002, file No. Pl. ÚS 36/01.  
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Chart II.5.1: Privileged plaintiffs 

Derogation of Statutes Derogation of Regulations 

the president60  

(15 petitions, 60.0 % upheld) 

the government  

(0 petitions) 

a group of at least 41 deputies or 17 senators a group of at least 25 deputies or 10 senators 

(deputies: 109 petitions, 36.7 % upheld; senators: 115 petitions, 32.2 % upheld) 

 a regional parliament  

(6 petitions, 0.0 % upheld) 

the ombudsman  

(8 petitions, 37.5 % upheld) 

On the other hand, petitions of limited plaintiffs of type 1 are subject to further conditions 

or require the cooperation of other subjects (as follows from the chart below):  

Chart II.5.2: Limited plaintiffs of type 1 

Derogation of Statutes Derogation of Regulations 

A senate or the plenum of the Constitutional Court  

may propose a derogation of a Law only in connection with their decision-making on a constitutional 

complaint that relates to the challenged Law (§ 64(1) let. c) and (2) let. c) and § 78(2) of the CCA).  

(20 petitions, 70.0 % upheld) 

Plaintiff of a constitutional complaint and plaintiff for renewal of a proceeding  

may propose a derogation of a Law if it was applied in the case that is the subject of the constitutional 

complaint/the petition for renewal of a proceeding (§ 74/§ 119(4) of the CCA).  

(326 petitions, 7.4 % upheld) 

A court  

shall propose derogation of a Statute when 
it comes to the conclusion that the Statute should 

be applied in a case it is deciding and when the 

Statute is in contradiction with a constitutional 

law (Art. 95(2) of the Constitution).  

(313 petitions, 20.4 % upheld) 

 

The government  

may propose derogation of a Statute only if an 
international court adopted a decision saying that 

an act of a Czech public authority violated an 

obligation arising under an international treaty 

binding for the Czech Republic and if such 
violation consists in an applicable Statute and the 

government is not capable of derogating it by 

other means (§ 118 of the CCA). 

(0 petitions) 

 

 
60  Petitions of the president are not subject to countersignatures of the prime minister or any member 

of the government. See Art. 63(3) of the Constitution argumentum a contrario and the finding 

of the Constitutional Court of 12 April 1994, file No. Pl. ÚS 43/93.  
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Subjects from the third group, the limited plaintiffs of type 2, do not require the cooperation 

of other subjects, but they may propose derogation of only such Regulations that fall within 

their material or territorial competencies, as the chart below shows.  

Chart II.5.3: Limited plaintiffs of type 2 

 The Ministry of Internal Affairs, another 

competent ministry or a central administrative 

office  

The Ministry of the Interior may propose 
derogation of regional and municipal ordinances. 

Other ministries and central administrative offices 

may do so with regional decrees on matters falling 

within their competence.  

(184 petitions, 50.5 %) 

Director of a regional office  

may propose derogation of decrees enacted 
by municipalities located within the regional 

competence of the respective regional office.  

(5 petitions, 40.0 %) 

A municipal parliament  

may propose derogation of a decree or an ordinance 

of the region in which the municipality is located.  

(9 petitions, 44.4 %) 

Chart II.5: List of plaintiffs eligible to file proposals for the derogation of Laws including numbers of petitions 

filed by them that ended up with a meritorious decision and the percentage of upheld petitions. The sum of petitions 

of all above-listed subjects is higher than the total number of decisions filed, because some of the proceedings 

were initiated by more subjects (e.g., a group of deputies and a group of senators together).  

Petitions may be filed only after the challenged provision of the Law has come into legal force, 

i.e., after its publishing in the Collection of Laws (Sbírka zákonů; § 3(1) of Act 

No. 309/1999 Coll., on the Collection of Laws and the Collection of International Treaties).  

2. Constitutional complaints 

Constitutional complaints may be filed by anyone who claims that his or her constitutionally 

guaranteed fundamental rights or freedoms have been violated by a decision of a public 

authority in a proceeding he or she was a party thereto, or by other interference of a public 

authority aimed against him or her (§ 72(1) let. a) of the CCA). Claimants are usually private 

persons, but under certain circumstances it could also be other subjects, e.g., municipalities 

regarding violation of their proprietary rights.  

Constitutional complaints must be filed within two months of delivery of the challenged 

decision and in case of other interferences within two months of the moment the claimant 
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acquired information about the interference, but no later than one year after it occurred 

(§ 72(3)(5) of the CCA). Private persons must be represented in the proceedings by attorneys 

(§ 30(1) of the CCA).  

Subsection 3 Assigning cases to judges-rapporteurs 

In both types of proceedings, each petition (constitutional complaint) is assigned to a judge-

rapporteur according to the work schedule enacted by the president of the Constitutional Court 

in accordance with the principles of work schedules adopted by its plenum (§ 16 of the CCA).  

According to the current work schedule file No. Org. 01/2020 in the wording effective 

as of 15 March 2020 (“Work schedule”), as a rule all judges are alphabetically ordered and 

each petition for derogation of a Law should be assigned to a judge that follows the judge who 

was assigned the previous petition. At the request of the assigned judge-rapporteur, a petition 

may be reassigned to another judge with the consent of the plenum and the judge to whom 

the petition is proposed to be reassigned. In case of petitions filed by senates 

of the Constitutional Court, they are assigned to the judge who was the judge-rapporteur 

to the related constitutional complaint. With a few exceptions, the assignation of cases 

to judges-rapporteurs in proceedings on constitutional complaints works similarly.61 

The assignation of cases works for both types of proceedings independently.  

Judges-rapporteurs are responsible for collecting evidence and carrying out certain procedural 

measures. They may reject constitutional complaints on procedural grounds 

(§ 43(1) of the CCA), but their power to reject petitions on derogation of Laws was taken over 

by the plenum (resolution No. Org. 24/14, published as No. 52/2014 Coll.). If judges-

rapporteurs do not reject constitutional complaints on procedural grounds and in all cases 

in proceedings on derogation of Laws, they shall carry out other procedural acts necessary 

for adopting a final decision, e.g., collecting evidence, delivering petitions/constitutional 

complaints to other parties of the proceeding, sending a call for statement to other parties 

of the proceeding, etc., and prepare the case for discussion in the plenum or the senate with 

their proposals for a final decision (§ 42 of the CCA).  

Should the decision adopted by the senate or the plenum significantly differ from the proposal 

of the judge-rapporteur, he or she shall be replaced by another judge who voted 

with the majority by a resolution of the presiding judge of the plenum or the senate, whereby 

 
61  A judge -rapporteur cannot be reassigned at request; the president and vice-presidents of the Constitutional 

Court are assigned as judges-rapporteurs less frequently.  
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this judge becomes the new judge-rapporteur and is responsible for drafting the final decision 

(§ 55 of the CCA).  

Subsection 4 Final decisions 

Final decisions in proceedings on derogations of Laws are adopted by the plenum 

of the Constitutional Court. According to § 43 of the CCA, the judge-rapporteur was entitled 

to reject a petition on derogations of Laws on procedural grounds alone, as was the respective 

senate to which such judge-rapporteur belonged entitled to reject such petitions as clearly 

unfounded (provided there were grounds for such decision), but these powers were taken over 

by the plenum pursuant to § 11(2) let. k) of the CCA by resolution No. Org. 24/14, published 

as No. 52/2014 Coll. (“Attraction Resolution”).62  

As a rule, constitutional complaints are decided by the senates of the Constitutional Court 

consisting of three judges (§ 15(1) of the CCA). Under certain conditions63 they may be decided 

by its plenum, but the number of such decisions is very low (ca. 0.3 % of all decisions in these 

proceedings), therefore, we do not distinguish between plenary and senate decisions 

on constitutional complaints in this thesis.  

1. Forms and types of decisions 

The Constitutional Court adopts its decisions in two forms: findings and resolutions. The first 

are used for meritorious decisions – dismissing or upholding; the second are used for the rest – 

rejecting, terminations of proceedings (§ 54(1) of the CCA).  

From 1 January 1993 to 15 March 2020, there have been 1,092 decisions adopted (and 

published) in proceedings on derogation of Laws, thereof 493 (45.1 %) were meritorious, 

of which 278 (56.4 %) were at least partially upholding.  

In the same period, there have been 78,716 decisions adopted (and published) in proceedings 

on constitutional complaints, thereof 25,918 (32.9 %) were procedural. Of the remaining 52,798 

meritorious or quasi-meritorious decisions, 4,410 were at least partially upholding (8.4 %).  

 
62  The only exception are petitions for derogations of Laws filed together with constitutional complaints, 

if they were not advanced to the plenum pursuant to § 78 of the CCA.  
63  E.g., in cases pursuant to § 11 let. h) of the CCA or in cases attracted by the plenary according to let. k) 

of the cited section. Currently, for example, proceedings on constitutional complaints, in which 

the president, the government, the prime minister, the Parliament or either of its houses, the chairmen 
of a house of the Parliament or another body of a house of the Parliament is a party or intervener. 

If the senate of the Constitutional Court should diverge in its decision from a legal opinion already 

expressed in a finding of the Constitutional Court, the respective legal question shall be advanced 

to the plenum and the statement of the plenum is binding for the senate (§ 23 of the CCA).  
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2. Possible results of proceedings and required majorities of judges 

The chart below summarizes possible outcomes in both types of proceedings, the related 

decision types and forms and the majorities of judges required to adopt these decisions.  

Result Type 

- 

Form 

Required majority of judges 

Derogation of Laws Constitutional complaints 

(i) rejecting on procedural 

grounds 
procedural 

- 

resolution 

simple majority of judges 

present in the plenum 

judge-rapporteur 

(ii) termination of the 

proceeding 

simple majority of judges 

present in the senate 

(iii) rejecting as clearly 

unfounded 

quasi-

meritorious 

- 

resolution 

all judges of the senate 

(iv) dismissing  

(v) upholding 

meritorious 

- 

finding 

Statutes – at least 9 judges, 
for upholding, otherwise 

dismissing 

Regulations – the same as 

in cases (i) to (iii) above64 

simple majority of judges 

present in the senate65 

Chart II.6: Categorization of final decisions in proceedings on derogation of Laws and constitutional complaints.  

a) Rejecting on procedural grounds 

Petitions on derogations of Laws as well as constitutional complaints may be rejected 

on procedural grounds in the following situations: (a) failure to correct defects of the petition 

or the constitutional complaint despite the fact that the applicant was asked by the Constitutional 

Court to do so, (b) filing a constitutional complaint after expiration of the period 

for its submission (there is no period for submitting petitions for derogation of Laws), (c) filing 

a petition or a constitutional complaint by a person who is clearly not entitled to do so, 

(d) incompetency of the Constitutional Court in matters requested to be decided by the petition 

or the constitutional complaint and (e) inadmissibility of the petition or the constitutional 

complaint66 (Art. 43(1) of the CCA).  

 
64  If the Constitutional Court should diverge in a decision from a legal opinion already expressed in a finding 

of the Constitutional Court, the required majority is nine judges voting for such decision (§ 13 of the CCA)  
65  See the previous note – and the note 63.  
66  A petition for derogation of a Law is inadmissible if (a) the Law had ceased to exist before the petition was 

delivered to the Constitutional Court, or has not been published yet, (b) the Constitutional law (Statute 

in case of challenging Regulations) with which the Law (Regulation) is said to be in contradiction, ceased 

to exist or has not been published yet (Art. 66 of the CCA).  
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As a rule, in proceedings on constitutional complaints, rejecting on formal grounds is carried 

out by judges-rapporteurs only (Art. 43(1) of the CCA); in proceedings on derogations of Laws 

decisions must be adopted by a simple majority of judges present in the plenum at the voting 

(Art. 1(3) of the Attraction Resolution and § 13 of the CCA).  

b) Terminating proceedings 

Proceedings on derogation of Laws shall be terminated without rejecting, dismissing 

or upholding the petitions if (a) the challenged Law has ceased to exist or (b) the constitutional 

law (or the Statute in case of challenging Regulations) with which the challenged Law 

is supposed to be in contradiction ceases to exist before the Constitutional Court has made 

another decision (§ 67 of the CCA). Another reason for terminating proceedings is withdrawal 

of the respective petition. Resolutions on termination of proceedings require the consent of 

a simple majority of judges of the Constitutional Court present in the plenum (§ 13 of the CCA).  

Proceedings on constitutional complaints shall be terminated without rejecting, dismissing 

or upholding them in particular if claimants have withdrawn their constitutional complaints 

before the senate (plenum) has met for the final meeting (§ 77 of the CCA).  

c) Rejecting as clearly unfounded 

Constitutional complaints may be rejected as clearly unfounded if all three judges 

of the respective senate agree (§ 43(2) in connection with § 19(2) of the CCA). Petitions 

on derogation of Laws may be rejected as clearly unfounded if a simple majority of judges 

present in the plenum agrees (Art. 1(3) of the Attraction Resolution and § 13 of the CCA).  

Although rejecting constitutional complaints or petitions on derogation of Laws as clearly 

unfounded has the same effects for their applicants as dismissing, the grounds for adopting 

these types of decisions differ. The grounds for rejecting as clearly unfounded are not 

procedural as in the remaining rejecting situations. They must be material, but unlike the case 

of dismissing, the unfoundedness must be clear (obvious). Nevertheless, in proceedings 

on constitutional complaints, rejecting them as clearly unfounded is used even in situations 

when the unfoundedness is not entirely clear. The reason is that the requirements for rejecting 

are lower than the requirements for dismissing decisions, (e.g., the extent of the reasoning, 

length of the proceedings, etc.).67  

 
67  For more information on this topic, see ŠIMÍČEK, V., Ústavní stížnost, p. 295.  
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d) Upholding or dismissing 

Should a petition on derogation of a Law or a constitutional complaint not be rejected, 

or the proceedings terminated, the plenum of the Constitutional Court for the first type 

(§ 12(2) let. a) and b) of the CCA) or the senate (as a rule) for the second type of the proceedings 

(§ 15(1) in connection with § 12 of the CCA a contrario) dismisses or upholds the petition 

or constitutional complaint.  

The majority of judges required for derogation of a Law differs. Derogation of a Statute requires 

the majority of at least nine of the 15 judges of the Constitutional Court. This means that even 

if eight judges voted for derogation and only seven or fewer for dismissing the petition, 

the petition shall be dismissed and the challenged Statute preserved. Derogation of a Regulation 

requires a simple majority of constitutional judges present in the plenum (§ 13 of the CCA). 

In both cases, each judge is entitled to make a proposal for a decision at the consultative 

meeting of judges that takes place before voting and each judge is obliged to vote for one of the 

proposals – no one can abstain. However, it is possible not to attend the voting, thus not vote at 

all (§ 12(1)(2) of the CCA). Since upholding petitions requires nine votes, the absence of 

a judge in the plenum for voting means in practice a vote to dismiss the petition.  

Upholding or dismissing a constitutional complaint requires the votes of two judges of the 

three-member senate (§ 19(2) of the CCA) or a simple majority of judges in the plenum 

provided the constitutional complaints is decided by the plenum.  

However, if the Constitutional Court should diverge in a decision from a legal opinion already 

expressed in a finding of the Constitutional Court, the required majority is nine judges voting 

for such decision (§ 13 of the CCA). It applies for proceedings on derogation of Laws as well 

as for constitutional complaints decided by the plenum.  

3. Temporal effects of decisions 

Laws derogated by the Constitutional Court lose their legal force on the day of publication 

of the respective finding in the Collection of Laws unless the Constitutional Court expressly 

determines a future day in its finding68 when they shall lose their legal force 

(§ 58(1) of the CCA). The main reason for such delay is that the effect of an immediate 

 
68  Although there were some opinions in the jurisprudence claiming the competence to derogate Laws 

with effect in the past (NOCAROVÁ, Z., Závaznost rozhodnutí Ústavního soudu České republiky, p. 88), 

the Constitutional Court expressly excluded this possibility in its finding of 9 April 1997, file 

No. Pl. ÚS 31/96.  
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derogation of a Law would be more detrimental than the effect of the unconstitutionality 

of such Law, therefore, the Constitutional Court gives the author of the challenged Law 

(e.g., the Parliament) a reasonable period for adopting a new Law regulating the respective 

issue that would not violate constitutional laws (or Statutes in case of derogation 

of a Regulation).69  

Nevertheless, derogation of Laws has certain legal effects for the past, too (§ 71 of the CCA): 

(a) proceedings regarding criminal sentences that have not been carried out but that are in legal 

force may be reopened; (b) rights and obligations arising under other judgments enacted 

on the basis of the derogated Law may not be carried out; (c) other rights and obligations arising 

under or in connection with the derogated Law shall not be affected (§ 71(4) of the CCA).  

Rejecting or dismissing a constitutional complaint naturally does not have direct legal effects 

on decisions that were challenged by constitutional complaints. Upholding implies derogation 

of the appealed decision and in case of other interferences, forbidding the respective public 

authority to continue in such interferences and, if possible, to restore the former status-quo 

(§ 82(3) of the CCA). On the other hand, the CCA does not explicitly regulate legal effects 

on proceedings in which the derogated decisions were enacted; one detailed description 

is included in the Criminal Code, but it is naturally applicable to criminal proceedings only. 

Nevertheless, case law of the Supreme Court of the Czech Republic and jurisprudence came 

to the conclusion that, as a rule, after derogation of decisions in proceedings on constitutional 

complaints, the respective proceedings in which the derogated decision was enacted return 

to the phase in which the appealed decision was enacted.70  

4. Appeals against decisions of the Constitutional Court 

There is no appeal or any other remedy against decisions of the Constitutional Court 

(§ 54(2) of the CCA) in any of the described proceedings.  

It also means that in case of derogation of Laws, the public body that enacted the derogated 

Law shall not enact another Law in the same wording. However, it is questionable whether it 

may enact a different but still similar Law that would be in conflict with the reasoning 

of the derogating finding of the Constitutional Court. The crucial question in this regard is 

whether only a decision itself has a binding power or whether its reasoning has a binding power, 

 
69  Finding of the Constitutional Court of 28 March 1995, file No. Pl. ÚS 20/94.  
70  WAGNEROVÁ, E. et al., Zákon o Ústavním soudu s komentářem, p. 455; ŠIMÍČEK, V., Ústavní stížnost, 

p. 295 and the resolution of the Supreme Court of 16 December 2013, file No. 28 Cdo 2946/2013.  
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too. In any case, discussion on this issue is beyond the scope of this thesis.71 Nevertheless, 

it may be noted that, theoretically, nothing can prevent especially the Parliament from adopting 

a law similar to the derogated Statute. On the other hand, such Statute may again be challenged 

at the Constitutional Court and consequently derogated again, and so on.  

There is also no appeal against decisions of the Constitutional Court in proceedings 

on constitutional complaints. Moreover, the legal opinion contained in the reasoning of such 

decisions is binding for the parties of the respective proceeding at the Constitutional Court, 

i.e., in addition to the applicant, especially the public authority that enacted the derogated 

decision. In the jurisprudence, answers to the question of whether only the normative part 

of decisions on constitutional complaints or also their reasonings are binding for other public 

authorities and other private persons that were not parties to the respective proceeding differ, 

and the related discussion on this matter is beyond the scope of this thesis.72  

Subsection 5 Separate opinions (dissents) 

In both types of proceedings, a judge who does not agree with the decision of the plenum 

or the senate as a whole or with its reasoning only is entitled to have his or her separate opinion 

(dissent) recorded in the protocol on the court hearing in this case and attached to the final 

decision (§ 14 and § 22 of the CCA).  

Out of 1,092 decisions in proceedings on derogation of Laws, there were 191 decisions to which 

at least one judge attached his or her separate opinion (17.5 %); out of 493 meritorious decisions 

in this type of proceedings, there were 173 decisions to which at least one judge attached his 

or her separate opinion (35.1 %) and finally, out of 141 meritorious decisions in proceedings 

initiated by Legislators, there were 64 decisions to which at least one judge attached his or her 

separate opinion (45.4 %).  

The frequency of separate opinions in proceedings on constitutional complaints is much lower. 

Out of 78,716 decisions in proceedings on constitutional complaints, there were 175 decisions 

to which at least one judge attached his or her separate opinion (0.2 %); out of 4,668 meritorious 

decisions in proceedings on constitutional complaints, there were 154 decisions to which 

at least one judge attached his or her separate opinion (3.3 %).   

 
71  For an overview of opinions on this topic, see the author’s master’s thesis: JUHÁS, J., Právna kontrola 

ústavnosti aktov moci zákonodarnej a moderný právny štát. p. 15 and 108–110.  
72  See the previous note.  
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY OF MEASURING THE POLITICAL CHARACTER 

OF DECISION-MAKING OF JUDGES OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL COURT 

The aim of this thesis is to find out whether constitutional review in the Czech Republic has 

at least partially a political character. In other words, we are trying to detect whether 

the decision-making behaviour of constitutional judges is at least partially affected by extra-

legal factors such as judges’ personal characteristics (attitudinal model). As we described 

in detail in the previous chapter, there are two main types of proceedings before 

the Constitutional Court that fall within the category of constitutional review: proceedings 

on derogation of Laws and proceedings on constitutional complaints. Each of them has its own 

specifics, and thus requires specific methodological tools for detecting the influences of extra-

legal factors. Therefore, this chapter is divided into two sections, one for each type 

of proceedings. The methodological steps for detecting the political character of constitutional 

review in each of them are therefore described in each section separately.  

SECTION 1 PROCEEDINGS ON DEROGATION OF LAWS 

The effects of extra-legal factors on the decision-making of constitutional judges in proceedings 

on derogation of Laws were detected using two proxy-based measurement methods (method A 

and method B). Both methods used the appointing president of constitutional judges 

as the proxy for judges’ personal attitudes. Their main distinction resides in the coding of cases:  

• In method A, cases were coded according to the political affiliation of the Legislators 

(deputies or senators) who filed the respective proposals for derogation of Laws 

(“Proposals”);  

• In  method B, cases were coded according to the ideological (political) assessment 

of the reasonings of the respective decisions or dissents.  

As the main dependent variable,  

• method A uses the percentual rate of Proposals that were upheld with regard to the 

political affiliation of the Legislators and each appointing president, e.g., a percentual rate 

of upheld Proposals on all Proposals filed by Legislators from right-wing parties.  
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• method B uses ideological scores calculated on the basis of ideological assessments 

of decisions in proceedings initated by Legislators and their eventual dissents that can 

range from -100 (extremely leftist/conservative) to +100 (extremely rightist/liberal).  

Method A tests the hypothesis whether constitutional judges uphold Proposals more frequently 

when they were filed by Legislators of the same political affiliation as their appointing president 

than when they were filed by Legislators of the opposite political affiliation. For example, 

we try to verify if Proposals filed by left-wing Legislators have a higher chance of being upheld 

when they are decided by judges appointed by the leftist president (Zeman) than when they are 

decided by judges appointed by the rightist president (Klaus).  

Method B tests the hypothesis whether the ideological scores of judges’ decisions correlate with 

the ideology of their appointing presidents. For example, we try to find out if the decisions 

of judges appointed by the right-wing president were assessed on average as more rightist than 

the decisions of judges appointed by the left-wing president, i.e., their ideological score 

is higher (closer to +100).  

In this section, we describe the methodological steps for calculating statistics and variables 

for verifying both above hypotheses and analysing further aspects of judicial decision-making 

behaviour in proceedings on derogation of Laws. Our methodology consists of the following 

steps: collecting data, coding cases, assigning the values of coded cases to constitutional judges, 

calculating the relevant variables and performing a regression analysis. Each of these steps 

is explained in more detail in an individual subsection below.  

Subsection 1 Collecting data 

In both methods, data about decisions in the sample were collected from the internet database 

of decisions of the Constitutional Court – http://nalus.usoud.cz (“NALUS database”) 

and actual Proposals, which were provided to us by the Constitutional Court. Information about 

the political affiliation of Legislators was collected from the website of the Parliament and some 

supplementary information was acquired from newspapers and internet media.  

The data sample consists of decisions in proceedings on derogation of Laws enacted 

from 1 January 1993 to 25 September 2018, but it is limited in two ways: to (a) meritorious 

decisions only and to (b) decisions enacted in proceedings initiated by Legislators. 
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1. Excluding procedural and quasi-meritorious decisions 

The first limitation of the analysed data sample relates to the exclusion of procedural and quasi-

meritorious decisions.  

Procedural decisions were excluded because we assume that extra-legal factors (personal 

attitudes of constitutional judges, influences of other public authorities) do not affect judicial 

decision-making behaviour in procedural matters at all or only a very little. Procedural rules 

for the admissibility of petitions give constitutional judges much less room for interpretation, 

and thus their personal attitudes to emerge, than material constitutional law. Therefore, 

we believe that judges’ attitudinal propensity (AP) to decide in favour of Legislators 

with a specific political affiliation has a much lower chance of causing actual effects 

in procedural decisions than in meritorious decisions. Keeping procedural decisions in the data 

sample would only wipe away observable signs of differences in judges’ APs.  

Nevertheless, unlike the case of proceedings on constitutional complaints (see p. 70–71 of this 

thesis) in this analysis we excluded quasi-meritorious decisions from the data sample, too. 

The reasons are as follows:  

- We believe that Proposals are rejected as clearly unfounded in proceedings 

on derogations of Laws, although their unfoundedness is not entirely clear, not as often 

as constitutional complaints are (see p. 50 of this thesis).  

- From the constitutional perspective, derogation of Laws appears to be a much more 

important power than deciding on constitutional complaints. Decisions in proceedings 

on derogation of Laws are binding for all (erga omnes effect), decisions on constitutional 

complaints are binding only for the parties involved (inter partes effect). Therefore, 

judges dwell on proceedings on derogation of Laws much more than proceedings 

on constitutional complaints. Moreover, in proceedings on derogation of Laws, 

dismissing reasonings are much more important and interesting from the constitutional 

perspective, too.  

- There are far fewer proceedings on derogation of Laws than proceedings on constitutional 

complaints, therefore, lower formal requirements on drafting rejecting decisions than 

on drafting dismissing decisions do not play a big role. This conclusion is also supported 

by the fact that the relative frequency of adopting quasi-meritorious decisions 

in proceedings on constitutional complaints is much higher than its frequency 

in proceedings on derogation of Laws. 
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- We deem that excluding quasi-meritorious decisions to only be a technical operation 

in order to get more authentic results. There is no reason to believe that it biases results 

in favour or to the detriment of any of the tested extra-legal effects.  

2. Including only proceedings initiated by Legislators 

The second limitation relates to including proceedings that were initiated by Proposals 

of Legislators only. Proceedings for derogation of Laws may be opened by several eligible 

subjects, but only Legislators proved to be suitable for this type of analysis. The reason is that 

with the exception of the president and the government, Proposals filed by other eligible 

subjects (common courts, municipalities, private persons, etc.) do not provide any useful 

information about political affiliation or other ideological dimensions of the case and 

the presidents and the governments have filed only a very small number of Proposals 

for an empirical research (see p. 45 of this thesis).  

Subsection 2 Coding cases 

The main distinction between the two methods resides in the coding of cases: in method A, 

cases were coded according to the political affiliation of the Legislators who filed the analysed 

Proposals; in method B, cases were coded according to the ideological assessment 

of the decisions’ reasonings and separate opinions (dissents).  

1. Method A 

In this method, cases were coded pursuant to the political affiliations of the Legislators who 

initiated the proceedings using the following rules:  

(i) If Legislators chose a representative whose name was detectable from their Proposal, 

the case was coded according to the political affiliation of this representative.  

(ii) If such representative was not detectable from the Proposal, the case was coded according 

to the political affiliation of the Legislators who represented the majority in the respective 

Legislator’s group. If no political faction prevailed, the case was coded as miscellaneous.  

(iii) Three decisions were coded according to the political affiliation of the Legislator 

or the political party that expressed its opinion in favour of the Proposals in newspapers 

or internet media the most. The reason is that we were not provided with the respective 

Proposals, so we were not able to determine an eventual representative or the prevailing 

political affiliation in the respective group of Legislators.  
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For the purpose of increasing the significance of results by increasing the number of cases 

in the analysed categories, only four types of political affiliation were used for coding cases: 

(a) right-wing parties for ODS, TOP 09 and the Entrepreneurs (Soukromníci), (b) left-wing 

parties for ČSSD and KSČM, (c) parties of the former Four-Coalition and STAN for KDÚ-

ČSL, ÚS-DEU, ODA and STAN and (d) Miscellaneous for other political parties that were not 

mentioned above and for decisions related to Proposals filed by groups of Legislators in which 

none of the political factions involved had the majority.  

2. Method B 

In this method, one master (Mgr.) and one Ph.D. student at the Faculty of Law of Charles 

University in Prague, independently of each other, assessed the analysed decisions and their 

dissents from the ideological perspective of their reasonings. They coded them with ideological 

scores on two scales, leftist-rightist and conservative-liberal, according to the following rules:  

1 2 3 4 5 

very leftist rather leftist neutral rather rightist very rightist 

very conservative rather conservative neutral rather liberal very liberal 

The assessment was not entirely subjective. Decisions and dissents were to be coded as:  

Leftist, 

if their reasonings argued 

Rightist, 

if their reasonings argued 

- in favour of the state, municipal, general 

or other collective interest, 

- in favour of private interests, 

- against private property – in favour of its 

limitation (expropriation), 

- in favour of the protection of private 

property, 

- in favour of employees, - in favour of employers, 

- in favour of regulating the behaviour 

of private persons including regulation 

of business (market), prices, wages, etc., 

- against regulating the behaviour 

of private persons, 

- in favour of lower social classes, - in favour of upper social classes, 

- in favour of social rights, - against social rights, 

- in favour of equality, - in favour of merits, 

- in favour of protecting weaker parties. - against protecting weaker parties 

(in favour of contractual freedom). 
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Conservative, 

if their reasonings argued 

Liberal, 

if their reasonings argued 

- in favour of an old regime – against change 

of old orders, 

- against an old regime – in favour 

of change of old orders, 

- in favour of the church or aristocracy - against the church or aristocracy, 

- in favour of order and security and 

the protection of life and health 

- in favour of freedoms of individuals 

and exercising civil or political rights, 

- in favour of national interests, - in favour of international interests, 

- not in favour of minorities (ethnic, 

religious, sexual, political, etc.), 

- in favour of any minorities (ethnic, 

religious, sexual, political, etc.), 

- for favouring domestic private persons or 

for discriminating against foreigners, 

- against favouring domestic persons or 

against discrimination against 

foreigners, 

- not in favour of persons who are criminally 

prosecuted. 

- in favour of the rights of persons who 

are criminally prosecuted. 

If the above rules could not be applied, the students were to assess decisions and dissents 

according to their opinions on the character of leftist/rightist or conservative/liberal values. 

In the event that a decision or a dissent could not be assessed as ideological in any way, it was 

to be assessed as neutral (ideological score 3).  

All decisions and dissents were to be assessed on both scales so any of the following situations 

may have happened: a decision or a dissent was coded as (a) neutral on both ideological scales, 

(b) neutral on one scale and ideologically influenced on the other or (c) ideologically influenced 

on both scales. Dissents may or may not have the same ideological scores as the decisions 

to which they were attached.  

Subsection 3 Assigning values of coded cases to constitutional judges 

In this phase, values of coded decisions were assigned to the respective constitutional judges 

according to the following rules. These methodological steps apply for both methods, eventual 

diversities are mentioned explicitly.  
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1. Absence of the assumption of judge-rapporteur 

As in the case of proceedings on constitutional complaints, voting of judges on proposals 

for derogation of Laws is not public. However, unlike the case of constitutional complaints, 

assigning judges-rapporteurs with the outcomes of final decisions (see p. 75 of this thesis) is 

not useful for proceedings on derogation of Laws. The reason is that it would reduce the already 

smaller data sample to one-fifteenth, since there are fifteen judges in the Constitutional Court, 

and thus each of them is the judge-rapporteur in approximately every fifteenth case.  

On the contrary, dissents are much more frequent in proceedings on derogation of Laws than 

in proceedings on constitutional complaints.73 Therefore, in this case, we applied 

the assumption of absenting dissent instead of the assumption of judge-rapporteur.  

2. Assumption of absenting dissent 

Since the names of all dissenting judges are published, this constitutes a direct source 

of information about the decision-making of all constitutional judges. All judges were, 

therefore, assigned values gained from coding cases according to the following rules:  

If a judge did not attach a dissent, it was assumed that he or she voted with the majority 

of the plenum, and thus was assigned the outcome of the decision as a whole:  

(i) In method A, it was 1 for decisions in which Proposals were at least partially upheld and 

0 for other decisions.  

(ii) In method B, it was the decision’s ideological scores on both scales, i.e., two numbers 

ranging in the interval from 1 to 5.  

If a judge attached a dissent, the rules were the following:  

(i) In method A, he or she was assigned the value opposite that which was assigned 

to the decision according to the previous paragraph, i.e., 0 for decisions in which 

Proposals were at least partially upheld and 1 for other decisions.  

This assumption means that judges who attached dissents to upholding decisions are 

considered as voting for dismissing and vice versa. For the purpose of simplification 

of the analysis, we did not distinguish between dissents to decisions’ final outcomes and 

dissents to decisions’ reasoning (i.e., dissents of judges who disagreed only with 

 
73  In proceedings on derogation of Laws initiated by Legislators, 45.4 % of meritorious decisions have at least 

one dissent attached. On the other hand, in proceedings on constitutional complaints, only 3.30 % 

of meritorious decisions have a dissent attached.  
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the reasoning, but not with the decision’s final outcome). This assumption may cause 

inaccuracies, but there is no reason to believe that it would bias the results in favour 

of a particular political affiliation. 

For the sake of simplification, we also did not distinguish between various levels 

of Proposals’ partial upholding. In other words, we do not distinguish whether 

the Constitutional Court derogated only one out of five Laws challenged in the Proposals 

or all of them. This assumption may also cause inaccuracies, but again, there is no reason 

to believe that it would bias the results in favour of a particular political affiliation 

or appointing president.  

(ii) In method B, he or she was assigned the ideological score of the dissent.  

Values of coded cases were assigned, naturally, only to those constitutional judges who were 

present in the plenum, and thus actually voted on the Proposals. For most decisions, information 

on which constitutional judges took part in the voting is public. Therefore, judges who did not 

take part in certain voting were not assigned to the respective cases, although they were 

in function at the time.  

However, some decisions, in particular those enacted before 10 October 2004, do not include 

information about the presence of judges in the plenum for voting. So, when the information 

was missing, we assumed that all constitutional judges in function at the moment of enactment 

of the respective decisions were present in the plenum for voting, so they were assigned values 

of coded cases according to the above rules.  

Subsection 4 Calculating the relevant variables 

For Method A, the crucial variable is the upholding rate; for method B, it is ideological scores. 

The process of calculating both variables is described below.  

1. Method A – calculating upholding rate 

In method A, the most important variable is the upholding rate (“UR”), which is defined 

as the ratio of upheld Proposals to all Proposals that ended up with a meritorious decision. 

It is calculated, in particular, with regard to the varying political affiliations of Legislators and 

appointing presidents. For example, the UR of Zeman’s judges regarding “left-wing Proposals” 

is calculated as the ratio of Proposals filed by Legislators from left-wing parties that were 

upheld by Zeman’s judges to the number of all Proposals filed by Legislators from left-wing 

parties that were meritoriously decided by Zeman’s judges. In other words, this UR represents 
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the probability that a Proposal of left-wing Legislators will be upheld when it is decided 

by Zeman’s judges (provided the Proposal satisfies all procedural requirements and it is not 

clearly unfounded).  

The reason behind the variable is the assumption about the correlation between the political 

affiliation of Legislators and the ideology of the appointing presidents. We anticipate that URs 

are higher when Proposals are decided by judges appointed by presidents sharing the same 

ideology as the Legislators who filed them than when they are decided by judges appointed 

by a president of the opposite ideology (e.g., leftist vs. rightist).  

Formal methodological steps for calculating URs follow.  

a) Calculating an upholding rate for each judge 

In the first step, we calculated the UR for each constitutional judge j (𝑈𝑅𝑗) according 

to the following formula:  

𝑈𝑅𝑗 =
𝑃𝑗 + 𝐷𝑗

𝑁𝑗
 

In this formula, 𝑁𝑗 denotes the number of all analysed decisions of judge j, which means that 

judge j was present in the plenum for the voting on those decisions or, when information about 

the participating judges is missing, was in function at the time those decisions were enacted.  

𝑃𝑗 denotes the number of decisions of judge j that (a) were at least partially upheld and 

simultaneously (b) to which this judge did not attach a dissent, which means that he or she is 

deemed to be voting as the upholding majority of the plenum (for upholding the Proposal = 

derogation of the challenged Law).  

𝐷𝑗 denotes the number of decisions of judge j that (a) were fully dismissed and (b) to which this 

judge attached a dissent, which means that he or she is deemed to be voting opposite 

to the dismissing majority of the plenum (for upholding the Proposal = for derogation 

of the challenged Law).  

The sum 𝑃𝑗 + 𝐷𝑗 represents the number of cases in which judge j is deemed to be voting 

for derogation of a Law.  

b) Calculating upholding rates for groups of judges appointed by the same president 

Since we want to know whether judges appointed by different presidents decide differently, 

we need to calculate an UR for each group of judges appointed by the same president. Such UR 
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could be interpreted as the probability that a Proposal will be upheld when it is decided 

by judges appointed by the respective president.  

The UR for each group of judges appointed by the same President P (𝑈𝑅𝑃) was calculated 

as the weighted average of URs of all judges belonging to this group. The calculation formula 

follows:  

𝑈𝑅𝑃 =
∑ 𝑃𝑝 + 𝐷𝑝

𝑛
𝑝=1

∑ 𝑁𝑝
𝑛
𝑝=1

 

In this formula, 𝑁𝑝, 𝑃𝑝 and 𝐷𝑝 have a similar meaning as in the case of calculating individual 

URs; 𝑝 ∈ {1, 2, 3 … 𝑛} represents the set of judges appointed by President P.  

c) Calculating upholding rates for groups of Legislators according to their political 

affiliation 

As in the above cases, we calculated URs regarding each group of Legislators having political 

affiliation L (𝑈𝑅𝐿). This UR could be interpreted as the probability that a Proposal will be 

upheld when it was filed by Legislators with a particular political affiliation. The formula is 

as follows:  

𝑈𝑅𝐿 =
𝑈𝐿

𝑁𝐿
 

In this formula, 𝑁𝐿 denotes the number of all Proposals filed by Legislators with political 

affiliation L that were decided by a meritorious decision; and  

𝑈𝐿  denotes the number of Proposals filed by Legislators with political affiliation L that were 

at least partially upheld.  

d) Calculating upholding rates for each group of judges appointed by the same president 

and each Legislator’s political affiliation together 

For validating the hypothesis that URs are higher when Proposals are decided by judges 

appointed by presidents with the same ideology as the Legislators who filed them than when 

they are decided by judges appointed by presidents of the opposite ideology, we need 

to calculate URs with regard to each group of judges appointed by the same President P and 

each political affiliation of Legislators L together (𝑈𝑅𝑃,𝐿). For example, the 𝑈𝑅𝐾,𝑅𝑊 falling into 

this category of URs could be interpreted as the probability that a Proposal of right-wing 

Legislators will be upheld when it is decided by judges appointed by President Klaus (provided 
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the Proposal satisfies all procedural requirements and it is not clearly unfounded). URs of this 

kind are calculated according to the following formula:  

𝑈𝑅𝑃 =
∑ 𝑃𝑝,𝐿 + 𝐷𝑝,𝐿

𝑛
𝑝=1

∑ 𝑁𝑝,𝐿
𝑛
𝑝=1

 

In this formula, 𝑁𝑝,𝐿 denotes the number of all analysed decisions of a judge appointed 

by President P on Proposals filed by Legislators with political affiliation L.  

𝑃𝑝,𝐿 denotes the number of decisions of a judge appointed by President P on Proposals filed 

by Legislators of political affiliation L that (a) were at least partially upheld and (b) to which 

this judge did not attach a dissent.  

𝐷𝑝,𝐿 denotes the number of decisions of a judge appointed by President P on Proposals filed 

by Legislators of political affiliation L that (a) were fully dismissed and (b) to which this judge 

did not attach a dissent.  

𝑝 ∈ {1, 2, 3 … 𝑛} represents the set of judges appointed by President P.  

2. Method B – calculating ideological scores 

The ideological score of a decision or a dissent (“IS”) is a real number representing its 

ideological assessment performed according to the rules mentioned above. Before its 

transformation (see p. 66 of this thesis), it is calculated as the average of assessments of the two 

assessing students. For each scale (leftist-rightist and conservative-liberal), ISs are calculated 

separately, which means that each decision and each dissent has two such values. The IS of 

a decision or a dissent shows to what extent its reasoning appears to be driven by ideological 

values (leftist-rightist or conservative-liberal). For example, a decision marked as 1/4 was 

coded as extremely leftist (1) and moderately liberal (4), a dissent marked as 3/2 was coded as 

neutral from the leftist-rightist perspective (3) and moderately conservative (2).  

ISs of the analysed decisions and dissents were assigned to constitutional judges. If a judge did 

not attach a dissent to a decision, he or she was assigned the IS of this decision. If a judge 

attached a dissent to a decision, he or she was assigned the IS of this dissent.  

a) Calculating ideological scores for each judge 

In the first stage, we calculated the IS for each judge j (𝐼𝑆𝑗). It was calculated as the average 

of ISs of decisions and dissents that were assigned to this judge. The formula used for both 

ideological scales is as follows:  
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𝐼𝑆𝑗 =
∑ 𝐼𝑆𝑖

𝑗𝑛𝑗

𝑖=1

𝑛𝑗
 

In this formula, 𝐼𝑆𝑖
𝑗
 denotes the IS of decision or dissent i assigned to judge j.  

𝑛𝑗 denotes the number of all decisions assigned to judge j.  

𝑖 ∈ {1,2,3 … 𝑛𝑗} denotes the set of decisions and dissents assigned to judge j. In this set, each 

decision appears several times – one appearance for each judge to which it was assigned.  

As mentioned above, the result of this formula – the IS of judge j – can be any real number 

from one to five, where one means that the decisions of judge j are, depending on the scale, 

extremely leftist or extremely conservative, and five means that the  decisions of  judge j are 

extremely rightist or extremely conservative.  

b) Calculating ideological scores for groups of judges appointed by the same president 

Since the goal of this analysis is to find out whether the decision-making behaviour 

of constitutional judges is at least partially influenced by their ideologies (which highly 

correlate with the ideologies of their appointing president), we need to calculate the ISs for each 

group of judges appointed by the same President P (𝐼𝑆𝑃). They are calculated as the weighted 

average of ISs of all judges appointed by the respective president. For example, the IS 

of Havel’s judges is calculated as the average of ISs of all decisions (dissents) assigned 

to judges appointed by President Havel. The formula for calculating this variable is as follows:  

𝐼𝑆𝑃 =
∑ 𝐼𝑆𝑖

𝑃𝑛𝑃

𝑖=1

𝑛𝑃
 

In this formula, 𝐼𝑆𝑖
𝑗
 denotes the IS of decision or dissent i assigned to a judge that was appointed 

by President P.  

𝑛𝑃 denotes the number of all decisions assigned to judges appointed by President P.  

𝑖 ∈ {1,2,3 … 𝑛𝑃} denotes the set of decisions and dissents assigned to judges appointed 

by President P.  

For example, the result of the formula for the conservative-liberal scale equal to 3.5 means that 

the decision-making of judges appointed by President P is rather liberal than conservative.  
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c) Variants of ideological scores for groups of judges appointed by the same president 

There are two variants of ISs for judges appointed by the same president, depending on the fact, 

whether ISs of judges appointed twice are included in the calculations. In the inclusive variant, 

the judges who were appointed twice are included in the calculations – decisions (dissents) 

enacted during their first terms are included in the calculations related to the president who 

appointed them for the first term and decisions enacted during their second terms are included 

in the calculations related to the president who appointed them for the second term. 

In the exclusive variant, judges appointed twice are not included in the calculations at all.  

Further, there are four variants of ISs, depending on what type of decisions is included 

in the calculations. The first variant (All) counts with all decisions. In the second variant 

(Without unanimous), decisions that were adopted unanimously (there was no dissent attached) 

are excluded from the data sample. In the third variant (Without neutral), decisions that were 

coded as neutral are excluded from the data sample for calculating ISs for the respective 

ideological scale. The fourth and last variant (Without unanimous or neutral) is a combination 

of the second and the third variant, i.e., decisions that were coded as neutral on one of the 

ideological scales and/or that were adopted unanimously are excluded from the data sample.  

d) Transforming ideological scores 

Finally, for the purpose of better visualisation of the results, all variants of ISs (individual, 

aggregate, exclusive, etc.) were transformed to a format in which they may have values from  

-100 (extremely leftist/conservative) to +100 (extremely rightist/liberal). The transformation 

was performed according to the following formula:  

𝐼�̃� = (
𝐼𝑆 − 3

2
) ∙ 100 

In this formula, 𝐼�̃� denotes a transformed IS of any kind and 𝐼𝑆 the respective ideological score 

before transformation. In Chapter IV and the following, all mentions of ISs refer to their 

transformed version.  

Subsection 5 Regression analysis 

Data gained by Method B represent a suitable sample for regression analyses. Our regression 

model is meant to find out and quantify the influences of certain personal characteristics 

of constitutional judges on their decision-making behaviour in proceedings on derogation 
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of Laws. In general, we are interested in what the main personal characteristics of constitutional 

judges are that influence their decision-making behaviour.  

Since the data distribution seems to be normal, the dependencies between the variables 

proposed appear to be linear and the data were collected for a single point in time (from all 

decisions enacted up to 25 September 2018), the multiple ordinary least squares (OLS)  

cross-sectional method was chosen for the regression analysis.  

We used a level-level model, because the values of the dependent variable (IS) range from -100 

to +100 and we do not have to deal with large coefficients, so log-level, level-log or log-log 

models were not fitter for interpretation of the detected dependencies than a standard level-level 

model. Moreover, there are many dummy independent variables and some variables have values 

below 1 or even negative, so logarithm models cannot be used here.  

1. Describing variables 

The following variables were used in our models:  

a) The dependent variable – ideological score of each judge (IS) 

The IS of each judge was used as the dependent variable in the models. It represents 

the ideological assessment of the judge’s decisions on the leftist-rightist or conservative-liberal 

scale. Its values may theoretically range from -100 to +100. There are 41 judges in the data 

sample,74 so we had 41 observations (ISs) in the models.  

b) Independent variables 

Havel (H), Havel and Klaus (HK), Klaus (K), Klaus and Zeman (KZ), Zeman (Z) are dummy 

variables having a value of 1 if the judge was appointed by the respective president(s) and 0 

when not. The judges appointed twice are represented by the HK or KZ variable, so their value 

for variables H, K, Z is 0.  

Male (M) is a dummy variable having a value of 1 if the judge is male and 0 if the judge 

is female.  

Private sector (A), Politics (P), Public sector (S), University teacher (U) are dummy variables 

representing the legal professions of judges prior to their appointment to the Constitutional 

Court. The value is 1 if the judge worked in that legal profession before his or her appointment 

 
74  Judge Šámal was appointed after the collection of data had been already finished.  
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to the Constitutional Court, and 0 otherwise. For the purpose of this model, each judge had only 

one prior legal profession attributed.  

Age is a floating variable representing the age of judges at the moment of their appointment 

to the Constitutional Court.  

Age_squared (Age_sq) is a floating variable which equals Age squared. The reason for adding 

this variable to models is that the influence of age might be non-linear and have a U or reversed 

U-shape.  

2. Estimating models 

We created model equations for each ideological scale separately.  

a) Leftist-rightist scale 

For the leftist-rightist scale, we formulated the following two equations. Since we knew from 

the results of other statistics that (a) the ISs of Zeman’s judges differ from the ISs of Klaus’ and 

Havel’s judges and (b) the ISs of Klaus’ and Havel’s judges probably do not differ significantly, 

we included either variables for Zeman’s judges (KZ and Z) or for Havel’s and exclusively 

Klaus’ judges (H, HK and K) in the model at once.  

For testing the influences of Zeman’s judges, the equation looks as follows:  

𝐼𝑆 =  𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝐾𝑍 + 𝛽2𝑍 + 𝛽3𝑀 + 𝛽4𝐴 + 𝛽5𝑃 + 𝛽6𝑆 + 𝛽7𝐴𝑔𝑒 + 𝛽8𝐴𝑔𝑒_𝑠𝑞  

For comparison, we ran a second model equation including Havel’s and exclusively Klaus’ 

judges and excluding Zeman’s judges:  

𝐼𝑆 =  𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝐻 +  𝛽2𝐻𝐾 + 𝛽3𝐾 + 𝛽4𝑀 +  𝛽5𝐴 + 𝛽6𝑃 +  𝛽7𝑆 +  𝛽8𝐴𝑔𝑒 + 𝛽9𝐴𝑔𝑒_𝑠𝑞  

Variables that appeared to be statistically insignificant were gradually (with the help of tests 

for joint significance) excluded from the model, and thus restricted to the form described 

in Chapter IV.  

b) Conservative-liberal scale 

For the conservative-liberal scale, we also formulated two equations. Since we knew 

from the results of other statistics that (a) the ISs of Havel’s judges differ from the ISs of Klaus’ 

and Zeman’s judges and (b) the ISs of Klaus’ and Zeman’s judges probably do not differ 

significantly, we included either variables for Havel’s judges (H and HK) or exclusively Klaus’ 

and Zeman’s judges (K, KZ and Z) in the model only once.  
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For testing the influences of Havel’s judges, the equation looks as follows:  

𝐼𝑆 =  𝛽0 +  𝛽1𝐻 + 𝛽2𝐻𝐾 +  𝛽3𝑀 +  𝛽4𝐴 +  𝛽5𝑃 + 𝛽6𝑆 + 𝛽7𝐴𝑔𝑒 +  𝛽8𝐴𝑔𝑒_𝑠𝑞  

For comparison, we ran a second model including Zeman’s and exclusively Klaus’ judges and 

excluding Havel’s judges:  

𝐼𝑆 =  𝛽0 +  𝛽1𝐾 +  𝛽2𝐾𝑍 +  𝛽3𝑍 + 𝛽4𝑀 + 𝛽5𝐴 +  𝛽6𝑃 + 𝛽7𝑆 + 𝛽8𝐴𝑔𝑒 +  𝛽9𝐴𝑔𝑒_𝑠𝑞  

Variables that appeared to be statistically insignificant were gradually (with the help of tests 

for joint significance) excluded from the model, and thus restricted to the form described 

in Chapter IV.  

3. Testing compliance with the assumptions 

We performed three tests of compliance with the assumptions of the OLS cross-sectional 

analysis: tests for exogeneity, heteroscedasticity and normality. The structure of the tests is the 

same for all models.  

To test the exogeneity of the variables, we regressed them on their residuals. First, we predicted 

the residuals’ values and then we ran a regression with residuals as a dependent variable and all 

other variables as the independent variables. For heteroscedasticity, we used the Breusch-Pagan 

test. We tested the normality satisfaction by testing the normality plot.  

The results of all above tests are in Annex 5 thereto.  

SECTION 2 PROCEEDINGS ON CONSTITUTIONAL COMPLAINTS 

The effects of extra-legal factors on the decision-making of constitutional judges in proceedings 

on constitutional complaints were detected using several proxy-based (appointing president, 

sex, prior legal profession, age) and behavioural measurement methods.  

The crucial variable calculated for detecting the effects of extra-legal factors used  

in proxy-based as well as in behavioural methods is the success rate (“SR”), which is defined 

as the ratio of constitutional complaints that were at least partially upheld in cases in which 

a specific judge (group of judges) served as judge-rapporteur, to all meritorious and quasi-

meritorious decisions adopted in cases in which this specific judge (group of judges) served as 

judge-rapporteur. For example, the SR of Zeman’s judges means the share of upheld 

constitutional complaints in cases in which the judge-rapporteur was appointed by President 

Zeman in all meritorious and quasi-meritorious decisions in cases in which the judge-rapporteur 
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was appointed by President Zeman. In other words, the SR of Zeman’s judges shows the 

probability that a constitutional complaint will be at least partially upheld when the judge-

rapporteur assigned to it was appointed by President Zeman.  

Most of the statistics used for analysis of the influences of extra-legal factors on judicial-

decision-making behaviour are derived from the SRs of individual constitutional judges. Each 

individual step for calculating the SR and other statistics is described below.  

Subsection 1 Collecting data 

The data about analysed decisions were all acquired from the NALUS database and for each 

decision they consist of (a) the file number, (b) the name of the judge-rapporteur; (c) the type 

of claimant, e.g., a natural person, a legal person, a municipality, (d) the date of enactment 

of the decision, (e) the outcome of the decision, e.g., upheld, rejected, dismissed.  

The subject of the analysis are final, meritorious or quasi-meritorious decisions 

of the Constitutional Court in proceedings on constitutional complaints that were enacted and 

published in the NALUS database from 1 January 1993 to 15 March 2020 in 14 areas of law.  

As follows from the above, all procedural decisions, e.g., rejecting constitutional complaints 

as inadmissible, terminating proceedings as a result of withdrawal of a constitutional 

complaint, were excluded from the data sample. The reason is the same as in the case 

of proceedings on derogation of Laws (see p. 56 of this thesis) – we believe that extra-legal 

factors (personal attitudes of constitutional judges) do not affect judicial decision-making 

behaviour in procedural matters at all or only a very little. Procedural rules in general give 

judges much less room for interpretation, and thus their personal attitudes to emerge, than 

material constitutional law. Therefore, we assumed that judges’ AP (attitudinal propensity) to 

decide in favour of claimants in specific areas of law has a much lower chance of causing actual 

effects in procedural decisions than in material decisions. Keeping procedural decisions in the 

data sample would only wipe away observable signs of differences in judges’ APs.  

However, unlike the case of proceedings on derogation of Laws, quasi-meritorious decisions 

(rejecting constitutional complaints as clearly unfounded) were not excluded from the data 

sample even though they have the same form as procedural decisions (resolution). The reason 

is that they differ in the procedural aspects of their adoption75 as well as in the extent 

 
75  Most procedural decisions are carried out solely by the judge-rapporteur. The only quasi-meritorous 

decision (rejecting constitutional complaints as clearly unfounded) may be adopted only when all three 

judges of the senate agree.  
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of assessment of the core matter of the case – when adopting quasi-meritorious decisions, 

judges must familiarise themselves with the core matter of the case at least to such an extent 

that allows them to assess it as clearly unfounded, which in practice is a lot more than when 

adopting procedural decisions. This conclusion is supported by the fact that quasi-meritorious 

decisions usually have much longer reasonings than procedural decisions. Moreover, rejecting 

constitutional complaints as clearly unfounded is in practice a lot more frequent than dismissing 

them, therefore, we believe that the Constitutional Court rejects constitutional complaints 

as clearly unfounded even in cases when the unfoundedness of such complaints is not entirely 

clear. From the perspective of claimants, there is no difference in the practical aspects of either 

option, but formal requirements imposed on judges when rejecting a constitutional complaint 

as clearly unfounded are lower than when dismissing it. Therefore, we believe that judges’ AP 

has sufficient room to cause observable effects even in quasi-meritorious decisions and we thus 

kept them in the data sample.  

Subsection 2 Coding cases 

We chose narrow coding cases for our analysis and categorized the decisions included 

in the data sample into 14 areas of law.  

Eight of them could be characterized as having basically a political dimension, six of them not. 

The reason for choosing areas of law of both categories is that the effects of appointing 

presidents on judicial decision-making behaviour are supposed to be greater in political than 

in non-political areas of law. In our opinion, the effects of other proxies (sex, age, prior legal 

profession) should not depend on whether the area of law has a political or non-political 

character. If differences in SRs between the compared groups of judges (e.g., between Havel’s 

and Klaus’ judges) in political areas are lower than the differences of the same groups in non-

political areas of law and if such differences in non-political areas could not be explained 

otherwise (e.g., time trends), we would know that a large part of differences in political areas 

of law might not be caused by the effects of the analysed proxies, because the greater effects 

of personal (including political) attitudes in non-political than in political areas of law would 

be a paradox.  

In our analysis, we categorized decisions in the following political areas of law: (a) social rights, 

(b) equality principles, (c) expropriation, (d) taxes, (e) judicial review of decisions of public 
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administration, (f) restitutions,76 (g) freedom of trade, (h) the right to family life and 

the following non-political areas of law: (a) the legality principle, (b) procedural questions 

concerning proceedings before the Constitutional Court, (c) evidence, (d) appropriate reasoning 

of decisions, (e) the right to access to a court and (f) other constitutional principles.  

The coding was performed according to categorization in the NALUS database, which 

is available within the subject of proceedings option (předmět řízení). A list of categories 

assigned to decisions in the NALUS database that were involved in the selected areas of law 

for the coding cases is contained in Annex 3 thereto. Note that each decision in the NALUS 

database may be assigned to more than one caption, therefore, one decision may be contained 

in more than one area of law. Nevertheless, each area of law was analysed separately, therefore, 

the absence of their disjunction should not bias our results.  

For each of the following political areas of law, we postulate a hypothesis about the effects 

of appointing presidents on the AP of constitutional judges. Our hypothesis common for all 

non-political areas of law is that there are no differences in APs depending on the judges’ 

appointing president in this type of areas of law.  

1. Hypotheses anticipating the high AP of Zeman’s judges 

For the areas of social rights (SocR) and the equality principles (EP), we formulated hypotheses 

saying that the AP of Zeman’s judges is higher than the APs of judges appointed by other 

presidents (“Zeman’s SocR hypothesis” or “Zeman’s EP hypothesis”).  

We believe that for ideological reasons, Zeman’s judges tend to decide in favour of claimants 

in these areas of law more frequently than judges appointed by other presidents do. The reason 

is that the higher frequency of upholding constitutional complaints in these areas of law 

somehow correlates with the leftist ideology of President Zeman, which is naturally shared 

with judges appointed by him. We believe that higher protection of persons claiming a violation 

of their social rights or unequal treatment is connected with leftist ideology (shared by President 

Zeman), which is built on the protection of social rights and providing equal opportunities.  

 
76  It is important to note that unlike other areas of law, in the area of restitutions we analysed only decisions 

in which at least one of the claimants was a natural person or a church. Decisions regarding other types 

of claimants (other legal persons, municipalities, etc.) were excluded. The reason is that the AP to decide 
in favour of natural persons or churches is different (probably the opposite) than the AP to decide in favour 

of legal persons, municipalities and similar types of claimants. Natural persons and churches as claimants 

are mostly persons (or their heirs), whose property was expropriated or confiscated during the communist 

era in Czechoslovakia (1948–1989) in favour of the state or municipalities or certain other legal persons.  
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2. Hypotheses anticipating the low AP of Zeman’s judges 

For the areas of expropriation (Ex), taxes (Tax) and judicial review of public administration 

(JW), we formulated hypotheses saying that the AP of Zeman’s judges is lower than the APs 

of judges appointed by other presidents (Zeman’s Ex hypothesis”, “Zeman’s Tax 

hypothesis” or “Zeman’s JW hypothesis”).  

We believe that for ideological reasons, Zeman’s judges tend to decide in favour of claimants 

in these areas of law less frequently than judges appointed by other presidents do. The reason 

is that the lower frequency of upholding constitutional complaints in these areas of law 

somehow correlates with the leftist ideology of President Zeman, which is naturally shared 

by judges appointed by him. We believe that deciding in favour of claimants in the area of:  

(i) expropriations means lower protection of proprietary rights,  

(ii) taxes means deciding against the state’s privilege to collect taxes,  

(iii) judicial review of decisions of public administration means making the state responsible 

for damages casued by unlawful decisions or for not having reviewed its own decisions,  

and that all of the above is connected with leftist ideology (shared by President Zeman), which 

favours state or collective interest to private interests more than rightist ideology (shared 

by President Klaus) or liberal ideology (shared by President Havel).  

3. Hypotheses anticipating the high AP of Havel’s judges 

For the area of restitutions (Re), we formulated a hypothesis saying that the AP of Havel’s 

judges is higher than the APs of judges appointed by other presidents (“Havel’s Re 

hypothesis”).  

We believe that for ideological reasons, Havel’s judges tend to decide in favour of claimants 

in this area of law more frequently than judges appointed by other presidents do. The reason 

is that the higher frequency of upholding constitutional complaints in this area of law correlates 

with the anti-communist ideology of President Havel, because judges appointed by him 

(who was persecuted during the communist era) are supposed to have greater sympathy 

for persons who were persecuted, too.  
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4. Hypotheses anticipating the high AP of Klaus’ judges 

For the area of freedom of trade (FoT), we formulated a hypothesis saying that the AP of Klaus’ 

judges is higher than the APs of judges appointed by other presidents (the “Klaus’ FoT 

hypothesis”).  

We believe that for ideological reasons, Klaus’ judges tend to decide in favour of claimants 

in this area of law more frequently than judges appointed by other presidents do. The reason 

is that the higher frequency of upholding constitutional complaints in this area of law correlates 

with the rightist ideology of President Klaus, since greater protection of businessmen and 

entrepreneurship is its central idea.  

5. Neutral hypotheses 

For the area of the right to family life (RtFL), we formulated a hypothesis saying that the AP 

of judges would not differ significantly and if yes the results of statistics calculated for this area 

of law would not differ from the results of general statistic calculated on the basis of all 

decisions regardless of areas of law, i.e. the differences in this area of law would correspond 

to differences calculated for all law areas (the “Neutral RtFL hypothesis”).  

The reason is that the higher AP in this area of law would, in our opinion, be connected with 

Christian-democratic or other traditionalistic parties, but there have been no presidents with 

an ideology close to Christianity or other similar kind of traditionalism.  

Subsection 3 Assumptions for calculating success rates 

The calculation and interpretation of SRs, which serve as the main indicator of differences 

in judicial decision-making behaviour, is based on the following two assumptions, without 

which measuring the political character of constitutional review within proceedings 

on constitutional complaints would be very difficult.  

Although these assumptions may make the results less precise, there is no reason to believe that 

they would bias them in favour of a specific direction, e.g., in favour of supporting the presence 

of influences of extra-legal factors on judicial decision-making behaviour such 

as overestimating the SR of male judges or judges appointed by a specific president, etc. Most 

likely they would cause the opposite, because errors caused by these assumptions are supposed 

to be random.  
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1. Non-distinguishing between plenary and senate decisions 

Constitutional complaints are decided by senates of the Constitutional Court or by its plenum. 

Since plenary decisions represent only ca. 0.3 % of all decisions, for the sake of simplification, 

calculations performed in this analysis are based on the assumption that all decisions 

in proceedings on constitutional complaints were enacted by the senates.  

2. Assumption of the judge-rapporteur 

Voting of constitutional judges on constitutional complaints is not public. With the exception 

of decisions with dissents, which are very rare, we do not know which judge voted for which 

option (upholding, dismissing, rejecting). The public can see only the final outcome. 

On the other hand, the name of the judge-rapporteur is known in each case.  

Therefore, this analysis is based on the assumption that the votes of judges-rapporteurs differ 

from the final outcomes in such a small number of cases that they cannot bias the results 

of the analysis. The reasons behind this assumption are the following:  

- All judges of the senate must agree when rejecting a constitutional complaint as clearly 

unfounded, therefore, the vote of the judge-rapporteur must be the same as the final 

outcome (see p. 50 of this thesis).  

- As a  rule, when a proposal of a judge-rapporteur for a decision on a constitutional 

complaint differs from the majority opinion in the senate, the judge who served 

as the judge-rapporteur at the beginning of the proceeding is replaced by another judge 

from the senate who belongs to the opinion majority (see p. 47–48 of this thesis).  

- Out of all analysed decisions in the selected political areas of law (ca. 10,000), there were 

only 59 decisions to which a dissent was attached and there was no decision to which a 

dissent was attached by a judge-rapporteur. Although judges-rapporteurs whose proposals 

do not gain the majority of votes in the senate do not necessarily have to write a dissent, 

the absence of dissents of judges-rapporteurs supports the assumption that the vote of the 

judge-rapporteur differs from the final outcome only in a very small minority of cases. 

- Judges-rapporteurs are the most important judges in the course of deciding 

on a constitutional complaint – they are responsible for studying the case and adopting 

procedural measures for the purpose of preparing a final decision. Challenging the 

opinions of judges-rapporteurs leads to an exchange of the judge-rapporteur of the case, 

and thus more work for one of the challenging judges as the new judge-rapporteur.  
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3. Non-distinguishing between situations when constitutional complaints are upheld fully 

and situations when they are upheld only partially 

For the sake of simplification, we also do not distinguish between various levels of partial or full 

upholding of constitutional complaints. In other words, we do not distinguish whether 

the Constitutional Court derogates all decisions challenged by the constitutional complaints 

or only some of them (alternatively, only some parts of a challenged decision).  

Subsection 4 Calculating success rates and other relevant variables and statistics 

This subsection contains definitions of variables and statistics used for analysis 

of the proceedings on constitutional complaints including formulas for their calculation.  

1. Calculating success rates for each individual judge 

The SR in its basic form is defined as the ratio of constitutional complaints that were at least 

partially upheld in cases in which a specific judge served as the judge-rapporteur to all material 

decisions adopted in cases in which this judge served as the judge-rapporteur. For example, 

the SR of judge Mucha expresses the share of (at least partially) upheld complaints in the total 

number of cases that ended up with a meritorious or quasi-meritorious decision in which judge 

Mucha was the judge-rapporteur. In other words, his SR shows the probability that 

a constitutional complaint will be upheld when he is the judge-rapporteur, provided the decision 

is not procedural. The mathematical formula for calculating the SR of judge j (𝑆𝑅𝑗) follows:  

𝑆𝑅𝑗 =
𝑀𝑗

𝑁𝑗
 

In this formula, 𝑀𝑗 denotes the number of decisions in which judge j served as the judge-

rapporteur and in which constitutional complaints were at least partially upheld. 𝑁𝑗 denotes 

the number of all meritorious and quasi-meritorious decisions in which judge j served 

as the judge-rapporteur.   

2. Calculating success rates for groups of judges categorized according to a proxy 

Comparing differences in the SRs of groups of judges categorized according to the chosen 

proxies is the starting point for analysing the influence of these proxies (attitudes) on judicial 

decision-making behaviour. We use four proxies in this analysis: appointing presidents 

of constitutional judges, their sex or gender, age and legal profession prior to their appointment 

to the Constitutional Court. So, we calculated an SR for each group of judges that is determined 
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by each of the applied proxies. For example, we need to calculate the SRs of Havel’s, Klaus’ 

and Zeman’s judges, the SRs of male and female judges, etc. The SRs of a group of judges 

having value V of proxy P (𝑆𝑅𝑉𝑃) are calculated as the weighted average of the SRs of judges 

belonging in this group. The simplified mathematical formula looks as follows:  

𝑆𝑅𝑉𝑃 =
𝑀𝑉𝑃

𝑁𝑉𝑃
 

In this formula, 𝑀𝑉𝑃 denotes the number of decisions in which the judges belonging 

to the group VP (e.g. Zeman’s judges when proxy P are appointing presidents) served  

as judges-rapporteurs and in which constitutional complaints were at least partially upheld. 𝑁𝑉𝑃 

denotes the number of all meritorious and quasi-meritorious decisions in which judges 

belonging to the VP group served as judges-rapporteurs.  

The reason behind the proxy-based SRs is that differences in them are supposed to be caused 

at least partially by the proxy or by the extra-legal factor (e.g., personal attitudes) that the proxy 

represents. The greater the differences are, the greater (ceteris paribus) the chance that they are 

caused by such extra-legal factor. In a data sample consisting of a few dozen decisions, 

the differences could be caused by accident; in a data sample consisting of hundreds and 

thousands of decisions, the chance that the differences were caused by accident is low. From 

a certain perspective, the SR may be considered as the proxy variables for judges’ APs to decide 

certain types of cases in favour of claimants. For example, when in the area of social rights, 

the judges appointed by leftist President Zeman have a higher SR than judges appointed 

by other Presidents, we believe that these differences are at least partially caused by the leftist 

AP of Zeman’s judges, because a natural part of leftist ideology is higher protection of social 

rights (compared to rightist or liberal ideology).  

Unlike other proxies, SRs regarding appointing presidents allow us to calculate them in more 

forms:  

a) Inclusive and exclusive success rates 

When applying appointing presidents as the proxy, we calculate two forms of SRs:  

Inclusive SR – for this form, judges appointed twice are included in the calculations and 𝑀𝑉𝑃 

and 𝑁𝑉𝑃 contain only decisions enacted during the term of president V, i.e., the appointing 

president to whom the calculated SR relates. For example, when calculating the SR of Zeman’s 

judges, we include those KZ-judges’ decisions that were enacted during their Zeman term.  
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Exclusive SR – for this form, judges appointed twice are excluded from the calculations 

completely. We believe that differences in exclusive SRs will usually be bigger than differences 

in inclusive SRs, because judges who were appointed twice probably do not have extreme 

judicial decision-making behaviour, because they were acceptable for different presidents with 

different personal (political) attitudes.  

b) Long-period and short-period success rates 

In the first step, we calculated SRs regarding the appointing presidents from the whole data 

sample, i.e., from decisions enacted from 1993 to 2020 (the long period).  

However, for most of the history of the Constitutional Court, the majority of judges acting in the 

court at any moment was appointed by the same president (see p. 37–38 of this thesis). 

Therefore, the proxy of appointing president may be strongly correlated with the specifics of 

the period in which they served, or simply with a time trend. For example, data gained from 

decisions enacted by Havel’s judges in the early ‘90s might not be comparable with data gained 

from decisions enacted by the last of Klaus’ judges in 2015. If this is true, differences in SR 

regarding appointing Presidents might be caused by differences in the respective eras and global 

circumstances – e.g., development of case law, changes in frequency of violation of human 

rights, continual changes in interpretation of the given legal phenomenon, changes in the nature 

of cases which makes them incomparable to each other – rather than by different levels of APs. 

Therefore, we needed to create and calculate variables that would detect such trends  

One such variable is short-period SRs. In order to detect the effects of contemporary specifics 

and time trends, the short-period SRs need to be calculated on the basis of decisions enacted 

in periods that are short enough to eliminate such time effects, long enough to provide 

sufficiently big data samples and suitable with regard to the variety of judges acting 

in the Constitutional Court in those periods. Therefore, we chose two short periods of six years, 

in which we assume no significant changes in the nature of cases decided or in other conditions. 

Moreover, these periods include the end and the beginning of two consecutive “Constitutional 

Courts”, the end of Havel’s Court and the beginning of Klaus’ Court in the period from 2001 

to 2006 and the end of Klaus’ Court and the beginning of Zeman’s Court in the period from 

2011 to 2016. We deem these periods are short enough (6 years) to eliminate time effects such 

as development of case law, change of material constitutional law or other statutory law 

or changes of global (or even local) paradigms of social or political and even legal issues 
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in society, but still long enough to provide sufficiently big samples of decisions. Moreover, 

during those periods the whole composition of the Constitutional Court was changed.  

c) Yearly success rates and time trends 

The graph of yearly SRs is used for detecting time trends regarding the SR that might 

underestimate or overestimate differences between appointing presidents. The yearly SRs are 

calculated as a standard SR for all judges, i.e., without applying proxies. The formal 

mathematical formula follows:  

𝑆𝑅𝑥 =
𝑀𝑥

𝑁𝑥
 

In this formula, 𝑀𝑥 denotes the number of decisions enacted in year x in which constitutional 

complaints were at least partially upheld. 𝑁𝑥 denotes the number of all meritorious and  

quasi-meritorious decisions enacted in year x.  

When an SR continually rises or falls in a period that lasts through terms related 

to two presidents there might be a time trend. If the direction of this trend corresponds to the 

difference in the SR regarding the respective appointing presidents, i.e., the time trend is rising, 

when the SR related to the latter president is higher and vice versa, we deem that the time trend 

overestimates the differences between the respective groups of judges, and thus this statistic 

(graph of yearly SRs) does not support the respective hypothesis. Such results would imply that 

the changes in SR between judges appointed by consecutive presidents might be caused by 

factors related to the passage of time, not only by different levels of AP.  

Since in some years the number of material decisions enacted was too low, we use a moving 

average of SRs for the period of three years instead of yearly SRs.  

3. Positions of areas of law among judges appointed by the given president 

This statistic uses a ranking of areas of law created for each appointing president separately 

(we do not apply it for other proxies). In these rankings, the areas of law are ordered according 

to the SRs achieved therein by judges appointed by the given president. For example, 

if the position of the area of social rights among judges appointed by President Zeman is 1, 

it means that there are no other areas of law in which Zeman’s judges decided in favour 

of claimants more frequently (have higher SR), than in the area of social rights. 

The interpretation of this statistic is that the higher the area of law stands in this ranking, 

the higher priority it has among judges appointed by the president related to this ranking. 
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So, if an area of law has a higher position among judges appointed by President P (e.g. 3) than 

among judges appointed by President R (e.g., 7), it supports the hypothesis that the AP of 

P’s judges is higher than the AP of R’s judges.  

Together with the positions of areas of law described above, we calculate a relative ratio of each 

area of law to the respective group of judges appointed by the given president. It is defined as 

the ratio of the inclusive SR of judges appointed by President P in area of law a to the simple 

average of SRs of this group of judges in all analysed areas of law. The mathematical formula 

follows:  

𝑅𝑃
𝑎 =  

𝑆𝑅𝑃
𝑎

∑ 𝑆𝑅𝑃
𝑥8

𝑥=1

8

  

In this formula, 𝑅𝑃
𝑎 denotes the ratio of area of law a among judges appointed by President P. 

𝑆𝑅𝑃
𝑥  denotes the SR of judges appointed by president p in area of law a and 𝑥 ∈ {1, 2 … 8} 

denotes the set of all analysed areas of law.  

4. Relative positions of judges appointed twice 

The relative position of judges who were appointed twice in each of their terms (“RP”) 

is calculated as the ratio of their SR in the given term to the SR of all judges appointed 

by the president to whom this term relates. So, judges appointed twice always have two RPs, 

one with regard to their first term, the other with regard to their second term. The RP of judges 

appointed by Presidents P and R for their P’s term (𝑅𝑃
𝑃𝑅) is calculated as follows:  

𝑅𝑃
𝑃𝑅 =

𝑆𝑅𝑃
𝑃𝑅

𝑆𝑅𝑃
 

In this formula, 𝑆𝑅𝑃 denotes the SR of all judges appointed by President P and 𝑆𝑅𝑃
𝑃𝑅  denotes 

the SR of judges appointed by President P and President R regarding their P’s term. It is 

calculated according to the standard formula for calculating SRs from the data sample including 

only decisions enacted during their P’s term.  

For example, if the SR of KZ-judges in their Klaus term was 10 % and the SR of all Klaus’ 

judges was 20 %, the RP of KZ-judges in their Klaus term is 0.5.  

The reason behind this statistic is that it compares whether changes of the RPs between the first 

and the second term of judges appointed twice are consistent with the difference in the SR of all 
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judges appointed by the first and the second president. The changes are consistent if the RP 

increases, while the overall SR decreases and vice versa.  

The explanation is based on the assumption that constitutional judges are consistent in their 

decision-making behaviour over time. In other words, we assume that the AP of judges 

appointed twice is the same in both of their terms. If this assumption is true and the nature 

of cases decided by the Constitutional Court and other conditions for judicial decision-making 

do not vary over time, the changes in RPs should be consistent with the changes in SRs 

as described in the previous paragraph. The reason is that if judges are consistent in their 

decision-making and they decide cases of the same nature under the same conditions, they 

should have a relatively lower RP among a group of judges with higher SRs and a relatively 

higher RP among a group of judges with lower SRs. In other, very simplified words, if certain 

judges who were appointed twice decided during their first term in favour of claimants less 

frequently than the rest of judges of their first term and judges of their second term have a lower 

SR than judges of their first term, the judges who were appointed twice should decide during 

their second term in favour of claimants more frequently than the rest (or at least relatively more 

frequently). For example, when (a) the RP of KZ-judges is 1.2 for their Klaus term and their 

RP for Zeman’s term is 0.5 and (b) the SR of Klaus’ judges – 10 % – is lower than the SR 

of Zeman’s judges in this area of law – 20 %, the changes are consistent, because the KZ-judges 

had a relatively higher position among Klaus’ judges (1.2), whose SR is lower (10.0 %), 

than they did among Zeman’s judges (0.5), whose SR is higher (20.0 %).  

Subsection 5 Regression analysis 

The SRs of individual constitutional judges represent a suitable sample for regression analyses. 

Our regression model is meant to find out and quantify the influences of certain personal 

characteristics of constitutional judges on their decision-making behaviour in proceedings 

on constitutional complaints. In general, we are interested in what the main personal 

characteristics of constitutional judges are that influence their decision-making behaviour.  

Since the data distribution seems to be normal, the dependencies between variables proposed 

appear to be linear and the data were collected for a single point in time (from all decisions 

enacted up to 15 March 2020), the multiple ordinary least squares (OLS) cross-sectional method 

was chosen for the regression analysis.  

We used a level-level model because the values of the dependent variable (long-period SR) may 

be any real number from 0 to 100 and we do not have to deal with large coefficients,  
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so log-level, level-log or log-log models were not fitter for interpretation of the detected 

dependencies than a standard level-level model. Moreover, there are many dummy independent 

variables, so logarithm models cannot be used here.  

With the exception of the Neutral RtFL hypothesis, we created a model for each hypothesis: 

hypotheses anticipating high AP of Zeman’s judges, hypotheses anticipating low AP 

of Zeman’s judges, hypotheses anticipating high AP of Havel’s judges and hypotheses 

anticipating high AP of Klaus’ judges. However, the results of the model are presented 

in the following chapters only when there were enough decisions in the respective areas of law 

to run such regressions.  

1. Describing variables 

The following variables were used in our models:  

a) The dependent variable – success rates of each judge (SR) 

The SR in percent of each judge was used as the dependent variable in the models. It was 

calculated on the basis of all decisions in the respective areas of law. Its values may theoretically 

range from 0 to 100. There are 41 judges in the data sample,77 however, in certain areas of law, 

certain judges did not decide any decision as judges-rapporteurs, therefore, the number 

of observations might be smaller.  

b) Independent variables 

Havel (H), Havel and Klaus (HK), Klaus (K), Klaus and Zeman (KZ), Zeman (Z) are dummy 

variables having a value of 1 if the judge was appointed by the respective president(s) and 0 

when not. The judges appointed twice are represented by the HK or KZ variable, so their value 

for variables H, K, Z is 0.  

Male (M) is a dummy variable having a value of 1 if the judge is male and 0 for females.  

Private sector (A), Politics (P), Public sector (S), University teacher (U) are dummy variables 

representing the legal professions of judges prior to their appointment to the Constitutional 

Court. The value is 1 if the judge worked in that legal profession before his or her appointment 

to the Constitutional Court, and 0 otherwise. For the purpose of this model, each judge had only 

one prior legal profession attributed.  

 
77  Judge Šámal was appointed after the collection of the data had already been finished.  
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Age is a floating variable representing the age of judges at the moment of their appointment 

to the Constitutional Court.  

Age_squared (Age_sq) is a floating variable which equals Age squared. The reason for adding 

this variable to models is that the influence of age might be non-linear and have a U or reversed 

U-shape.  

2. Estimating models 

We created model equations for each type of hypotheses separately.  

Equations for hypotheses anticipating high AP of Zeman’s judges and for hypotheses 

anticipating low AP of Zeman’s judges are the same. They look as follows:  

𝑆𝑅 =  𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝐾𝑍 + 𝛽2𝑍 + 𝛽3𝑀 + 𝛽4𝐴 + 𝛽5𝑃 +  𝛽6𝑆 +  𝛽7𝐴𝑔𝑒 + 𝛽8𝐴𝑔𝑒_𝑠𝑞  

For hypotheses anticipating high AP of Havel’s judges, we formulated the following equation:  

𝑆𝑅 =  𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝐻 + 𝛽2𝐻𝐾 + 𝛽3𝑀 + 𝛽4𝐴 +  𝛽5𝑃 + 𝛽6𝑆 + 𝛽7𝐴𝑔𝑒 +  𝛽8𝐴𝑔𝑒_𝑠𝑞  

Finally, for hypotheses anticipating high AP of Klaus’ judges, we formulated the following 

equation:  

𝑆𝑅 =  𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝐻𝐾 + 𝛽2𝐾 + 𝛽3𝐾𝑍 + 𝛽4𝑀 +  𝛽5𝐴 + 𝛽6𝑃 + 𝛽7𝑆 + 𝛽8𝐴𝑔𝑒 + 𝛽9𝐴𝑔𝑒_𝑠𝑞 

In each case, for variables that proved to be statistically insignificant, we gradually (with the 

help of tests for joint significance) restricted the model to the form explained in Chapter IV.  

3. Testing compliance with the assumptions 

As in the case of regression analysis of proceedings on derogation of Laws, we performed three 

tests of compliance with assumptions of the OLS cross-sectional analysis: tests for exogeneity, 

heteroscedasticity and normality. The structure of the tests is the same for all models.  

To test the exogeneity of variables, we regressed them on their residuals. First, we predicted 

the residuals’ values and then we ran a regression with residuals as a dependent variable and all 

other variables as the independent variable. For heteroscedasticity, we used the Breusch-Pagan 

test. We tested the normality satisfaction by testing the normality plot.  

The results of all the above tests are in Annex 5 thereto.  
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS OF PROCEEDINGS ON DEROGATION OF LAWS 

The first of the two types of proceedings before the Constitutional Court in which we tried 

to detect and eventually quantify the political character of constitutional review are proceedings 

on derogation of Laws. As described thoroughly in Chapter III, we used two methods to analyse 

the influences of extra-legal factors on judicial decision-making behaviour in this type 

of proceedings.  

Method A worked with URs (upholding rates) as its critical statistic or variable. It is defined 

as the share of upheld Proposals for derogation of Laws filed by Legislators (deputies 

or senators) in the total number of meritorious decisions enacted in proceedings initiated 

by Legislators and was calculated with regard to each group of judges appointed by the same 

president and each Legislator’s political affiliation. In other words, the UR expresses the ratio 

of cases when a particular judge is presumed to have voted in favour of upholding the respective 

Proposal to the total number of cases of such judge, and by aggregating the URs of individual 

judges according to their appointing presidents and to the Legislators’ political affiliation 

we got the results required for this analysis. Its aim was to test the hypothesis of whether 

constitutional judges uphold Proposals more frequently (i.e., have a higher UR) when they were 

filed by Legislators of the same political affiliation as their appointing president than when they 

were filed by Legislators of the opposite political affiliation. For example, we tried to verify 

whether Proposals filed by left-wing Legislators have a greater chance of being upheld when 

they are decided by judges appointed by the leftist President (Zeman) than when they 

are decided by judges appointed by the rightist President (Klaus). The short answer is yes 

and the details are explained in Section 1 of this chapter.  

Method B worked with a variable called IS (ideological score) which was derived from 

an ideological assessment of reasonings of the Constitutional Court’s decisions and their 

dissents. Each judge was assigned an IS on two ideological scales: leftist-rightist and 

conservative-liberal. ISs could range from -100 (extremely leftist/conservative) to +100 

(extremely rightist/liberal). An IS equal to 0 means that from the ideological perspective, 

the respective judge’s decisions are neutral. The aim of method B was to test the hypothesis 

of whether the IS of judges’ decisions correlate with the ideologies of their appointing 

presidents. For example, we tried to find out whether decisions of judges appointed by the right-

wing president were assessed on average as more rightist than decisions of judges appointed 
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by the left-wing president, i.e., their ISs were higher (closer to +100). Again, the short answer 

is yes, and the details are explained in Section 2 of this chapter.  

Finally and most importantly, Section 3 of this chapter contains conclusions derived from the 

results of Method A and Method B. The third short answer is: it appears that the political 

ideologies (personal attitudes) of constitutional judges significantly influence their decision-

making in proceedings on derogation of Laws, however, it is not the only and most likely not 

the strongest factor.  

SECTION 1 RESULTS OF METHOD A 

As mentioned above, in order to test the hypothesis about differences in upholding Proposals 

by constitutional judges depending on the political affiliation of the Legislators who filed them, 

as the main point of the analysis method A compares the URs of different groups of judges and 

Legislators. All calculated URs are summarized in the chart below.  

Political affiliation 

Appointing president 

Havel Klaus Zeman Average 

Left-wing 61.0 % 36.2 % 79.3 % 56.8 % 

Four-Coalition + STAN 37.6 % 48.2 % 55.8 % 39.5 % 

Right-wing 66.7 % 53.1 % 48.9 % 56.3 % 

Average 56.7 % 44.8 % 50.2 % 51.8 % 

Chart IV.1: Overview of URs of Proposals for derogation of Laws. 

The first column contains Legislators’ political affiliations.78 The first row contains 

constitutional judges’ appointing presidents. Other cells include the respective URs related 

to the political affiliation in the respective row and the appointing president in the respective 

column. For example, the cell in the column “Havel” and in the row “Left-wing” contains 

the UR of Proposals filed by left-wing Legislators that were decided by Havel’s judges. In other 

words, this UR shows the share of cases in which Havel’s judges are deemed to be voting 

to uphold Proposals filed by left-wing Legislators.79  

 
78  The number of decisions related to Legislators affiliated with other political factions were insufficient to get 

significant results, therefore, they were not included in this chart.  
79  Constitutional judges who were appointed twice are not included in this analysis. Therefore, in this section, 

we do not distinguish between the Havel’s/Klaus’/Zeman’s judges and the “exclusively” 
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The average UR regardless of the Legislators’ political affiliations or the appointing president 

equals 51.8 %. It means that in proceedings on derogation of Laws initiated by Legislators, 

judges are deemed to be voting to uphold Proposals approximately as often as to dismiss them.  

However, the results are very different when the appointing presidents and the political 

Legislators’ affiliation are taken into account. The first is analysed in Subsection 1 of this 

section, the latter in Subsection 2 of this section.  

Subsection 1 Upholding rates according to appointing presidents 

When the political affiliations of the Legislators are not distinguished, Havel’s judges have 

the highest UR and, therefore, can be considered as the most activist. The opposite end 

of judicial activism in this type of proceedings belongs to Klaus’ judges. The UR of Zeman’s 

judges is just in the middle.  

Appointing president Havel Klaus Zeman Average 

Upholding rate 56.7 % 44.8 % 50.2 % 51.8 % 

Chart IV.2: URs categorized pursuant to constitutional judges’ appointing presidents, regardless of Legislators’ 

political affiliations.  

An interesting fact is that the difference between Havel’s and Zeman’ s judges (13 %)80 is 

almost the same as the difference between Zeman’s and Klaus’ judges (10 %).  

1. Havel’s judges 

Havel’s judges decided in favour of right-wing Legislators most frequently, although the 

difference from the left-wing Legislators with the second highest UR is not big (10 %). Such 

results could be expected, because President Havel was presumed to be neither leftist nor 

rightist and he was not affiliated with any political faction with these ideologies.  

Political affiliation  Left-wing 4C and STAN Right-wing Average 

UR of Havel’s judges 61.0 % 37.6 % 66.7 % 56.7 % 

Chart IV.3: URs regarding Havel’s judges.  

 
Havel’s/Klaus’/Zeman’s judges and all references to the Havel’s/Klaus’/Zeman’s judges shall mean 

the “exclusively” Havel’s/Klaus’/Zeman’s judges.  
80  Hereinafter, the value in brackets after information about difference in URs shall mean the ratio 

of the difference between the two compared URs to the respective average UR (in this case it is the overall 

average UR equal to 51.8 %). Unless excplicitely stated otherwise, it is rounded up to percents.  
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On the other hand, we did not expect the results concerning Legislators affiliated with parties 

of the former Four-Coalition (“4C”) and STAN. The URs related to leftist and rightist 

Legislators are higher than the average, but the UR of the 4C and STAN Legislators is by far 

the lowest (41 % to the left-wing Legislators). Such results were not expected because 4C was 

presumed to be politically closest to President Havel and they were considered political allies, 

in particular, in the era of Zeman’s minority government (1998-2002).  

2. Klaus’ judges 

As expected, Klaus’ judges decided in favour of Legislators from right-wing parties much more 

frequently (38 %) than they did in favour of left-wing Legislators. Since President Klaus’ 

ideology is presumed to be rightist, these results are not surprising.  

Political affiliation Left-wing 4C and STAN Right-wing Average 

UR of Klaus’ judges 36.2 % 48.2 % 53.1 % 44.8 % 

Chart IV.4: URs regarding Klaus’ judges.  

The UR of Legislators affiliated with 4C or STAN is in the middle. The difference between 

them and right-wing Legislators (11 %) is smaller than the difference between them and left-

wing Legislators (27 %). Such results could also be expected, because on the leftist-rightist 

scale, the ideology of 4C and STAN is presumed to be closer to the rightist parties (TOP 09, 

ODS) than left-wing parties (ČSSD, KSČM).  

3. Zeman’s judges 

As in the case of Klaus’ judges, Zeman’s judges decided in favour of Legislators of the same 

political affiliation as their appointing president much more frequently than they did in favour 

of Legislators whose political affiliation was the opposite. So, as expected, the UR of the left-

wing Legislators is much higher than the UR of the right-wing Legislators (60 %). Since 

President Zeman’s ideology is presumed to be leftist, these results are not surprising.  

Political affiliation Left-wing 4C and STAN Right-wing Average 

UR of Zeman’s judges 79.2 % 55.8 % 48.9 % 50.2 % 

Chart IV.5: URs regarding Zeman’s judges.  

The UR of Legislators affiliated with 4C or STAN is in the middle. Such as in the case of Klaus’ 

judges, the difference between them and right-wing Legislators (14 %) is smaller than 

the difference between them and left-wing Legislators (47 %). This also corresponds to the 
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expected results, because on the leftist-rightist scale, the ideology of 4C and STAN is presumed 

to be closer to the rightist parties (TOP 09, ODS) than left-wing parties (ČSSD, KSČM).  

Subsection 2 Upholding rates according to Legislators’ political affiliation 

When appointing presidents are not distinguished, the URs of left-wing and right-wing 

Legislators are almost equal (1 %). This means that Proposals filed by Legislators affiliated 

with left-wing parties had almost the same probability of being upheld as Proposals filed by 

Legislators affiliated with right-wing parties.  

Political affiliation Left-wing 4C and STAN Right-wing Average 

Upholding rates 56.8 % 39.5 % 56.3 % 51.8 % 

Chart IV.6: UR rates categorized pursuant to constitutional judges’ appointing presidents.  

On the other hand, the UR of Legislators affiliated with 4C and STAN is well below the average. 

The difference between them and left-wing or right-wing Legislators is big (32–33 %). 

However, such results should not be surprising. The reason is that unlike President Zeman, who 

was a member of a left-wing party (ČSSD), and unlike President Klaus, who was a member 

of a right-wing party (ODS), none of the presidents was a member of 4C or STAN. 

Nevertheless, President Havel was presumed to be a close ally of 4C, in particular, in the era 

of Zeman’s minority government (1998-2002), so the effect as in the case of President Zeman 

and left-wing Legislators or President Klaus and right-wing Legislators could at least be a little 

expected. One possible explanation why Havel’s judges did not have a similar effect 

on the Proposals of 4C’ Legislators is that the alliance between President Havel and 4C was 

most likely rather practical than ideological, therefore, it could not influence the ideology 

of Havel’s judges, and thus cannot be detected in their decision-making behaviour.  

1.  Left-wing Legislators 

Proposals of left-wing Legislators had a much greater chance of being upheld when they were 

decided by Zeman’s judges than when they were decided by Klaus’ judges (76 %). Since 

President Zeman’s ideology is presumed to be leftist and President Klaus’ to be rightist, these 

results correspond to what was expected.  

Appointing president  Havel Klaus Zeman Average 

UR of left-wing Legislators 61.0 % 36.2 % 79.3 % 56.8 % 

Chart IV.7: URs regarding left-wing Legislators.  
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The UR of Havel’s judges is in the middle. The difference between them and Zeman’s judges 

is smaller (32 %) than the difference between them and Klaus’ judges (44 %). We cannot 

explain this from an ideological perspective, because we presumed that on the leftist-rightist 

scale, President Havel’s ideology is closer to President Klaus’ ideology than to President 

Zeman’s ideology. One possible explanation why the UR of Havel’s judges is closer to the UR 

of Zeman’s judges than to the UR of Klaus’ judges is that Havel’s judges are in general the most 

activist, so their UR tends to be higher, although there are no ideological influences present.  

2.  Right-wing Legislators 

Within Proposals of right-wing Legislators, the UR of Klaus’ judges is higher than the UR 

of Zeman’s judges. This corresponds to the expected results, because President Klaus is 

presumed to have rather rightist than leftist ideology and President Zeman vice versa.  

Political affiliation Havel Klaus Zeman Average 

UR of right-wing Legislators 66.7 % 53.1 % 48.9 % 56.3 % 

Chart IV.8: URs regarding right-wing Legislators.  

What was not expected was that the UR of Havel’s judges would be higher than the UR 

of Klaus’ judges, although President Havel’s ideology was not presumed to be more rightist 

than President Klaus’ ideology. The difference between Havel’s judges and Klaus’ judges 

is bigger (24 %) than the difference between Klaus’ judges and Zeman’s judges (7 %), which 

is unexpectedly small. One possible explanation is that Havel’s judges are universally higher 

judicial activists compared to Klaus’ judges. We believe that the activist aspects of Klaus’ 

judges’ attitudes prevailed over their ideological (rightist-leftist) aspects, and thus have a bigger 

impact on their decision-making. This implies that within this category, judges’ ideological 

attitudes did not influence their decision-making as strongly as in the category of left-wing 

Proposals.  

3.  Legislators affiliated with 4C and STAN 

Within Proposals filed by Legislators affiliated with 4C or STAN, the highest UR belongs 

to Zeman’s judges, followed by Klaus’ judges, and the lowest UR belongs to Havel’s judges. 

The difference between Havel’s and Klaus’ judges (27 %) is not much bigger than 

the difference between Klaus’ and Zeman’s judges (19 %).  

These results are not what would have been expected. First and foremost, although Havel’s 
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judges are the most activist and President Havel was considered to be at least politically (if not 

also ideologically) close to 4C legislators, the UR of Havel’s judges is the lowest. One possible 

explanation is that the ideological proximity of President Havel and the 4C legislators is not 

as strong as was expected. A substantial fraction of 4C legislators is rather conservative and 

President Havel’s ideology is presumed to be rather liberal. Their political alliance could be 

based on practical reasons only and also due to the existence of the political alliance between 

ČSSD and ODS. The fact that the UR of Klaus’ judges is lower than the UR of Zeman’s judges 

can most likely be caused by Zeman’s judges’ greater judicial activism.  

Political affiliation Havel Klaus Zeman Average 

UR of Legislators from 4C and 

STAN 37.6 % 48.2 % 55.8 % 39.5 % 

Chart IV.9: URs regarding Legislators affiliated with 4C or STAN.  

SECTION 2 RESULTS OF METHOD B 

In order to test the hypothesis of whether the ideological aspects of judges’ decisions correlate 

with the ideologies of their appointing presidents, Method B assigned each judge and each 

group of judges appointed by the same president two ideological scores (ISs), one for the leftist-

rightist and one for the conservative-liberal ideological scale. The ISs may range from -100 

to +100, where -100 means, depending on the scale, either extremely conservative or extremely 

leftist, +100 means extremely liberal or extremely rightist, and 0 means moderate 

or ideologically neutral.  

The main analysis of the ISs of groups of judges appointed by the same president is contained 

in Subsection 1 of this section. Subsection 2 includes a comparison of the relative positions 

of individual constitutional judges to each other. Finally, Subsection 3 contains the results 

of the OLS cross-sectional regression analysis of ISs as the dependent variable and, 

in particular, appointing president as the main independent variable.  

Subsection 1 Ideological scores for judges appointed by the same president 

There are two charts in the following text that summarize the ISs for groups of judges appointed 

by the same president: one for the leftist-rightist scale and the other for the conservative- liberal 

scale. In both charts, the ISs are shown in the columns.  
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1.  Leftist-rightist scale 

The chart below summarizes the ISs of groups of judges appointed by the same president 

for the leftist– rightist scale. Negative values imply leftist decision-making behaviour; positive 

values imply rightist decision-making behaviour.  

 Left-wing – Right-wing 

All Without unanimous Without neutral 
Without unanimous 

and neutral 

Havel -1 1 -3 2 

Klaus 0 5 0 7 

Zeman -12 -7 -16 -11 

Chart IV.10: The values in this chart represent ISs on the leftist-rightist scale related to groups of judges appointed 

by the presidents listed in the first column. The values were calculated from the following data samples: in column 

(a) “All” from all decisions; (b) “Without unanimous” from decisions to which a dissent was attached;(c) “Without 

neutral” from decisions that were assessed as other than neutral and (d) “Without unanimous and neutral” 

from decisions to which at least one dissent was attached and that were assessed as other than neutral.  

From all the analysed perspectives, the decision-making of Zeman’s judges appears to be 

the most leftist: their ISs range from -7 to -16. Since President Zeman is presumed to have 

a leftist ideology, such results could be expected.  

The decision-making behaviour of Klaus’ judges appears to be the most rightist. Since President 

Klaus is presumed to have a rightist ideology, such results could be expected. However, the ISs 

of Klaus’ judges deviate from zero less than the ISs of Zeman’s judges (max. 7 for Klaus’ 

judges, max. 16 for Zeman’s judges) and Klaus’ judges acquired positive rightist IS values only 

when unanimous decisions or unanimous and neutral decisions were excluded from the data 

sample. From the perspective of all the analysed decisions or non-neutral decisions, the ISs 

of Klaus’ judges are neutral. Nevertheless, the decision-making behaviour of Klaus’ judges is 

at least relatively (compared to Havel’s or Zeman’s judges) the most rightist, even though 

the differences from Havel’s judges seem to be insignificant.  

The ISs of Havel’s judges oscillate around zero: depending on what kind of decisions were 

included or excluded from the data sample, they have positive (rightist) or negative (leftist) 

values. Since President Havel’s ideology cannot be described as leftist or rightist, such 

ambiguous or moderate results could be expected.  

In all cases, deviations of ISs from the neutral zero are small. The biggest difference between 

the extreme minimum and maximum values (-18) was detected in the case of the “Without 
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unanimous and neutral” perspective between Zeman’s and Klaus’ judges. Whereas the absolute 

range of IS’s values equals 200 (|−100| + |100|), the max. difference detected (18) amounts 

to 9 % of the max. possible difference.  

2.  Conservative-liberal scale 

The chart below summarizes the ISs of groups of judges appointed by the same president 

for the conservative-liberal scale. Negative values imply conservative decision-making 

behaviour; positive values imply liberal decision-making behaviour  

 Conservative – Liberal 

All Without unanimous Without neutral 

Without neutral and 

unanimous 

Havel 10 6 15 9 

Klaus 0 -6 0 -9 

Zeman 0 -5 0 -8 

Chart IV.11: The values in this chart represent ISs on the conservative-liberal scale related to groups of judges 

appointed by the presidents listed in the first column. For further description see Chart IV.10.  

From all the analysed perspectives, the decision-making of Havel’s judges appears to be 

the most liberal: their ISs range from 6 to 15. Since President Havel is presumed to have 

a liberal ideology, such results could be expected.  

Compared to Havel’s judges, the decision-making of judges appointed by President Klaus or by 

President Zeman appears to be rather conservative than liberal, even though the differences in 

their ISs deviate from the neutral zero less (max. 8 or 9 for Zeman’s or Klaus’ judges, 

respectively, max. 15 for Havel’s judges) and judges appointed by these presidents acquired 

negative conservative IS values only when unanimous decisions or unanimous and neutral 

decisions were excluded from the data sample. From the perspective of all analysed decisions 

or non-neutral decisions, the ISs of Klaus’ and Zeman’s judges are neutral. Such results could 

be expected, too, because the ideologies of both presidents are presumed to be non-liberal. 

Nevertheless, the ISs of Klaus’ judges were expected to be a little more conservative.  

In all cases, deviations of ISs from the neutral zero are small. The biggest difference between 

the extreme minimum and maximum values (-18) was detected in the case of the “Without 

unanimous and neutral” perspective between Havel’s and Klaus’ judges. Whereas the absolute 

range of IS values equals 200 (|−100|  + |100|), the max. difference detected (18) amounts 

to 9 % of the max. possible difference, just as in the case of the leftist-rightist scale.  
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Subsection 2 Relative positions of judges according to their ideological scores 

There are two charts in the following text showing sequences of constitutional judges ordered 

according to their ISs from the most leftist/conservative to the most rightist/liberal. Exclusively 

Havel’s judges are highlighted in yellow, HK-judges in green, exclusively Klaus’ judges in 

blue, KZ-judges in violet and exclusively Zeman’s judges in red. Judge Šámal is not included.  

1.  The leftist-rightist scale 

The chart below shows a sequence of constitutional judges ordered according to their ISs 

from the most leftist to the most rightist  

IS Constitutional judges 

-22 Suchánek 

-21    

-20    

-19    

-18    

-17 Fenyk Tomková Musil 

-16 Filip Zemánek 

-15 Fiala 

-14 Rychetský 

-13 David 

-12 Ševčík 

-11   

-10 Paul Nykodým 

-9 Sládeček 

-8 Wagnerová Uhlíř 

-7   

-6 Šimáčková 

-5 Brožová 

-4 Jirsa 

-3 Kessler Güttler Holländer Lichovník 

-2 Výborný Formánková 

-1 Židlická Šimíček Zarembová 

0 Janů Procházka 

1 Jurka Varvařovský Klokočka 

2 Čermák Holeček Lastovecká Mucha Cepl 

3 Duchoň 

6 Balík 

7 Kůrka Malenovský 
Chart IV.12: Ranking of constitutional judges according to their ISs on the leftist-rightist scale. They are ordered 

from the top to the bottom and from the left to the right. Negative ISs are highlighted in red and indicate leftist 

decision-making; positive ISs are in blue and indicate rightist decision-making. The neutral IS (0) is in black.  
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In this chart, the top nine leftist places are occupied exclusively by Zeman’s judges (places  

1-3, 5-7, 9) and by KZ-judges (4, 8). The tenth place belongs to a constitutional judge appointed 

by President Havel. There are no Klaus or HK-judges in the top 10 leftist places. The ISs of all 

Zeman’s judges are negative, i.e., leftist. The most leftist Klaus’ judges are Nykodým and 

Výborný, who were also nominated for their second terms by President Zeman but were 

rejected by the Senate.  

From the top ten rightist places, seven are occupied by Havel’s judges (1, 4, 5-6, 8-10) and three 

by Klaus’ judges (2, 3, 7). There are no Zeman or KZ-judges in the top ten rightist places. 

Among the exclusively Klaus’ judges, four have negative leftist ISs and three have positive 

rightist ISs. There are still three Klaus’ judges that have more rightist IS than the most rightist 

Zeman’s judge, Šimíček.  

From the exclusively Havel’s judges, six have leftist and nine have rightist IS values.  

The above results confirm the conclusions from the previous subsection. The judges appointed 

by leftist President Zeman appear to be the most leftist. The judges appointed by rightist 

President Klaus appear to be the most rightist, however, deviations of their ISs from the neutral 

zero are smaller compared to Zeman’s judges.  

For the sake of completeness, we add that the difference between the most leftist IS 

(Suchánek: -22) and the most rightist IS (Kůrka and Malenovský: 7) – the maximum difference 

between ISs – equals 29, which represents 14.5 % of the maximum possible difference on the 

scale.  

2.  Conservative-liberal scale 

The chart below shows a sequence of constitutional judges ordered according to their ISs 

from the most conservative to the most liberal.  

Nine out of the top ten liberal places are occupied by exclusively Havel’s judges and one place 

in the top ten belongs to an HK-judge. There are not any exclusively Zeman’s or exclusively 

Klaus’ judges in the top ten liberal places. None of Havel’s judges have a negative 

(conservative) IS, two have ISs equal to zero.  

From the top ten conservative places, seven are occupied by Zeman’s judges (1, 4, 6-10) and 

three by Klaus’ judges (2, 3, 5). There are no Havel’s judges in the top ten conservative places. 

Klaus’ and Zeman’s judges take conservative (Z: 7, K: 3) as well as liberal values (Z: 5, K: 4). 

There are four Havel’s judges who have more conservative ISs than the most liberal Klaus 
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(Formánková) or Zeman (Šimíček and David) judge. However, three of them were active for 

most of their terms during Klaus’ period (2003–2013).  

IS Constitutional Judges 

-8 Fiala 

-7 Balík 

-6 Kůrka Tomková 

-5   

-4 Lastovecká Filip 

-3 Uhlíř 

-2 Suchánek Fenyk 

-1 Zemánek 

0 Jirsa Mucha Ševčík 

1 Lichovník 
2 Sládeček Janů 

3 Výborný Wagnerová Židlická 

4 Rychetský 

5 Nykodým 

6 Šimáčková 

7 Duchoň Šimíček 

8 David Formánková Musil 

9 Kessler 

0 Malenovský Holländer 

1 Jurka Güttler Varvařovský Klokočka 

3 Cepl Paul 

4 Zarembová Brožová Holeček 

5 Procházka Čermák 
Chart IV.13: Ranking of constitutional judges according to their ISs on the conservative-liberal scale. They are 

ordered from the top to the bottom and from the left to the right. Negative ISs are highlighted in brown and indicate 

conservative decision-making; positive ISs are in gold and indicate liberal decision-making. The neutral IS (0) is 

in black.  

These results confirm the conclusions from the previous subsection. Judges appointed by liberal 

President Havel appear to be the most liberal. Judges appointed by non-liberal Presidents Klaus 

and Zeman appear to be rather conservative than liberal.  

For the sake of completeness, we add that the difference between the most conservative IS 

(Fiala: -8) and the most liberal IS (Čermák and Procházka: 15) – the maximum difference 

between ISs – equals 23, which represents 11.5 % of the maximum possible difference 

on the conservative-liberal scale.  

3.  Synthesis of both scales 

The graph below shows ISs on both scales. The horizontal axis represents the leftist-rightist 

scale, the vertical axis represents the conservative-liberal scale.  
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Chart IV.14: Graph of ISs of constitutional judges on both ideological scales.  

All Zeman’s judges are located in the leftist half of the graph. Out of 13 exclusively Zeman’s 

judges, seven are in the leftist-conservative quadrant (Suchánek, Fenyk, Zemánek, Tomková, 

Filip, Fiala, Uhlíř), five are in the leftist-liberal quadrant (David, Šimáčková, Sládeček, 

Lichovník, Šimíček) and judge Jirsa is leftist-moderate (neutral on the conservative-liberal 

scale).  

Almost all Havel’s judges are located in the liberal half of the graph (judges Ševčík and Mucha 

are neutral). Out of 15 exclusively Havel’s judges, seven are in the rightist-liberal quadrant 

(Čermák Holeček, Cepl, Klokočka, Jurka, Varvařovský, Malenovský, Duchoň) plus judge 

Mucha as rightist-neutral, and five are in the leftist-liberal quadrant (Paul, Brožová, Zarembová, 

Kessler, Wagnerová) plus judge Ševčík as leftist-neutral. The last, judge Procházka, is neutral 

on the rightist-leftist scale and liberal on the conservative-liberal scale.  

The exclusively Klaus’ judges are either rightist-conservative (Lastovecká, Kůrka, Balík) 

or leftist-liberal (Nykodým, Výborný, Židlická, Formánková). There are no rightist-liberal 

or leftist-conservative exclusively Klaus’ judges.  

The ISs of HK-judges lie clearly between the ISs of the exclusively Havel’s and the exclusively 

Klaus’ judges. Such results could be expected, because we presumed that judges who were 

appointed by two presidents would have moderate ideologies, otherwise, they would not fit into 
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the ideological frameworks of two different presidents. However, the results of the KZ-judges 

do not confirm this theory. Their ISs are rather on the leftist edge of Zeman’s judges. They are 

by far the most leftist of all judges appointed by President Klaus and there are from seven 

to nine more rightist exclusively Zeman’s judges than them (seven with regard to judge 

Rychetský and nine with regard to judge Musil).  

In the leftist-conservative quadrant, there are only Zeman’s judges (7); in the rightist-

conservative quadrant there are only Klaus’ judges (3) and in the rightist-liberal quadrant, there 

are only Havel’s judges (7). In total, there are 17 out of 41 constitutional judges in ideologically 

“pure” quadrants (ca. 41 %), another five judges are neutral on one of the scales (ca. 12 %). 

The only “mixed” territory is the leftist-liberal quadrant consisting of (a) five exclusively 

Havel’s judges, (b) all three HK-judges, (c) four exclusively Klaus’ judges, (d) all two  

KZ-judges and (e) five exclusively Zeman’s judges, which amounts to 19 constitutional judges 

in total (ca. 46 %). This implies that almost half of the judges have ISs that correlate exclusively 

with their appointing president and almost half of the judges have ISs in the “mixed” zone.  

Subsection 3 Regression analysis 

This subsection contains the results of the OLS cross-sectional regression analysis of the data 

sample gained by Method B. The dependent variable is always the IS of an individual 

constitutional judge on the leftist-rightist or conservative-liberal scale. Independent variables 

are dummies for the judges’ appointing presidents, prior legal professions and sex, and the last 

independent variable is the judges’ age, which is naturally floating.  

1.  The leftist-rightist scale 

We created two models for this ideological scale: one for supposedly leftist judges (exclusively 

Zeman’s judges and KZ-judges) and one for other judges (exclusively Havel’s judges,  

HK-judges and exclusively Klaus’ judges). The reason was adjusting the models in order to get 

the most significant variables.  

a) Model for exclusively Havel’s judges, HK-judges and exclusively Klaus’ judges 

The chart below summarizes the results of the regression of ISs on the leftist-rightist scale for 

the exclusively Havel’s judges, HK-judges and exclusively Klaus’ judges. The R-squared 

amounts to 64 %, the adjusted R-squared amounts to 57 %.  
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N = 41 Coef. Std. Err. P>t 95 % conf. interval 

Havel 12.431 1.874 0.000 8.619 16.244 

Havel and Klaus 12.170 3.642 0.002 4.761 19.579 

Klaus 11.225 2.438 0.000 6.265 16.186 

Age 3.988 1.645 0.021 0.643 7.334 

Age_squared -0.039 0.015 0.015 -0.069 -0.008 

Politics -3.126 2.291 0.182 -7.787 1.535 

Male 2.305 2.143 0.290 -2.054 6.664 

Constant -114.218 44.535 0.015 -204.825 -23.612 

Chart IV.15: Results of OLS regression analysis of ISs on the leftist-rightist scale for exclusively Havel’s judges, 

HK-judges and exclusively Klaus’ judges  

All variables but Politics and Male are statistically significant at the p-value 0.05, the dummies 

for appointing presidents even at the p-value 0.01. The statistically insignificant variables 

Politics and Male were left in the model because they were jointly significant with other 

variables. Dummy variables regarding the judges’ other prior legal profession were dropped 

from the model because individually they were insignificant and did not increase 

the significance of other variables, either.  

The coefficients related to exclusively Havel’s judges, HK-judges as well as exclusively Klaus’ 

judges are positive. It implies that these groups of judges are at least relatively rightist compared 

to exclusively Zeman’s judges and KZ-judges who are included in the constant. On the other 

hand, the differences between coefficients related to exclusively Havel’s judges, HK-judges 

and exclusively Klaus’ judges are small and the coefficients probably do not differ 

significantly.81 It means that their ISs on the leftist-rightist scale are approximately the same.  

The dependence of ISs on judges’ age has an inversed U shape. The ISs rise with age (judges 

grow more rightist) until the age of ca. 52 years, when they reach their maximum and then 

decline (judges grow more leftist).  

b) Model for KZ-judges and exclusively Zeman’s judges 

The chart below summarizes the results of the regression analysis of ISs on the leftist-rightist 

scale for KZ-judges and exclusively Zeman’s judges. The R-squared amounts to 64 %, 

the adjusted R-squared amounts to 58 %.  

 
81  The probability that the coefficients related to Havel, Havel and Klaus and Klaus are equal provided by the 

F-test is 89 %.  
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N = 41 Coef. Std. Err. P>t 95 % conf. interval 

Klaus and Zeman -13.790 3.726 0.001 -21.362 -6.218 

Zeman -11.759 1.780 0.000 -15.376 -8.141 

Age 3.713 1.483 0.017 0.698 6.727 

Age_squared -0.036 0.014 0.012 -0.064 -0.008 

Politics -2.863 2.162 0.194 -7.256 1.530 

Male 2.487 2.101 0.245 -1.782 6.756 

Constant -95.254 40.028 0.023 -176.601 -13.907 

Chart IV.16: Results of OLS regression analysis of ISs on the leftist-rightist scale for KZ-judges and exclusively 

Zeman’s judges.  

All variables but Politics and Male are statistically significant at the p-value 0.05, the dummies 

for appointing presidents even at the p-value 0.01. The statistically insignificant variables 

Politics and Male were left in the model because they were jointly significant with other 

variables. Dummy variables regarding the judges’ other prior legal profession were dropped 

from the model because individually they were insignificant and did not increase significance 

of other variables, either.  

The coefficients related to exclusively Zeman’s judges and KZ-judges are negative. It implies 

that these groups of judges are at least relatively leftist compared to exclusively Havel’s judges, 

HK-judges and exclusively Klaus’ judges who are included in the constant. On the other hand, 

the difference between coefficients related to the KZ-judges and exclusively Zeman’s judges is 

small and the coefficients probably do not differ significantly.82 It means that their ISs 

on the leftist-rightist scale are approximately the same.  

The dependence of ISs on judges’ age has an inversed U shape. The ISs rise with age (judges 

become more rightist) until the age of ca. 52 years, when they reach their maximum and then 

decline (judges become more leftist).  

2.  The conservative-liberal scale 

We created two models for this ideological scale: one for supposedly liberal judges (exclusively 

Havel’s judges, HK-judges and KZ-judges) and one for other judges (exclusively Klaus’ judges 

and exclusively Zeman’s judges). The reason was adjusting the models in order to get the most 

significant variables.  

 
82  The probability that the coefficients related to Klaus and Zeman and Zeman are equal provided  

by the F-test is 61 %.  
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a) Model for exclusively Havel’s judges, HK-judges and KZ-judges 

The chart below summarizes the results of the regression analysis of ISs on the conservative-

liberal scale for exclusively Havel’s judges, HK-judges and KZ-judges. The R-squared amounts 

to 56 %, the adjusted R-squared amounts to 50 %.  

N = 41 Coef. Std. Err. P>t 95 % conf. interval 

Havel 10.490 1.639 0.000 7.162 13.817 

Havel and Klaus 10.181 3.218 0.003 3.647 16.714 

Klaus and Zeman 8.190 3.738 0.035 0.602 15.778 

Politics -4.634 2.127 0.036 -8.951 -0.317 

Male -1.346 1.888 0.481 -5.179 2.488 

Constant 1.473 1.829 0.426 -2.241 5.186 

Chart IV.17: Results of OLS regression analysis of ISs on the conservative-liberal scale for exclusively Havel’s 

judges, HK-judges and KZ-judges.  

The dummy variable for former politicians (Politics) and the dummy variable for KZ-judges 

are significant at the p-value 0.05, other dummies for appointing presidents are significant even 

at the p-value 0.01. Only one statistically insignificant variable (Male) was left in the model 

because it was jointly significant with other variables. Dummy variables regarding the judges’ 

other prior legal profession as well as the floating variable regarding judges’ age were dropped 

from the model, because individually they were insignificant and did not increase the 

significance of other variables, either.  

The coefficients related to exclusively Havel’s judges, HK-judges and KZ-judges are positive. 

It implies that these judges are at least relatively liberal compared to exclusively Klaus’ and 

exclusively Zeman’s judges who are included in the constant. On the other hand, the difference 

between coefficients related to exclusively Havel’s judges, HK-judges and KZ-judges is small 

and the coefficients probably do not differ significantly.83 It means that their ISs on the 

conservative-liberal scale are approximately the same.  

 
83  The probability that the coefficients related to Havel, Havel and Klaus and Klaus and Zeman are equal 

provided by the F-test is 83 %.  
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b) Model for exclusively Klaus’ judges and exclusively Zeman’s judges 

The chart below summarizes the results of the regression analysis of ISs on the conservative-

liberal scale for exclusively Klaus’ judges and exclusively Zeman’s judges. The R-squared 

amounts to 56 %, the adjusted R-squared amounts to 51 %.  

N = 41 Coef. Std. Err. P>t 95 % conf. interval 

Klaus -9.304 2.126 0.000 -13.616 -4.992 

Zeman -10.871 1.775 0.000 -14.471 -7.271 

Politics -5.173 2.019 0.015 -9.269 -1.078 

Male -1.276 1.873 0.500 -5.074 2.522 

Constant 11.797 1.999 0.000 7.743 15.851 

Chart IV.18: Results of OLS regression analysis of ISs on the conservative-liberal scale for exclusively Klaus’ 

judges and exclusively Zeman’s judges.  

The dummy for former politicians (Politics) has a significant coefficient at the p-value 0.05, 

dummies for appointing presidents even at the p-value 0.01. One statistically insignificant 

variable (Male) was left in the model because it was jointly significant with other variables. 

Dummy variables regarding the judges’ other prior legal profession as well as the floating 

variable regarding judges’ age were dropped from the model because individually they were 

insignificant and did not increase the significance of other variables, either.  

The coefficients related to exclusively Klaus’ judges and exclusively Zeman’s judges are 

negative. It implies that these groups of judges are at least relatively conservative compared 

to exclusively Havel’s judges, HK-judges and KZ-judges who are included in the constant. 

On the other hand, the difference between coefficients related to Klaus’ and Zeman’s judges is 

small and the coefficients probably do not differ significantly.84 It means that their ISs 

on the conservative-liberal scale are approximately the same  

SECTION 3 CONCLUSIONS 

From the above analyses we may derive the following conclusions.  

Subsection 1 Conclusions derived from Method A 

From the analysis performed by Method A, we derived the following conclusions.  

 
84  The probability that the coefficients related to Havel and Zeman are equal provided by the F-test is 51 %.  
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1.  Judges appointed by different presidents have different levels of judicial activism 

The UR (upholding rate) of Havel’s judges (57 %) is higher than the average UR of  Zeman’s 

judges (50 %), which is higher than the average UR of Klaus’ judges (45 %), which means that 

the Proposals for derogation of Laws had a greater chance of being upheld when they were 

decided by Havel’s judges than when they were decided by Zeman’s or Klaus’ judges. Since 

these calculations do not depend on the political affiliation of Legislators, the differences cannot 

be explained by ideological influences, but rather by different levels of judicial activism. It 

appears that Havel’s judges were the most activist, Klaus’ judges the least activist and Zeman’s 

judges almost perfectly between them.  

It is important to note that the differences in the above judicial activism are smaller than 

the differences in the URs between Legislators of opposite political affiliations within the group 

of judges appointed by the same president. The difference in URs between the most activist 

Havel’s judges and the least activist Klaus’ judges (23 % of the overall average UR) is smaller 

than the differences in the URs between the right-wing and the left-wing Legislators within 

Zeman’s or within Klaus’ judges (38 % – 60 % of the respective average UR).  

2.  Political affiliations of appointing presidents and Legislators have a great effect on URs, 

but they are not the only factors influencing judicial decision-making behaviour 

When not considering the political affiliation of appointing presidents, Proposals of left-wing 

Legislators are practically equally successful as right-wing legislators. The average UR of left-

wing Legislators (57 %) is only 1 % (of the overall average UR) higher than the average UR 

of right-wing legislators (56 %). However, when the political affiliation of appointing 

presidents is taken into account, the differences in URs between the left-wing and right-wing 

Legislators are bigger (7-76 % of the respective average UR). This implies that the political 

affiliation of the appointing president as well as the political affiliation of the Legislators filing 

proposals for derogation of Laws are factors influencing UR, i.e., judicial decision-making 

behaviour.  

On the other hand, in ca. 36–49 % of cases judges decide in favour of Legislators with 

a political affiliation opposite to the political affiliation of their appointing president. It follows 

that in a large share of decisions, the political affiliation of Legislators or the appointing 

president does not have a significant effect on the final outcome. This means that political 

affiliation is not the only factor influencing judicial decision-making behaviour in this type of 

proceedings.  
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3.  Judges tend to decide in favour of Legislators of the same political affiliation as their 

appointing president more often than when the political affiliation is the opposite 

Constitutional judges decide in favour of Legislators affiliated with political factions that share 

the same ideology as the judges’ appointing president more often than in favour of Legislators 

affiliated with political factions having the opposite ideology. Judges appointed by the leftist 

President (Zeman) decided in favour of left-wing Legislators in more cases than they did 

in favour of right-wing Legislators. Constitutional judges appointed by the rightist President 

(Klaus) decided in favour of right-wing Legislators in more cases than they did in favour of left-

wing Legislators.  

a) Zeman’s judges and left-wing Legislators 

Out of all Legislator’ groups, judges appointed by leftist President Zeman decided in favour of 

left-wing Legislators most often and out of all groups of judges, the probability of upholding 

a left-wing Proposal was highest when it was decided by judges appointed by leftist President 

Zeman.  

On the contrary, out of all Legislator groups, the judges appointed by rightist President Klaus 

decided in favour of left-wing Legislators least often and out of all groups of judges, 

the probability of upholding a left-wing Proposal was lowest when it was decided by judges 

appointed by rightist President Klaus.  

b) Klaus’ judges and right-wing Legislators 

The similar as above applies to right-wing Legislators and Klaus’ judges: Out of all Legislators, 

the judges appointed by rightist President Klaus decided in favour of right-wing Legislators 

most often. On the contrary, out of all groups of judges, the probability of upholding a right-

wing Proposal was lowest when it was decided by judges appointed by leftist President Zeman 

and out of all Legislator groups, the judges appointed by leftist President Zeman decided 

in favour of right-wing Legislators least often.  

The only difference to Zeman’s judges and left-wing Legislators is that the probability 

of upholding a right-wing Proposal was highest not when it was decided by judges appointed 

by rightist President Klaus, but when it was decided by judges appointed by moderate President 

Havel. The explanation is that Klaus’ judges are in general less activist (44 % on average) than 

Havel’s judges (67 % on average). Nevertheless, considering that on the leftist-rightist scale, 

the political affiliation of President Havel is not opposite to the political affiliation of President 
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Klaus and that with regard to right-wing Legislators, the UR of Klaus’ judges is still higher than 

the UR of Zeman’s judges, the claim in the title is valid (judges tend to decide in favour 

of Legislators of the same political affiliation as their appointing president more often than 

when the political affiliation is the opposite).  

c) Havel’s judges and 4C and STAN legislators 

On the rightist-leftist scale, the political affiliation (ideology) of President Havel as well 

as the political affiliation of 4C and STAN legislators is presumed to be moderate – between 

the ideological positions of Presidents Klaus and Zeman or right-wing and left-wing 

Legislators, respectively.  

Within the judges appointed by moderate President Havel, the URs of left-wing and right-wing 

Legislators do not differ significantly (10 % of the respective average UR). The URs 

of moderate Legislators (4C and STAN) is between the URs of left-wing and right-wing 

Legislators within judges appointed by rightist President Klaus as well as within judges 

appointed by leftist President Zeman.  

Consequently, the URs of judges appointed by the moderate president and the URs of moderate 

legislators confirm the title statement, too.  

Subsection 2 Conclusions derived from Method B 

From the analysis performed by Method B, we derived the following conclusions.  

1.  Ideological aspects of decision-making of judges significantly correlate with 

the presumed ideology of their appointing president 

Constitutional judges appointed by leftist President Zeman tend to decide in a relatively leftist 

manner, constitutional judges appointed by rightist President Klaus tend to decide in a relatively 

rightist manner and constitutional judges appointed by liberal President Havel tend to decide 

in a relatively liberal manner. The calculated results correspond to the expected.  

On the leftist-rightist scale, Zeman’s judges have the most leftist IS (from -7 to -16). They 

occupy almost the whole leftist end of the leftist-rightist scale and none of them is located 

in the rightist half of the scale. The most leftist appointees of rightist President Klaus were 

nominated to the position of constitutional judge again by the following leftist president Zeman, 

even though they were rejected by the Senate. Klaus’ judges have the most rightist ISs (from 0 

to 7) and none of them is at the rightist end of the leftist-rightist scale. Three of Klaus’ judges 
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are more rightist than the most rightist Zeman’s judge. Constitutional judges appointed 

by a president whose ideology is moderate on the leftist-rightist scale (Havel) have moderate 

ISs (from -3 to 2). They occupy both halves of the leftist-rightist scale.  

On the conservative-liberal scale, Havel’s judges have the most liberal ISs (from 6 to 15). They 

occupy almost the whole liberal end of the conservative-liberal scale and none of them 

is located in the conservative half of the scale. The judges appointed by non-liberal presidents 

(Klaus and Zeman) have rather conservative ISs (from -9 to 0). There are not any exclusively 

Zeman’s or exclusively Klaus’ judges at the liberal end of the conservative-liberal scale and 

only four out of 19 of Havel’s judges have more conservative ISs than the most liberal of Klaus’ 

or Zeman’s judges, of which three acted for most of their terms during Klaus’ period.  

Only appointees of leftist-conservative President Zeman were found to be leftist-conservative, 

only appointees of rightist-conservative President Klaus were found to be rightist-conservative 

and only appointees of liberal President Havel were found to be rightist-liberal. This implies 

that almost half of the constitutional judges have ideologically “pure” ISs. The other half 

is in the only “mixed” leftist-liberal zone.  

2.  Differences in ISs are not big but still significant, and more than half of the differences 

can be explained by influences of extra-legal factors, in particular, appointing presidents 

The differences in ISs depending on the appointing presidents are not big. The maximum 

calculated difference equals 9 % of the maximum theoretical difference.  

Nevertheless, almost all dummy variables representing appointing presidents have coefficients 

that are significant at the p-value 0.01; the rest were significant at the p-value 0.05. There were 

also other significant variables in the models (age, prior legal profession) but their impact was 

weaker (their coefficients were smaller in absolute terms) and they were significant mostly only 

at higher p-values (0.05).  

Although the differences in ISs are not big, as the OLS cross-sectional regression analysis 

showed, more than half of them can be explained by extra-legal factors, in particular different 

appointing presidents, because the R-squared in all models exceeded 50 %.  
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CHAPTER V 

ANALYSIS OF PROCEEDINGS ON CONSTITUTIONAL COMPLAINTS 

The second of the two types of proceedings before the Constitutional Court in which we tried 

to detect and eventually quantify the political character of constitutional review, 

are proceedings on constitutional complaints.  

The crucial variable for detecting the effects of extra-legal factors in this type of proceedings is 

the success rate (SR). It is defined as the ratio of constitutional complaints that were (at least 

partially) upheld in cases in which a specific judge (group of judges) served as the judge-

rapporteur, to all meritorious and quasi-meritorious decisions adopted in cases in which 

a specific judge (group of judges) served as the judge-rapporteur. For example, the SR 

of Zeman’s judges mean the share of upheld constitutional complaints in cases in which 

the judge-rapporteur was appointed by President Zeman to all meritorious and quasi-

meritorious decisions in cases in which the judge-rapporteur was appointed by President 

Zeman. In other words, the SR of Zeman’s judges shows the probability that a constitutional 

complaint will be upheld when the judge-rapporteur was appointed by President Zeman.  

Section 1 of this chapter is focused on detecting effects correlated with appointing presidents 

on the decision-making behaviour of judges in eight political areas of law thanks 

to the differences in (long-period) SR between groups of judges appointed by different 

presidents and the positions of these areas of law among judges appointed by the same 

president. These two statistics are used for primary verification of the hypothesis postulated 

about the AP of constitutional judges. We conclude that (a) if a group of judges appointed by 

a certain president has a significantly higher SR than other groups of judges, i.e., judges 

appointed by this president decided in favour of claimants in the given area of law more 

frequently than judges appointed by other presidents, and (b) if the position of this area of law 

among the group of judges (appointed by a certain president) with the highest SR is higher than 

its position among the group of judges with a lower SR, these results support the hypothesis 

that the given group of judges with the highest SR has a higher AP than other groups of judges. 

This section also includes the results of the OLS regression cross-sectional analysis.  

However, one of the biggest disadvantages of the above-mentioned (long-period) SR and 

positions of the areas of law used in Section 1 is that they cannot detect time trends. The 

problem is that when these methods are based on decisions enacted over a long period of time, 

they might be incomparable. The nature of cases as well as other conditions for judicial 
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decision-making may change over years, so, for example, the data gained from decisions 

enacted by Havel’s judges in the early ‘90s might not be comparable with data gained from 

decisions enacted by the last of Klaus’ judges in 2015. Therefore, we calculated three other 

statistics that allow us to check whether the differences in SRs and positions of the areas of law 

described above are at least partially caused by factors that are related to the passage of time 

(development of case law, changes in frequency of violation of human rights, continual changes 

in interpretation of a given legal phenomenon, changes in the nature of cases which make them 

incomparable to each other) not only by different levels of the AP of the analysed groups 

of judges. The results of each of these statistics – graph of yearly SRs, short-period SR and 

relative positions of judges appointed twice – are described in Subsections 1, 2 and 3, 

respectively. The first of the above-mentioned statistics (graph of yearly SRs) is designed to 

detect time trends. The purpose of the latter two (short-period SR and RPs) is to find out whether 

the effects of these trends on SRs are stronger than the effects of appointing presidents.  

Finally, Section 3 of this chapter applies certain statistics and variables used in Section 1 and 2 

for analysing for detecting the effects correlated with the appointing president  

(a) in non-political areas of law or the effects of (b) non-political proxies in political areas 

of law. Both were chosen as a control group for political proxies (appointing president) 

in political areas of law. Just as we assumed that there will be significant differences in the 

decision-making of judges caused by their personal attitudes correlated with their appointing 

president, we also assume that there will be no such differences in non-political areas of law or 

that if there are such differences by non-political proxies, they will be smaller and the effects 

of the proxies on judicial decision-making behaviour weaker. The reason is that the character 

of non-political areas of law gives neither room nor reason for the effects of judges’ personal 

attitudes to emerge. If this assumption is proven right, it will support the hypothesis that the 

differences in judicial decision-making behaviour in the political areas of law is caused (also) 

by the influences of the appointing president. If this assumption is proven wrong (there will be 

significant differences between judges depending on their appointing president) it would imply 

that the differences might be caused predominantly by other factors that are correlated with the 

appointing president (i.e., the time of their appointment), but not by the ideologies of judges 

or their appointing presidents. The same applies for the effects of non-political proxies – 

the ideology of the appointing president that is supposed to be shared by the judges appointed 

by them to be a stronger factor influencing their decision-making behaviour than non-political 

proxies such as their sex, age or legal profession prior to their appointment to the Constitutional 
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Court. If this assumption is proven right, it will support the hypothesis that the differences 

in judicial decision-making behaviour correlated by appointing presidents are probably caused 

by the influences of the ideology shared by them and the judges appointed by them. If this 

assumption is proven wrong, (there will be significant differences between judges depending 

on their sex, prior legal profession and age) it would imply that the ideology of the appointing 

president is not the strongest extra-legal factor influencing judicial decision-making behaviour.  

SECTION 1 DETECTING EFFECTS OF APPOINTING PRESIDENTS 

IN POLITICAL AREAS OF LAW 

The two main variables used in this thesis analysing judicial decision-making behaviour 

in proceedings on constitutional complaints are the long-period SR and positions of the areas 

of law among judges appointed by the same president.  

The long-period SR shows the rate of cases decided in the whole analysed period in which 

constitutional complaints were at least partially upheld to the total number of cases decided 

by the respective group of judges. In other words, it shows the probability that a constitutional 

complaint will be upheld when its judge-rapporteur is a judge appointed by the respective 

president (see p. 76 ff. of this thesis).  

The positions of the areas of law among judges appointed by the same president are derived 

from a ranking of areas of law created for each appointing president. In these rankings, the areas 

of law are ordered according to the SR achieved therein by judges appointed by the given 

president. The interpretation of this statistic is that the higher the area of law stands in this 

ranking, the higher priority it has among judges appointed by the president related to this 

ranking (see p. 79–80 of this thesis).  

The results of the statistics regarding the above variables show large and significant differences 

between groups of judges appointed by different presidents. The results of the statistic regarding 

the long-period SR further analysed by regression models85 are contained in Subsection 1. 

The results of the statistic regarding the positions of the political areas of law among judges 

appointed by the same president are contained in Subsection 2 of this section. The last 

Subsection 3 includes partial conclusions derived from the results mentioned above.  

 
85  In all models, the dependent variable is the SR of each constitutional judge. Independent variables are 

dummies for the appointing presidents, prior legal professions and sex of judges and a floating variable 

for their age. Tests for exogeneity, heteroscedacticity and normality are contained in Annex 5 thereto.  
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Subsection 1 Long-period SRs and their regression analysis 

The chart below summarizes the SRs of constitutional judges regarding their appointing 

presidents in all political areas of law. The values included therein represent long-period SRs 

for groups of judges appointed by presidents listed in the first row and the respective area of law 

listed in the first column of the chart. The columns Havel, Klaus and Zeman include inclusive 

SRs (including judges appointed twice), the columns Havel-, Klaus- and Zeman- contain 

exclusive SRs (excluding judges appointed twice). The last column contains the average 

of long-period SRs for the respective area of law calculated regardless of the appointing 

president.  

  Havel Klaus Zeman Havel- Klaus- Zeman- Average 

Social rights 11.0 % 13.1 % 17.5 % 11.6 % 12.8 % 18.8 % 13.4 % 

Equality principles 12.8 % 14.2 % 25.2 % 13.5 % 10.5 % 25.7 % 15.0 % 

Expropriation 16.5 % 18.2 % 6.9 % 17.3 % 16.5 % 7.4 % 13.3 % 

Taxes 11.8 % 13.1 % 3.5 % 12.7 % 13.6 % 3.9 % 11.0 % 

Public administration 23.6 % 14.5 % 7.4 % 25.0 % 15.5 % 7.9 % 10.7 % 

Restitutions 21.1 % 12.9 % 9.8 % 21.6 % 8.0 % 9.1 % 18.0 % 

Freedom of trade 9.0 % 13.9 % 16.1 % 8.2 % 17.2 % 16.2 % 12.7 % 

Right to family life 8.1 % 7.3 % 5.9 % 8.3 % 5.8 % 6.3 % 6.5 % 

All areas of law 11.2 % 7.5 % 5.9 % 11.0 % 6.6 % 6.0 % 7.8 % 

Chart V.1: SRs regarding appointing presidents of constitutional judges in political areas of law. The extended 

verision of this chart including numbers of material decisions related to each SR is contained in Annex 4.  

In all but one area of law, this statistic supports the hypotheses postulated about the APs 

of the respective groups of judges. The values in brackets after each piece of information 

on differences in SR shall mean percentual ratios of (i) the difference in the inclusive 

and exclusive SR (divided by “-“) of the compared groups of judges, respectively, 

to (ii) the average SR in the given area of law.  

1. Hypotheses anticipating high AP of Zeman’s judges 

In the area of social rights (SocR) and the area of equality principles (EP), the statistic supports 

Zeman’s SocR as well as Zeman’s EP hypotheses, saying that the AP of Zeman’s judges 

is higher than the AP of judges appointed by other presidents.  

The reason is that the SR of Zeman’s judges in these areas of law is significantly higher than 

the SRs of judges appointed by other presidents (SocR: 33 - 45 % compared to Klaus’ judges, 

EP: 73 % to Klaus’ incl. SR and 45 % to Havel’s excl. SR). It means that in these areas of law, 
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Zeman’s judges decided in favour of claimants more frequently than judges appointed by other 

presidents did. The differences in SR between Klaus’ and Havel’s judges are insignificant 

(SocR: 16 - 10 %; EP: 9 - 20 %)  

  Havel Klaus Zeman Havel- Klaus- Zeman- Average 

Social rights 11.0 % 13.1 % 17.5 % 11.6 % 12.8 % 18.8 % 13.4 % 

Equality principles 12.8 % 14.2 % 25.2 % 13.5 % 10.5 % 25.7 % 15.0 % 

Chart V.2: SRs regarding appointing presidents in the areas of social rights and equality principles.  

The conclusion about the significance of differences between Zeman’s and other groups 

of judges is supported (with regard to the exclusive SR) by the results of the OLS analysis 

below. The R-squared amounts to ca. 14 %, the adjusted R-squared amounts to ca. 10 %.  

N = 40 Coef. Std. Err. P>t 95 % conf. interval 

Zeman (excl.) 8.426 3.377 0.017 1.583 15.268 

Zeman and Klaus 3.484 7.258 0.634 -11.222 18.189 

Constant 11.311 1.975 0.000 7.309 15.313 

Chart V.3: Results of OLS regression in the area of social rights and equality principles.  

The coefficient related to exclusively Zeman’s judges – Zeman (excl.) – is positive and 

statistically significant at the p-value 0.05. It implies that exclusively Zeman’s judges decide 

in a significantly larger share of cases in favour of claimants in the area of social rights and 

equality principles than other groups of judges who are included in the constant do. However, 

surprisingly, the coefficient related to the KZ-judges – Zeman and Klaus – is close to zero and 

strongly statistically insignificant. It implies that the KZ-judges decided in favour of claimants 

in these areas of law in more or less the same number of cases as the rest of judges did.  

With regard to the aim of this regression (testing the influences of Zeman’s judges), the variable 

regarding the KZ-judges is kept in the model, although it is statistically insignificant. Other 

variables were dropped from the model because they were insignificant at the p-value 0.05.  

2. Hypotheses anticipating low AP of Zeman’s judges 

In the areas of expropriation (Ex), taxes (Tax) and judicial review of decisions of public 

administration (JW), the statistic supports Zeman’s Ex, Zeman’s Tax as well as Zeman’s JW 

hypotheses saying that the AP of Zeman’s judges is lower than the AP of judges appointed 

by other presidents.  
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The reason is that the SR of Zeman’s judges in these areas of law is significantly lower 

than  SRs of judges appointed by other presidents (Ex: 72 % to Havel’s  incl. SR and 68 % 

to Klaus’ excl. SR; Tax: 75 - 80 % compared to Havel’s  judges and JW: 67 - 71 % compared 

to Klaus’ judges). It means that in these areas of law, Zeman’s judges decided in favour 

of claimants less frequently than judges appointed by other presidents did. In the area 

of expropriation and the area of taxes, the differences between Havel’s and Klaus’ judges are 

insignificant (Ex: 13 - 6 %, Tax: 12 - 8 %). In the area of judicial review of decisions of public 

administration, the difference between these two groups of judges are significant  

(JW: 83 - 87 %).  

  Havel Klaus Zeman Havel- Klaus- Zeman- Average 

Expropriation 16.5 % 18.2 % 6.9 % 17.3 % 16.5 % 7.4 % 13.3 % 

Taxes 11.8 % 13.1 % 3.5 % 12.7 % 13.6 % 3.9 % 11.0 % 

Public administration 23.6 % 14.5 % 7.3 % 25.0 % 15.5 % 7.8 % 10.9 % 

Chart V.4: SRs regarding appointing presidents in the areas of expropriation, taxes and judicial review of decisions 

of public administration.  

The conclusion about the significance of differences between Zeman’s and other groups 

of judges is supported (with regard to the exclusive SR) by the below results of the OLS 

analysis. The R-squared amounts to ca. 25 %, the adjusted R-squared amounts to ca. 21 %.  

N = 39 Coef. Std. Err. P>t 95 % conf. interval 

Zeman (excl.) -7.637 2.434 0.003 -12.580 -2.695 

Zeman and Klaus -7.530 5.218 0.158 -18.124 3.064 

Male -5.055 2.823 0.082 -10.786 0.677 

Constant 19.054 2.557 0.000 13.863 24.246 

Chart V.5: Results of OLS regression in the area of expropriation, taxes and judicial review of decisions of public 

administration.  

The coefficient related to the exclusively Zeman’s judges – Zeman (excl.) – is negative and 

statistically significant at the p-value 0.05. It implies that the exclusively Zeman’s judges decide 

in a significantly smaller share of cases in favour of claimants in the area of expropriations and 

taxes than other groups of judges, who are included in the constant, did. However, although 

the coefficient related to the KZ-judges – Zeman and Klaus – is also negative (meaning lower 

SR), it is statistically insignificant at the p-value 0.05, which implies that KZ-judges were 

deciding in favour of claimants in these areas of law in more-less the same amount of cases 

as the rest of judges were.  
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With regard to the aim of this regression (testing influences of the Zeman’s judges), the variable 

regarding the KZ-judges is kept in the model, although it is statistically insignificant. Other 

variables were dropped from the model, because they were insignificant at the p-value 0.05. 

The only exception is the dummy variable for judge’s sex (Male), which was left in the model 

because it is significant at the p-value 0.10 and it substantially increases the joint significance 

and R-squared as well as adjusted R-squared.  

3. Hypotheses anticipating high AP of the Havel’s judges 

In the area of restitutions (Re), this statistic supports the Havel’s Re hypothesis saying that 

the AP of the Havel’s judges is lower than the AP of judges appointed by other presidents.  

The reason is that the SR of the Havel’s judges in these areas of law is significantly lower than 

the SRs of judges appointed by other presidents (46 % over the Klaus’ incl. SR and 69 % over 

the Zeman’s excl. SR). It means that in this area of law, the Havel’s judges were deciding 

in favour of claimants more frequently, than judges appointed by other presidents were. 

The differences between the Klaus’ and the Zeman’s judges are insignificant (17 - 6 %).  

  Havel Klaus Zeman Havel- Klaus- Zeman- Average 

Restitutions 21.1 % 12.9 % 9.8 % 21.6 % 8.0 % 9.1 % 18.0 % 

Chart V.6: SRs regarding appointing presidents in the area of restitutions.  

The conclusion about significance of differences between the Havel’s and other groups 

of judges is supported (with regard to the exclusive SR) by the below results of the OLS 

analysis. The R-squared amounts to ca. 25 %, the adjusted R-squared amounts to ca. 21 %.  

N = 40 Coef. Std. Err. P>t 95 % conf. interval 

Havel (excl.) 11.793 3.439 0.001 4.826 18.760 

Havel and Klaus 9.887 6.320 0.126 -2.919 22.693 

Constant 8.876 2.189 0.000 4.440 13.313 

Chart V.7: Results of OLS regression in the area of restitutions.  

The coefficient related to the exclusively Havel’s judges – Havel (excl.) – is positive and 

statistically significant at the p-value 0.01. It implies that the exclusively Havel’s judges decide 

in a significantly larger share of cases in favour of claimants in this area of law than other groups 

of judges who are included in the constant did. However, although the coefficient related 

to the HK-judges – Havel and Klaus – is also positive (meaning a higher SR), it is statistically 
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insignificant at the p-value 0.05, which implies that HK-judges decided in favour of claimants 

in these areas of law in more or less the same number of cases as the rest of judges did.  

With regard to the aim of this regression (testing the influences of Havel’s judges), the variable 

regarding the HK-judges is kept in the model, although it is statistically insignificant. Other 

variables were dropped from the model because they were insignificant at the p-value 0.05.  

4. Hypotheses anticipating high AP of Klaus’ judges 

The only area of law in which the long-period SR does not support the hypothesis postulated 

about differences in the APs of different groups of judges is the area of freedom of trade. In this 

area of law, we assumed that the long-period SR of Klaus’ judges would be higher than the SRs 

of judges appointed by other presidents. We believed that a higher SR in this area of law would 

imply rightist (pro-business) decision-making behaviour, which would correlate 

with the rightist ideology of President Klaus.  

  Havel Klaus Zeman Havel- Klaus- Zeman- Average 

Freedom of trade 9.0 % 13.9 % 16.1 % 8.2 % 17.2 % 16.2 % 12.7 % 

Chart V.8: SRs regarding appointing presidents in the area of freedom of trade.  

However, the differences in SR between Klaus’ and Zeman’s judges are insignificant  

(17 - 8 %) and depend on the form of the SR: when judges appointed by two presidents are 

included, Zeman’s judges appear to decide in favour of claimants more frequently; when such 

judges are excluded, the results are just the opposite. On the other hand, the difference of 

Havel’s judges compared to other groups of judges is significant (39 % over Klaus’ incl. SR 

and 63 % over Zeman’s excl. SR), but we did not make any hypothesis about the AP of Havel’s 

judges in this area of law, so these results are not relevant for our analysis.  

The number of decisions in this area of law is too low to run an OLS regression. More than half 

of the judges decided fewer than 10 decisions, so although the statistic gives us fine results 

when the SR are aggregated according to appointing president (making ca. 120-150 decisions 

regarding each president), SRs of individual constitutional judges are not representative 

enough.  

5. Neutral hypotheses 

In the area of the right to family life (RtFL) this statistic supports the Neutral RtFL hypothesis 

saying that the results in this area of law would not differ from each other significantly and 

if yes, the difference would correspond to the differences from results for all areas of law.  
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Although this area of law has naturally a political character, we had no reason to believe that 

there would be any influences of appointing presidents, because the ideologies of all presidents 

elected so far are more or less indifferent (leftist, rightist, liberal) to ideological values in this 

area of law (traditionalism, Christianity).  

  Havel Klaus Zeman Havel- Klaus- Zeman- Average 

Right to family life 8.1 % 7.3 % 5.9 % 8.3 % 5.8 % 6.3 % 6.5 % 

All areas of law 11.2 % 7.5 % 5.9 % 11.0 % 6.6 % 6.0 % 7.8 % 

Chart V.9: SRs regarding appointing presidents in the area of the right to family life and in all areas of law 

on average.  

We did not create a regression model to analyse this area of law because the respective 

hypothesis does not concern differences between groups of judges appointed by different 

presidents for which the regression models used in this thesis were determined.  

Subsection 2 Positions of the political areas of law 

The chart below summarizes the positions of the political areas of law among each group 

of judges appointed by the same president. The number following each area of law means 

the ratio of the SR of judges appointed by the respective president in the given area of law 

to the simple average SR of judges appointed by this president for all analysed areas of law.  

 
Havel 

 
Klaus 

 
Zeman 

 

1 Public administration 1.66 Expropriation 1.36 Equality principle 2.18 

2 Restitutions 1.48 Public administration 1.08 Soc. rights 1.51 

3 Expropriation 1.16 Equality principle 1.06 Freedom of trade 1.40 

4 Equality principle 0.90 Freedom of trade 1.04 Restitutions 0.85 

5 Taxes 0.83 Taxes 0.98 Public administration 0.64 

6 Soc. rights 0.77 Soc. rights 0.98 Expropriation 0.60 

7 Freedom of trade 0.63 Restitutions 0.96 Right to family life 0.51 

8 Right to family life 0.57 Right to family life 0.54 Taxes 0.30 

Chart V.10: Relative positions of the political areas of law according to SRs regarding the appointing presidents.  

For example, the SR of Havel’s judges in the area of judicial review of public administration 

was 23.6 %, the simple average SR of Havel’s judges for all analysed areas of law was 14.2 %, 

so the ratio of these two values equals approximately 1.66.  

Just as in the case of the long-period SR, this statistic supports the hypotheses postulated about 

the APs of the respective groups of judges with one exception in all analysed areas of law.  
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1. Hypotheses anticipating high AP of Zeman’s judges 

Among Zeman’s judges, the highest positions (1st and 2nd) belong to the area of equality 

principles and the area of social rights. It means that there are no other areas of law in which 

Zeman’s judges decided in favour of claimants more frequently than in these areas of law. 

The positions of these areas of law among Klaus’ (3rd and 6th) or Havel’s (4th and 6th) judges 

are lower. In both cases, the difference in ratios between Zeman’s and Klaus’ judges is bigger  

(EP: 1.12, SocR: 0.53) than the difference between Klaus’ judges and Havel’s judges  

(EP: 0.16, SocR: 0.21).  

Therefore, this statistic supports Zeman’s SocR as well as Zeman’s EP hypotheses saying that 

the AP of Zeman’s judges is higher than the AP of judges appointed by other presidents.  

2. Hypotheses anticipating low AP of Zeman’s judges 

The positions of the areas of judicial review of decisions of public administration, expropriation 

and taxes are almost the lowest among Zeman’s judges (5th, 6th and 8th). It means that there is 

only one area of law in which Zeman’s judges decided in favour of claimants less frequently 

than in some of these areas of law (the right to family life). Among Klaus’ (2nd, 1st, and 5th) or 

Havel’s (1st, 3rd and 5th), the positions of these areas of law are much higher. The difference 

in ratios between Zeman’s judges and the group of judges with the second highest position for 

the respective area of law (JW: 0.44, Ex: 0.56, Tax: 0.53) are - with the exception of the area 

of judicial review of decisions of public administration – bigger than the differences between 

Klaus’ and Havel’s judges (JW: 0.58, Ex: 0.20, Tax: 0.15).  

Therefore, this statistic supports Zeman’s Ex, Zeman’s Tax as well as Zeman’s JW hypotheses 

saying that the AP of Zeman’s judges is lower than the AP of judges appointed by other 

presidents.  

3. Hypotheses anticipating high AP of Havel’s judges 

The relative position of the area of restitutions among Havel’s judges (2nd) is much higher than 

most other areas of law among this group of judges and definitely a lot higher than its relative 

position among Klaus’ (7th) or Zeman’s judges (4th). It means that there is only one area of law, 

in which Havel’s judges decided in favour of claimants more frequently than in the area 

of restitutions, but there are three and six such areas of law for Zeman’s or Klaus’ judges, 

respectively. In addition to that, the difference in ratios between Havel’s and Zeman’s judges 

is bigger (0.63) than the difference between Zeman’s judges and Klaus’ judges (0.11).  
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Therefore, this statistic supports Havel’s Re hypothesis saying that the AP of Havel’s judges 

is higher than the AP of judges appointed by other presidents.  

4. Hypotheses anticipating high AP of Klaus’ judges 

The only area of law in which this statistic does not support the hypothesis postulated about 

differences in APs of different groups of judges is the area of freedom of trade. In this area 

of law, we assumed that its relative position among Klaus’ judges (4th) would be higher than its 

relative positions among other groups of judges. However, the relative position of this area of 

law among Zeman’s judges (3rd) is higher.  

The difference in ratio between Klaus’ and Zeman’s judges equals 0.36, the difference between 

Klaus’ and Havel’s judges equals 0.41.  

5. Neutral hypotheses 

Whereas to all Presidents, the relative positions of the area of the right to family life are similar: 

Havel – 8th, 0.57; Klaus – 8th, 0.54, Zeman – 7th, 0.51. The differences in ratios are 0.03.  

Therefore, this statistic supports the Neutral hypothesis saying that the AP of judges appointing 

by different presidents would not differ from each other significantly.  

Subsection 3 Conclusions 

In all but one area of law, the above statistics support the hypotheses postulated about the APs 

of the respective groups of judges.  

(i) In the area of social rights and equality principles, the SR of Zeman’s judges is 

significantly higher than the SR of judges appointed by other presidents, which means 

that Zeman’s judges decided in favour of claimants in these areas of law significantly 

more often than other judges did. The positions of these areas of law among Zeman’s 

judges were higher than among other groups of judges. It shows higher protection 

of persons claiming a violation of social rights or unequal treatment by Zeman’s judges, 

which are values connected with leftist ideology – the ideology of President Zeman.  

(ii) In the areas of expropriations, taxes and judicial review of public administration, 

we found that the SR of Zeman’s judges is significantly lower than the SR of judges 

appointed by other presidents, which means that Zeman’s judges decided in favour 

of claimants in these areas of law significantly less frequently than other judges did. 

The positions of these areas of law among Zeman’s judges were lower than among other 
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groups of judges. These results show (a) lower protection of proprietary rights, (b) less 

frequent deciding against the state’s privilege to collect taxes and (c) making the state 

responsible for damages casued by unlawful decisions or for not having reviewed its own 

decisions less often than the rest, which are values connected with leftist ideology – 

the ideology of President Zeman.  

(iii) In the area of restitutions, we found that the SR of Havel’s judges is significantly higher 

than the SR of judges appointed by other presidents, which means that Havel’s judges 

decided in favour of claimants in these areas of law significantly more frequently than 

other judges did. The positions of these areas of law among Zeman’s judges were higher 

than among other groups of judges. These results show higher protection of persons 

persecuted during the communist era, which is a value connected with the anti-communist 

ideology of President Havel, who was also persecuted during the communist era.  

Moreover, in the area of the right to family life, we found that the results do not differ from 

each other significantly. It means that in the area of law in which there was no reason to expect 

any ideological effects of appointing presidents such effects were not detected.  

The only area of law in which the above statistics do not support the hypothesis postulated 

about differences in the APs of different groups of judges is the area of freedom of trade. In this 

area of law, we assumed that the long-period SR of Klaus’ judges would be higher than the SRs 

of judges appointed by other presidents, because it would imply rightist (pro-business) decision-

making behaviour, which would correlate with the rightist ideology of President Klaus. 

Our explanation is that many decisions relate probably to workers’ cases than 

to businesspeople’s cases, which gives this area of law a partially leftist character. After all, 

the full name of this area of law is the “freedom of trade and the right to free choice 

of profession and to the opportunity for preparing to exercise such profession”. Moreover, 

in the NALUS database it is contained in the category of economic, cultural and social rights.  

With regard to the above, we may conclude that there are significant effects of the ideologies 

of appointing presidents on the decision-making of constitutional judges in proceedings 

on constitutional complaints. In most areas of law that have a political character, decisions 

depend at least partially on judges’ ideologies.  
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SECTION 2 CONTROLLING FOR TIME TRENDS 

One of the biggest disadvantages of standard proxy-based methods is that they cannot detect 

time trends. The problem is that when these methods are based on decisions enacted over a long 

period of time, they might be incomparable. The nature of cases as well as other conditions for 

judicial decision-making may change over years, so, for example, the data gained 

from decisions enacted by Havel’s judges in the early ‘90s might not be comparable with data 

gained from decisions enacted by the last of Klaus’ judges in 2014 or 2015.  

Therefore, we calculated three other statistics that allow us to check whether the differences 

in SRs and positions of the areas of law described above are at least partially caused by factors 

that are related to the passage of time, e.g., development of case law, changes in frequency 

of violation of human rights, continual changes in interpretation of a given legal phenomenon, 

changes in the nature of cases which make them incomparable to each other, not only 

by different levels of AP of the analysed groups of judges.  

The results of each of these statistics – graph of yearly SRs, short-period SR and relative 

positions of judges appointed twice – are described in Subsection 1, 2 and 3 of this section, 

respectively. The first of the above-mentioned statistics (graph of yearly SRs) is designed 

to detect time trends. The purpose of the latter two (short-period SR and relative positions 

of judges appointed twice) is to find out whether the effects of these trends on SRs are stronger 

than the effects of appointing presidents.  

Since Klaus’ FoT hypothesis has already been denied by the long-period SR and position of the 

area of law among judges appointed by the same president –further analysing is redundant 

because the statistics regarding time trends cannot reverse the conclusion on denial of this 

hypothesis. The Neutral RtFL hypothesis is a similar case, because for this area of law, we 

postulated the hypothesis that the APs of judges do not differ significantly, so controlling for 

time trends in this area of law is not relevant. Nevertheless, for the sake of completeness we 

add results in both areas of law mostly without further comments, either.  

Subsection 1 Graph of yearly SRs 

This statistic is used to detect time trends regarding the SR that might underestimate 

or overestimate differences between appointing presidents. As apparent in the graph below, 

this statistic uses the SR calculated for each year individually (red line). When the yearly SR 

continually rises or falls in a period that lasts through terms related to two presidents there might 
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be a time trend. If the direction of this trend corresponds to the difference in SR regarding the 

respective appointing presidents, i.e., the time trend rises when the SR of the latter president is 

higher and vice versa, we deem that the time trend overestimates the differences between 

the respective groups of judges, and thus this statistic in such case does not support 

the respective hypothesis.  

Such results would imply that the changes in SR between judges appointed by consecutive 

presidents might be caused by factors related to the passage of time not only by different levels 

of AP. An example follows:  

 
Chart V.11: Graph of time trends for all meritorious and quasi-meritorious decisions enacted (and published) 

in proceedings on constitutional complaints from 1993 to 2019 regardless of areas of law.  

The red line in the above graph shows yearly SR regardless of areas of law or appointing 

presidents or other proxy for the period from 1993 to 2019. The black line represents moving 

average of SRs for a period of 3 years and the blue columns show the number of material 

decisions enacted in the respective year.  

The details are explained in the following subsections, the graphs regarding the individual areas 

of law are included in Annex 4 thereto.  

1.  No time trends detected 

Out of the six analysed areas of law, the only one in which no time trends detrimental 

for supporting the related hypothesis were detected is the area of social rights. We did not detect 
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any increasing time trend lasting from Klaus’ to Zeman’s Court. On the contrary, the share 

of upheld constitutional complaints began to rise in 2013 when President Zeman appointed his 

first judges to the Constitutional Court. There is also no time trend between Havel’s and Klaus’ 

term either. Considering that the SR of Zeman’s judges is higher than the SR of Klaus’ judges, 

this statistic supports Zeman’s SocR hypothesis, too.  

2.  Time trends detected 

In all other areas of law, we detected a time trend. The percentual values in brackets after 

information about a time trend are yearly SRs in the given year.  

In the area of equality principles we detected an increasing trend lasting from Havel’s period 

across the whole of Klaus’ period to Zeman’s period, i.e., between 2000 and 2018 

(0.0 → 28.6 %). The area of restitutions is a similar case. In this area of law, we detected 

a decreasing trend lasting from Havel’s period to Klaus’ period, i.e., from 1999 to 2010 

(35.7 → 7.6 %). From 2011 to 2016, the trend is slightly increasing, from 2016 to 2019 

moderately decreasing.  

In the area of expropriations, taxes and judicial review of decisions of public administration,86 

we detected decreasing time trends lasting from the middle of Klaus’ period to Zeman’s period. 

The trend lasted for the following periods: within expropriations from 2009 to 2019 

(48.7 → 0.0 %), within taxes from 2008 to 2017 (31.5 → 0.0 %) and within judicial review 

of public administration from 2009 to 2017 (32.2 → 5.9 %).  

The above implies that higher (EP, Res) or lower (Exp, Tax, JW) SRs of Zeman’s or Havel’s 

judges might be caused at least partially by factors related to the passage of time (development 

of case law, changes in frequency of violation of human rights, changes in the nature of cases, 

changes in interpretation of a particular phenomenon in society, etc.), so the differences in the 

AP of Zeman’s (Havel’s) judges and the rest might not be as big as the difference in SR would 

imply. However, we need to find out to what extent the difference in SR is caused by different 

AP and to what extent it is caused by factors related to the time trend.  

 
86  It is important to note that in the area of judicial review of decisions of public administration, there is only 

a  low number of material decisions related to Havel’s Court (40). From 2007 the number of material 

decisions rises rapidly. Although the SR of Klaus’ judges is lower than the SR of Havel’s judges, there is 
an increasing trend from 2005 (0.0  %) reaching its peak in 2009 (32.2 %). Therefore, whereas 126 of 156 

material decisions of exclusively Havel’s judges relate to only three judges appointed in 2002 and acting 

for most of their terms in Klaus’ Court (Duchoň, Mucha, Wagnerová), attributing a higher AP to all 

of Havel’s judges might not be precise.  
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Subsection 2 Short-period SR 

This variable was calculated almost equally as the long-period SRs. The only difference is that 

the short-period SR is based on data from certain periods of functioning of the Constitutional 

Court, namely the period from 2001 to 2006 and the period from 2011 to 2016. The reason 

for choosing these six-year periods is that they are short enough for a significant change in the 

nature of cases being decided or in other conditions to emerge. Moreover, these periods include 

the end and the beginning of two consecutive “Constitutional Courts”, the end of Havel’s Court 

and the beginning of Klaus’ Court in the period from 2001 to 2006 and the end of Klaus’ Court 

and the beginning of Zeman’s Court in the period from 2011 to 2016. Since there were no 

Zeman’s judges in the Constitutional Court in the period from 2001 to 2006, this statistic 

is applicable for comparing Havel’s and Klaus’ judges only. Similarly, since there were only 

three Havel’s judges in the Constitutional Court in the period from 2011 to 2016, this statistic 

is not applicable for all Havel’s judges, and thus can be used for comparing Klaus’ and Zeman’s 

judges only.  

In some of the areas of law, this statistic supports the hypotheses postulated above, i.e., 

the differences between the groups of judges are approximately the same or even bigger than 

in the long period. In some areas of law, this statistic does not suport the hypotheses. The details 

are explained in the following subsections divided into two parts: the first for areas of law where 

no time trends were detected or only weak time trends were dectected and the second for areas 

of law in which moderate or strong time trends were detected.  

1. No time trends detected or weak time trends 

In the area of social rights, no time trend was detected and the short-period SR confirms this 

conclusion, too. In the area of taxes and judicial review of decisions of public administration, 

we detected a time trend thanks to the graphs of yearly SRs, however, the short-period SRs 

show that this time trend might only be weak because the results of the short-period SR are 

consistent with the results of the long-period SR.  

a) Social rights 

This statistic supports Zeman’s SocR hypothesis, because even in the period from 2011 to 2016, 

Zeman’s judges decided a significantly larger share of constitutional complaints than Klaus’ 

judges did. The difference is bigger than in the long period (66 - 90 %).  
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Havel Klaus Zeman Havel- Klaus- Zeman- Average 

2001-2006 12.3 % 11.7 % - 13.2 % 13.0 % - 12.0 % 

2011-2016 0.0 % 12.2 % 23.1 % 0.0 % 9.8 % 24.7 % 16.6 % 

Chart V.12: Short-period SRs regarding appointing presidents in the area of social rights.  

Moreover, the difference in SR between Havel’s and Klaus’ judges in the period from 2001 

to 2006 is even smaller than in the long period (2 - 5 %), so probably insignificant.  

b) Taxes 

The time trend detected by the previous statistic in this area of law might only be weak because 

the results of the short-period SR are consistent with the results of the long period. 

The difference between Zeman’s and Klaus’ judges is even bigger (142 - 153 %).  

 
Havel Klaus Zeman Havel- Klaus- Zeman- Average 

2001-2006 10.1 % 11.8 % - 10.6 % 14.8 % - 10.5 % 

2011-2016 0.0 % 3.3 % 0.6 % 0.0 % 3.6 % 0.7 % 1.9 % 

Chart V.13: Short-period SRs regarding appointing presidents in the area of taxes.  

The difference between Klaus’ and Havel’s judges is also bigger than in the long period  

(16 - 40 %), however, not big enough to change the conclusion about the insignificancy 

of the difference between their APs in this area of law.  

c) Judicial review of decisions of public administration 

The same as above applies to Zeman’s JW hypothesis, however, the differences in SR are 

smaller (47 - 45 %) than in the long period.  

 
Havel Klaus Zeman Havel- Klaus- Zeman- Average 

2001-2006 35.6 % 0.0 % - 38.1 % 0.0 % - 16.7 % 

2011-2016 15.9 % 12.7 % 7.9 % 15.9 % 12.9 % 8.3 % 10.2 % 

Chart V.14: Short-period SRs regarding appointing presidents in the area of judicial review of decisions of public 

administration.  

Moreover, the SR of Havel’s judges in the period from 2001 to 2006 is higher than Klaus’ 

judges and the differences are even bigger than in the long period (213 - 228 %).  

2. Strong time trends detected 

In the following areas of law, the results of the short-period SR are inconsistent with the results 

of the long-period SR, so the detected time trends were probably strong.  
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a) Equality principles 

In the period from 2011 to 2016, the SR of Zeman’s judges is higher than the SR of Klaus’ 

judges only in its exclusive form (26 %), i.e., when judges appointed by both presidents are not 

counted with. In the inclusive form, Klaus’ judges have a higher SR than Zeman’s judges, 

yet the difference is very small (4 %) and statistically insignificant.  

On the other hand, in the period from 2001 to 2006 Havel’ judges decided in favour of claimants 

a lot more frequently than Klaus’ judges did (26 - 43 %). Nevertheless, with regard to other 

statistics included in this analysis, this alone is not sufficient to support a hypothesis about 

the higher AP of Havel’s judges over Klaus’ judges.  

 
Havel Klaus Zeman Havel- Klaus- Zeman- Average 

2001-2006 12.7% 9.8 % - 13.0 % 8.2 % - 11.1 % 

2011-2016 27.3 % 26.0 % 25.0 % 27.3 % 19.1 % 25.9 % 25.7 % 

Chart V.15: Short-period SRs regarding appointing presidents in the area of equality principles  

b) Expropriation 

Unlike in the case of the long period, in the period from 2011 to 2016 Zeman’s judges decided 

in favour of claimants only slightly more frequently than Klaus’ judges did (21 %). 

When judges appointed twice are not counted (excl. SR), exclusively Zeman’s judges upheld 

an even larger share of constitutional complaints in this period than Klaus’ judges did (53 %).  

 
Havel Klaus Zeman Havel- Klaus- Zeman- Average 

2001-2006 9.5 % 5.4 % - 11.4 % 5.0 % - 7.6 % 

2011-2016 33.3 % 14.9 % 12.0 % 33.3 % 5.9 % 13.3 % 13.9 % 

Chart V.16: Short-period SRs regarding appointing presidents in the area of expropriations  

For comparison, the SR of Havel’s judges is a lot higher than the SR of Klaus’ judges in both 

of its forms (54 - 84 %).  

c) Restitutions 

In the period from 2001 to 2006, the SR of Havel’s judges is higher than the SR of Klaus’ 

judges only in its inclusive form, i.e., when judges appointed by both presidents are counted 

with, and the difference between them is small (14 %). In the exclusive form, i.e., when judges 

appointed by both presidents are not counted with, Klaus’ judges appear to decide in favour 

of claimants in this period slightly more frequently than Havel’s judges did (4 %).  
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Havel Klaus Zeman Havel- Klaus- Zeman- Average 

2001-2006 15.1 % 13.1 % - 15.7 % 16.3 % - 14.5 % 

2011-2016 42.9 % 8.7 % 15.6 % 42.9 % 2.8 % 14.3 % 11.9 % 

Chart V.17: Short-period SRs regarding appointing presidents in the area of restitutions.  

Unlike in the case of the long period, the SR of Zeman’s judges is higher than the SR of Klaus’ 

judges in both forms and the differences are bigger than in the long period (58 - 97 %). 

Nevertheless, with regard to the results of other statistics, this one alone is not strong enough 

to sufficiently support a hypothesis about a higher AP of Zeman’s judges. In addition to that, 

the number of decisions of Zeman’s judges is quite low to consider this statistic as serious 

evidence.  

3. Others 

For the sake of completeness, this part included results of the short-period SR in the area 

of the right to family life and freedom of trade.  

a) The right to family life 

This statistic supports the Neutral RtFL hypothesis because in both periods they correspond 

to the general results for all areas of law.  

 
Havel Klaus Zeman Havel- Klaus- Zeman- Average 

RtFL: 2001-2006 8.2 % 7.5 % - 8.0 % 4.6 % - 7.8 % 

All: 2001-2006 9.9 % 9.3 % - 9.8 % 8.9 % - 9.7 % 

RtFL: 2011-2016 15.4 % 4.9 % 6.5 % 15.4 % 4.6 % 6.9 % 6.2 % 

All: 2011-2016 7.1 % 5.8 % 6.3 % 7.1 % 5.3 % 6.4 % 6.1 % 

Chart V.18: Short-period SRs regarding appointing presidents in the area of the right to family life and in all areas 

of law.  

In the area of the right to family life as well as in all areas of law on average, Havel’s judges 

have a higher SR than Klaus’ judges in the period from 2001 to 2006 and the Zeman’s judges 

have a higher SR than Klaus’ judges in the period from 2011 to 2016.  

b) Freedom of trade 

In this area of law, Klaus’ FoT hypothesis was not supported by the two main statistics  

(long-period SR and position of the area of law among judges appointed by the same president) 

therefore, analysing it further is redundant because the next statistics cannot reverse 

the conclusion on the denial of this hypothesis. Nevertheless, for the sake of completeness, 
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below we add the results of the long-period SRs statistics in this area of law without further 

comments.  

 
Havel Klaus Zeman Havel- Klaus- Zeman- Average 

2001-2006 13.7 % 12.1 % - 10.8 % 11.4 % - 12.9 % 

2011-2016 50.0 % 3.6 % 12.2 % 50.0 % 5.9 % 12.8 % 9.9 % 

Chart V.19: Short-period SRs regarding appointing presidents in the area of freedom of trade.  

Subsection 3 Relative positions of judges appointed twice 

The relative position of judges who were appointed twice (RP) in each of their term is calculated 

as the ratio of their SR in the given term to the SR of all judges appointed by the president 

to which this term relates. So, judges appointed twice always have two RPs, one with regard 

to their first term, the other with regard to their second term. For example, in the area of social 

rights, the SR of the KZ-judges in their Klaus term was ca. 10.9 %. The SR of all Klaus’ judges 

was 13.1 %. Therefore, the RP of the KZ-judges in their Klaus term is 0.8.  

This statistic compares whether changes in the RPs between the first and the second term 

of judges appointed twice are consistent with the difference in the SR of all judges appointed 

by the first and the second president. The changes are consistent if the RP increases 

while the overall SR decreases, and vice versa.  

The explanation is based on the assumption that constitutional judges are consistent in their 

decision-making behaviour over time. In other words, we assume that the AP of judges 

appointed twice is the same in both of their terms. If this assumption is true and the nature 

of cases decided by the Constitutional Court and other conditions for judicial decision-making 

do not vary over time, the changes in RPs should be consistent with the changes in SRs 

as described in the previous paragraph. The reason is that if judges are consistent in their 

decision-making and they decide cases of the same nature under the same conditions, they 

should have a relatively lower RP among a group of judges with higher SRs and a relatively 

higher RP among a group of judges with lower SRs. In other, very simplified words, if certain 

judges who were appointed twice decided during their first term in favour of claimants less 

frequently than the remaining judges of their first term and judges of their second term have 

a lower SR than judges of their first, the judges who were appointed twice should decide during 

their second term in favour of claimants more frequently than the rest (or at least relatively more 

frequently).  
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For example, when (a) the RP of KZ-judges in the area of social rights is 0.8 for their Klaus 

term and their RP for Zeman’s term is 0.0 and (b) the SR of Klaus’ judges – 13.1 % – is lower 

than the SR of Zeman’s judges in this area of law – 17.5 %, the changes are consistent, because 

the KZ-judges had a relatively higher position among Klaus’ judges (0.8), whose SR is lower 

(13.1 %), than they did among Zeman’s judges (0.3), whose SR is higher (17.5 %). For more 

details regarding this statistic, see p. 80–81 of this thesis. The chart below summarizes 

the results of these statistics in all political areas of law.  

  

HK-judges KZ-judges 

Havel’s term Klaus’ term Klaus’ term Zeman’s term 

Social rights 

Relative position 0.6 1.1 0.8 0.3 

SR of all judges 11.0 % 13.1 % 13.1 % 17.5 % 

Equality principles 

Relative position 0.7 1.5 1.2 0.8 

SR of all judges 12.8 % 14.2 % 14.2 % 25.2 % 

Expropriations 

Relative position 0.6 1.4 0.5 0.0 

SR of all judges 16.5 % 18.2 % 18.2 % 6.9 % 

Taxes 

Relative position 0.6 0.7 1.5 0.0 

SR of all judges 11.8 % 13.1 % 13.1 % 3.5 % 

Judicial review of decisions of public administration 

Relative position 0.0 1.2 0.3 0.4 

SR of all judges 23.6 % 14.6 % 14.6 % 7.4 % 

Restitutions 

Relative position 0.9 1.8 0.9 1.7 

SR of all judges 21.1 % 12.9 % 12.9 % 9.8 % 

The right to family life 

Relative position 0.8 1.6 0.8 0.3 

SR of all judges 8.1 % 7.3 % 7.3 % 5.9 % 

Freedom of trade 

Relative position 1.6 0.6 0.8 0.9 

SR of all judges 9.0 % 13.9 % 13.9 % 16.1 % 

Chart V.20: Relative positions of judges appointed twice in political areas of law.  

In some areas of law, the results of this statistic support the hypotheses described above, in some 

areas of law they do not. The details are explained in the following subsections related to the 

respective areas of law.  
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1. Consistent relative positions (RPs) 

In the areas of law below, the RPs of the respective judges appointed twice are consistent, 

which implies that the trends detected in these areas of law might be too weak to influence 

the differences in SR more than the ideology of the judges’ appointing presidents.  

Zeman’s SocR as well as Zeman’s EP hypotheses saying that the AP of Zeman’s judges 

is higher than the AP of judges appointed by other presidents are supported by this statistic 

because, as mentioned above, the RPs of the KZ-judges in these areas of law are consistent:  

(i) In the area of social rights, the RP of the KZ-judges with respect to Klaus’ judges 

equals 0.8 and their RP with respect to Zeman’s judges is 0.3. All Klaus’ judges 

upheld 13.1 % and all Zeman’s judges upheld 17.5 % of constitutional complaints.  

(ii) In the area of equality principles, the RP of the KZ-judges with respect to Klaus’ judges 

equals 1.2 and their RP with respect to Zeman’s judges is 0.8. All Klaus’ judges 

upheld 14.2 % and all Zeman’s judges upheld 25.2 % of constitutional complaints.  

It follows that while the SRs (Klaus → Zeman) in both areas of law increased, the RPs of KZ-

judges decreased. Assuming the judges’ attitudinal consistency, it indicates that the AP 

of Zeman’s judges is higher than the AP of Klaus’ judges. The reason is that the KZ-judges had 

a relatively higher position among Klaus’ judges (SocR: 0.8, EP: 1.2), whose SR is lower 

(SocR: 13.1 %, EP: 14.2 %), than they did among Zeman’s judges (SocR: 0.3, EP: 0.8), whose 

SR is higher (SocR: 17.5 %, EP: 25.2 %).87  

With regard to the relationship of Havel’s and Klaus’ judges, Havel’s Re hypothesis saying that 

the AP of Havel’s judges is higher than the AP of judges appointed by other presidents 

is the same case as the above. While the SR (Havel → Klaus) in the area of restitutions 

decreased, the RP of HK-judges increased. Assuming the judges’ attitudinal consistency, 

it indicates that the AP of Havel’s judges is higher than the AP of Klaus’ judges, because 

the HK-judges had a relatively lower position among Havel’s judges (0.9), whose SR is 

higher (21.1 %), than they did among Klaus’ judges (1.8), whose SR is lower (12.9 %).88  

 
87  The same cannot be concluded about the relationship of the AP of Klaus’ and Havel’s judges in both areas 

of law, because although the SR of Klaus’ judges is higher than the SR of Havel’s judges, the relative 

position of the HK-judges among Havel’s judges is lower than their relative position among Klaus’ judges.  
88  The same claim as above could be concluded from the relationship of the AP of Klaus’ and Zeman’s judges 

in this area of law. Nevertheless, the number of decisions of Zeman’s judges is too low to support any such 

hypothesis.  
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Finally, the above applies also to Zeman’s JW hypothesis saying that the AP of Zeman’s judges 

is lower than the AP of judges appointed by other presidents. In the area of judicial review 

of decisions of public administration, the RP of the KZ-judges with respect to Klaus’ judges 

equals 0.3 and their RP with respect to Klaus’ judges is 0.4. All Havel’s judges upheld 14.6 % 

of constitutional complaints and all Klaus’ judges upheld 7.4 % of constitutional complaints. 

It follows that while the SR (Klaus → Zeman) decreased, the RP of KZ-judges increased. 

Assuming the judges’ attitudinal consistency, it indicates that the AP of Zeman’s judges is 

lower than the AP of Klaus’ judges. The reason is that the KZ-judges had a relatively lower 

position among Klaus’ judges (0.3), whose SR is higher (14.6 %), than they did among 

Zeman’s judges (0.4), whose SR is lower (7.4 %).89  

2. Inconsistent relative positions (RPs) 

Zeman’s Ex and Zeman’s Tax hypotheses saying that that the AP of Zeman’s judges is lower 

than the AP of judges appointed by other presidents are not supported by this statistic, because 

the RPs of the KZ-judges in these areas of law are consistent, which implies that the trends 

detected in these areas of law might be strong enough to influence the differences in SR more 

than the ideology of the judges’ appointing presidents:  

(i) In the area of expropriations, the RP of the KZ-judges with respect to Klaus’ judges 

equals 0.5 and their RP with respect to Zeman’s judges is 0.0. All Klaus’ judges upheld 

18.2 % and all Zeman’s judges upheld 6.9 % of constitutional complaints.  

(ii) In the area of taxes, the RP of the KZ-judges with respect to Klaus’ judges equals 1.5 and 

their RP with respect to Zeman’s judges is 0.0. All Klaus’ judges upheld 13.1 % and all 

Zeman’s judges upheld 3.5 % of constitutional complaints.  

It follows that while the SR (Klaus → Zeman) in both areas of law decreased, the RP of the KZ-

judges also decreased. Assuming the judges’ attitudinal consistency, these results do not 

indicate that the AP of Zeman’s judges is lower than the AP of Klaus’ judges. The reason is 

that the KZ-judges had a relatively higher position among Klaus’ judges (Ex: 0.5, Tax: 1.5), 

whose SR is higher (Ex: 18.2 %, Tax: 13.1 %), than they did among Zeman’s judges  

(Ex: 0.0, Tax: 0.0), whose SR is lower (Ex: 6.9 %, Tax: 3.5 %).90  

 
89  In the same way, this statistic would support a hypothesis about the higher AP of Havel’s judges compared 

to Klaus’ judges. Nevertheless, the number of material decisions of Havel’s judges is too low to consider 

this statistic as strong evidence for supporting this hypothesis.  
90  The situation regarding the relationship of the APs of Klaus’ and Havel’s judges is similar.  
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Subsection 4 Conclusions 

In the area of social rights, the above controlling calculations did not reveal any time trends. 

All statistics supported Zeman’s SocR hypothesis saying that the AP of Zeman’s judges is 

higher than the AP of judges appointed by other presidents.  

In all other areas of law, a weaker or stronger time trend was detected. It follows that even large 

and significant differences in SRs or positions of the area of law among judges appointed 

by the same president described in Section 1 of this chapter might be at least partially caused 

by factors related to the passage of time (e.g., development of case law, changes in frequency 

of violation of human rights, continual changes in interpretation of a given legal phenomenon, 

changes in the nature of the cases which make them incomparable to each other), i.e., not only 

by the different levels of AP of the judges being compared. The extent of influence of the likely 

time factors differs:  

• The weakest time trend was detected in the area of judicial review of decisions of public 

administration. Although we detected a decreasing trend lasting from Klaus’ to Zeman’s 

period corresponding to the direction of change in SR between Klaus’ and Zeman’s 

judges, all the short-period SRs were consistent with the long-period SR and the RPs 

of judges appointed twice were constistent, thus they support Zeman’s JW hypothesis 

saying that the AP of Zeman’s judges is lower than the AP of judges appointed by other 

presidents. The above implies that in this area of law, the time trends diminish 

the assumed differences in AP only a little.  

• A moderate time trend was detected in the area of taxes. In addition to the decreasing 

trend lasting from Klaus’ to Zeman’s period corresponding to the direction of change 

in SR between Klaus’ and Zeman’s judges, the RPs of judges appointed twice are 

incosistent, too. On the other hand, the results of the short-period SR are consistent 

with the results of the long-period SR – the SR of Zeman’s judges are higher compared 

to Klaus’ judges – and the difference is even bigger. The above implies that in this area 

of law, the time trends diminish the assumed differences in AP only moderately.  

• Strong time trends were detected in the areas of restitutions and equality principles. 

The time trends lasting through periods related to two or more appointing presidents 

corresponding with the changes in SRs that were detected in these areas of law were 

so strong that the results of the short-period SR are inconsistent with the results 

of the long-period SR. In both areas of law, only the exclusive form of the short-period 
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SR supports the postulated hypothesis. However, the RPs of judges appointed twice are 

constistent. The above implies that in this area of law, the time trends diminish the 

assumed differences in AP strongly, but certain influences of the ideology of the 

appointing presidents are present.  

• In the area of expropriations, all statistics for controlling time trends speak against 

Zeman’s Ex hypothesis saying that the AP of Zeman’s judges is lower than the AP 

of judges appointed by other presidents. In addition to the time trend lasting from Klaus’ 

to Zeman’s period that was detected thanks to the graph of yearly SRs, the results 

of the short-period SR are inconsistent with the results of the long-period SR and the RPs 

of judges apppointed twice are inconsistent, too. The above implies that in this area 

of law, the time trends diminish the assumed differences in AP absolutely.  

The area of freedom of trade and the area of the right to family life were not analysed by these 

statistics, because regarding the first, the hypothesis related to it has denied it already and 

regarding the latter, because of the character of the hypothesis related thereto (no significant 

differences in AP), these statistics were not relevant for its analysis.  

The above implies that despite the fact that certain differences in observable results 

of the decision-making activity of constitutional judges in proceedings on constitutional 

complaints might be caused by factors related to the passage of time, there are at least minor 

influences of appointing presidents on judicial decision-making behaviour in five out 

of the seven analysed areas of law in which such influences were expected.  

SECTION 3 FURTHER CONTROL GROUPS: NON-POLITICAL AREAS OF 

LAW AND PROXIES 

Non-political areas of law and non-political proxies (sex, prior legal profession, age) were 

chosen as a control group for political areas of law. Just as we assumed that there would be 

significant differences in the decision-making of judges caused by their personal attitudes 

correlated with their appointing president in political areas of law, we also assume that there 

will be no such differences in non-political areas of law. The reason is that the character of non-

political areas of law gives neither room nor reason for the effects of judges’ personal attitudes 

to emerge. If this assumption is proven right, it will support the hypothesis that differences 

in judicial decision-making behaviour in the political areas of law are caused (also) 

by the influences of the appointing president. If this assumption is proven wrong, i.e., there will 
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be significant differences between judges depending on their appointing president, it would 

imply that the differences might be caused predominantly by other factors that are correlated 

with the appointing president (the time of the appointment), but not by the ideologies of judges 

or their appointing presidents. The same applies for the effects of non-political proxies. 

If the assumption is proven right, it will support the hypothesis that the differences in judicial 

decision-making behaviour correlated by appointing presidents are probably caused 

by the influences of the ideology shared by them and the judges appointed by them. If this 

assumption is proven wrong, (there will be significant differences between judges depending 

on their sex, prior legal profession and age) it would imply that the ideology of the appointing 

president is not the strongest extra-legal factor influencing judicial decision-making behaviour.  

Subsection 1 Non-political areas of law 

The structure of this section corresponds basically to the structure of Section 1, i.e., it is divided 

into four parts regarding each of the statistics used and the last part includes a conclusion 

derived from the analysis of the statistics used. The main difference is that the statistic regarding 

relative positions of the areas of law was not included because it did not bring any useful 

information for the comparison of its results with political areas of law.  

As mentioned above, non-political areas of law were chosen as a control group for political 

areas of law. Just as we assumed that there would be significant differences in the decision-

making of judges caused by their personal attitudes correlated with their appointing president, 

we also assume that there will be no such differences in non-political areas of law. The quick 

summary is that in the non-political areas of law, there are also quite big differences in SRs 

regarding appointing presidents, but none of them can be reliably explained by the influences 

of personal attitudes correlated with the appointing presidents of constitutional judges. 

On the contrary, most of them can be explained by time trends or the lack of a sufficient number 

of decisions.  

1. Long-period SR 

The chart below shows the SRs of judges appointed by the same president in the non-political 

areas of law.  

In four areas of law, appropriate reasoning of decisions (ARoD), other constitutional principles 

(OCP), the right to access to court (AtC) and evidence (Ev), Havel’s judges decided in favour 

of claimants much more frequently than group of judges with the second highest SR did:  
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from 29 to 107 % for the incl. SR and from 43 to 106 % for the excl. SR. The difference 

between Klaus’ and Zeman’s judges is small in these areas of law: from 13 to 19 % for the incl. 

SR and from 3  to 21 % for the excl. SR. It means that in these areas of law, Klaus’ judges 

decided in favour of claimants in approximately the same portion of cases as Zeman’s judges 

did.  

 Havel Klaus Zeman Havel- Klaus- Zeman- Average 

Appropriate reasoning 37.3 % 19.8 % 16.9 % 37.6 % 16.6 % 17.4 % 19.0 % 

Other principles 71.5 % 55.5 % 48.7 % 72.5 % 47.5 % 49.0 % 54.4 % 

Access to courts 34.3 % 21.8 % 17.9 % 34.3 % 22.5 % 18.3 % 20.4 % 

Evidence 10.9 % 5.7 % 4.9 % 10. 7% 4.3 % 5.0 % 5.6 % 

Procedural issues 27.5 % 18.1 % 9.5 % 27.8 % 17.7 % 9.6 % 13.3 % 

The legality principle 9.4 % 17.1 % 40.2 % 9.6 % 18.2 % 40.3 % 13.6 % 

All areas of law 11.2 % 7.5 % 5.0 % 11.0 % 6.6 % 6.0 % 7.8 % 

Chart V.21: SRs regarding appointing presidents in non-political areas of law. The extended version of this chart 

including number of material decsions related to each SR is contained in Annex 4 thereto. Values in the columns 

Havel, Klaus and Zeman represent inclusive SRs of groups of judges appointed by President Havel, Klaus or 

Zeman, respectively. Values in the columns Havel-, Klaus- and Zeman- represent exclusive SRs of groups 

of judges appointed solely by those presidents (judges appointed twice are excluded). Values in the last column 

represent the average SR in the respective area of law.  

In the area of procedural questions regarding proceedings before the Constitutional Court (PQ) 

Havel’s judges still appear to decide in favour of claimants much more frequently than judges 

appointed by other presidents (71 - 76 % over the Klaus’ judges). However, unlike the areas 

of law described in the previous paragraph, the difference between Klaus’ and Zeman’s judges 

is also big (65 - 61 %).  

The area of the legality principle (LP) appears to be almost the same case as the area 

of procedural questions regarding proceedings before the Constitutional Court, just the rank 

of judges according to their SR is the opposite. Zeman’s judges decided in favour of claimants 

much more frequently than judges appointed by President Klaus’ (170 - 163 %), whose SR is 

still higher than the SR of Havel’s judges (57 - 63 %).  

These results may seem to support a conclusion about obvious correlations between the SRs 

and appointing presidents that, considering the non-political character of these areas of law, 

cannot be explained by influences of the ideologies of the appointing presidents. However, 

the following statistics will show that practically all these differences can be explained by time 

trends or by errors caused by the lack of material decisions.  
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2. Graph of yearly SRs 

Just as in the case of political areas of law, this statistic is used to detect time trends regarding 

the SR that might underestimate or overestimate differences between appointing presidents. 

When the yearly SR continually rises or falls in a period that lasts through terms related to two 

presidents there might be a time trend. If the direction of this trend corresponds to the difference 

in SR regarding the respective appointing presidents, i.e., the time trend rises when the SR 

of the latter president is higher and vice versa, we deem that the time trend overestimates 

the differences between the respective groups of judges, and thus this statistic in such case does 

not support the respective hypothesis. Such results would imply that the changes in the SR 

between judges appointed by consecutive presidents might be caused by factors related to 

the passage of time (e.g., development of case law, changes in frequency of violation of human 

rights, continual changes in interpretation of a given legal phenomenon, changes in the nature 

of the cases which make them incomparable to each other), not only by different levels of AP.  

The details are explained in the following subsections, the graphs regarding the individual areas 

of law are included in Annex 4 thereto. Finally, the last important note for interpretation of the 

below results: for the period 2011 to 2016 Havel’s judges are represented in this statistic only 

by three judges appointed in 2002, which acted for most of their terms in Klaus’ Court, so their 

results cannot be attributed to all of Havel’s judges, thus they are not relevant for this part 

of the statistic.  

a) Inauthenticity of the SRs of Havel’s judges in the areas of ARoD, AtC, Ev, OCP, PQ 

In five out of six non-political areas of law – appropriate reasoning of decisions, access 

to courts, evidence, other constitutional principles and procedural questions regarding 

proceedings before the Constitutional Court –  the number of material decisions enacted before 

2006 is very low (fewer than 50, in most of them fewer than 20). Therefore, the results gained 

from these non-political areas of law are not applicable to the relationship of Havel’s and other 

groups of judges. The reason is that out of 19 judges appointed by President Havel, the term 

of 13 of them expired before 2006, and thus the results regarding Havel’s judges concern mostly 

three of Havel’s judges who were appointed also by President Klaus (Güttler, Holländer, Janů) 

or another three of Havel’s judges appointed in 2002 (Duchoň, Mucha, Wagnerová). Moreover, 

judge Wagnerová was found to be a very activist judge in general. Even in the areas of social 

rights and equality principles, in which Havel’s judges had a significantly lower SR than 

Zeman’s judges, the SR of judge Wagnerová was higher than the SR of most of Zeman’s judges. 
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In the area of equality principles it was ten, in the area of social rights even all of Zeman’s 

judges.  

Therefore, the differences between Havel’s judges and judges appointed by other presidents 

described in the previous part cannot be attributed to influences of the ideology of President 

Havel and they do not imply differences in APs.  

Nevertheless, the results from these areas of law are feasible for analysis of the relationship 

of Klaus’ and Zeman’s judges.  

b) Irrelevancy of the graph of yearly SRs for the relationship between Zeman’s and Klaus’ 

judges in the areas of ARoD, AtC, Ev, OCP 

In four out of those five areas of law, which results are feasible only for analysis 

of the relationship of Klaus’ and Zeman’s judges, but not for the analysis concerning Havel’s 

judges – appropriate reasoning of decisions, access to courts, evidence, other constitutional 

principles – searching for a time trend is not relevant because no significant differences 

in the long-period SR between Klaus’ and Zeman’s judges were found. There does not have 

to be a time trend to prove the absence of differences in APs between judges appointed 

by different presidents if there are no significant differences between them even in their SRs.  

c) The relationship of Klaus’ and Havel’s judges in the area of PQ 

In the last area of law from the category of law areas which results are feasible only for analysis 

of the relationship of Klaus’ and Zeman’s judges, but not for the analysis concerning Havel’s 

judges – procedural questions regarding proceedings before the Constitutional Court – there is 

a clear decreasing trend lasting from the middle of Klaus’ period (2006) to Zeman’s period. 

It implies that the lower SR of Zeman’s judges might be caused at least partially by factors 

related to the passage of time (development of case law, changes in frequency of violation 

of human rights, different nature of cases related to expropriation, etc.) and the difference 

between the APs of Zeman’s and Klaus’ judges is not as big as the difference in the SR would 

imply.  

d) The area of the legality principle (LP) 

The only area of law which results are feasible also for analysis of the relationships of Havel’s 

judges and other groups of judges, is the area of the legality principle. In this area of law, there 

is a clear increasing trend lasting from Havel’s (1999-2000) to Klaus’ period (2010). It implies 
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that the lower SR of Havel’s judges might be caused at least partially by factors related 

to the passage of time (changes in frequency of violation of human rights, different 

interpretation of the legality principle, different nature of cases related to the legality principle, 

etc.) and the difference between the APs of Havel’s and Klaus’ judges is not as big as 

the difference in the SR indicates.  

On the other hand, the results from this area of law are not feasible for analysis 

of the relationship of Klaus’ and Zeman’s judges because the number of meritorious and  

quasi-meritorious decisions enacted in each year of the first half of Klaus’ Court (124 – 210) is 

incomparable with the number of meritorious and quasi-meritorious decisions in any year 

during Zeman’s Court (5 – 28; see chart V.43 in the Annex 4). This implies that the nature 

of cases coded to this area of law probably changed between Klaus’ and Zeman’s Courts.  

3. Short-period SR 

This variable was designed to test the seriousness of the consequences of trends detected 

by graphs of yearly SRs. The reason is that some time trends might only be weak and might 

underestimate or overestimate SRs only partially. In other words, the fact that there is a time 

trend in an area of law does not necessarily imply that the whole difference in the SR between 

judges appointed by different presidents are caused by this time trend. It is possible that in some 

areas of law, part of the difference would be explainable by the effects of time trends and part 

by the effects of the ideologies of appointing presidents. Nevertheless, the results of the short-

period SRs in the non-political areas of law support the conclusions that all differences 

in the long-period SRs were caused by time trends or by inauthenticity of results.  

a) Inauthenticity of the SRs of Havel’s judges in the areas of ARoD, AtC, Ev, OCP, PQ 

The short-period SRs in the five non-political areas of law - appropriate reasoning of decisions, 

access to courts, evidence, other constitutional principles and procedural questions regarding 

proceedings before the Constitutional Court – for the period from 2001 to 2006 confirm 

the conclusion from the previous statistic, that in these areas of law, there are too few decisions 

related to Havel’s  judges for this statistic to be used to compare the APs of Havel’s judges and 

judges appointed by other presidents. The number of material decisions related to any 

of the appointing presidents ranges from 2 to 13 in these areas of law. A chart summarizing SRs 

for the period from 2001 to 2006 including the numbers of material decisions is contained 

in Annex 4 thereto.  
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b) Irrelevancy of results for the relationship between Zeman’s and Klaus’ judges in the areas 

of ARoD, AtC, Ev, OCP 

In these areas of law - appropriate reasoning of decisions, access to courts, evidence, 

other constitutional principles - searching for a time trend as well as quantifying it is not 

relevant, because no significant differences in long-period SRs between Klaus’ and Zeman’s 

judges were found. There does not have to be a time trend to prove the absence of differences 

in APs between judges appointed by different presidents if there are no significant differences 

between them even in their SRs.  

Just for the sake of completeness, we show in the chart below the results of the SRs in the period 

from 2011 to 2016 in these areas of law.  

2011-2016 Havel Klaus Zeman Havel- Klaus- Zeman- Average 

Appropriate reasoning 30.0 % 18.2 % 25.5 % 30.0 % 16.1 % 26.9 % 22.0 % 

Other principles 77.5 % 59.3 % 54.7 % 77.5 % 54.6 % 55.4 % 58.3 % 

Evidence 10.1 % 4.5 % 6.2 % 10.1 % 3.9 % 6.3 % 5.5 % 

Access to courts 25.0 % 17.9 % 25.5 % 25.0 % 18.1 % 28.3 % 21.4 % 

Chart V.22: SRs regarding appointing presidents for the period 2011-2016 in the areas of appropriate reasoning 

of decisions, other constitutional principles, evidence and the right to access to court.  

Only in the area of other constitutional principles the results are consistent with the results 

of the SR in the long period. In this area of law, the inclusive SR of Zeman’s judges is higher 

than the inclusive SR of Klaus’ judges (8 %), the exclusive SR of Zeman’s judges is lower than 

the exclusive SR of Klaus’ judges (1 %). Nevertheless, the differences are very small and differ 

depending on the form of the SR.  

In the remaining areas of law, the results of the short-period SR are inconsistent with the results  

of the long-period SR. In the area of the right to access to courts, Zeman’s judges decided 

in favour of claimants significantly more frequently than Klaus’ judges did, although in the long 

period, the results were the opposite and unlike the long period, in the short period the difference 

is significant (36 - 48 %). In the area of appropriate reasoning of court decisions, the results 

of the short period differ from the results of the long period only with regard to the inclusive 

SR. The differences are also significant (33 - 49 %), unlike in the long period. In the area 

of evidence, the results of the short period differ from the results of the long period only with 

regard to the inclusive SR, too. The differences are bigger (31 - 44 %).  
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c) The relationship between Zeman’s and Klaus’ judges in the area of PQ 

In the area of procedural questions regarding proceedings before the Constitutional Court, 

the SR of Klaus’ judges is higher than the SR of Zeman’s judges, however, in this case 

the difference is statistically insignificant (2 - 16 %).  

2011-2016 Havel Klaus Zeman Havel- Klaus- Zeman- Average 

Procedural questions 8.7 % 13.6 % 13.4 % 8.70 % 15.7 % 13.6 % 13.3 % 

Chart V.23: SRs regarding appointing presidents for the period 2011-2016 in the area of procedural issues 

regarding proceedings before the Constitutional Court.  

It implies that the trend detected by the previous statistic is strong and the differences in SR 

between Klaus’ and Zeman’s judges in this area of law are caused by this time trend rather than 

by differences in the APs of these two groups of judges.  

d) The area of the legality principle (LP) 

In this area of law, the results in the period from 2001 to 2006 are consistent with the results 

of the long period, i.e., the SR of Klaus’ judges is higher than the SR of Havel’s judges, meaning 

that Klaus’ judges decided in favour of claimants in this area of law more frequently than 

Havel’s judges did. The differences are a little bit smaller than in the long period (31 - 61 %).  

 
Havel Klaus Zeman Havel- Klaus- Zeman- Average 

2001-2006 8.4 % 11.3 % - 8.3 % 14.0 % - 9.4 % 

2011-2016 40.0 % 29.4 % 39.1 % 40.0 % 28.0 % 38.9 % 33.9 % 

Chart V.24: Short-period SRs regarding appointing presidents in the area of the legality principle.  

For the period from 2011 to 2016, the results are also consistent with the results of the long 

period, meaning even in this period, Zeman’s judges decided in favour of claimants in this area 

of law more frequently than Klaus’ judges did, however, the difference is much smaller than 

in the long period (29 - 32 %). On the other hand, the number of decisions related 

to the respective groups of judges is very small and ranges from 18 to 34. Therefore, 

this statistic is only weak evidence for an eventual hypothesis about the higher AP of Zeman’s 

judges compared to Klaus’ judges.  

4. Relative position of judges appointed twice (RP) 

Out of the six selected non-political areas of law, only the area of the legality principle provides 

enough material decisions to get significant results in this statistic regarding the relationship 

of the AP of Havel’s and Klaus’ judges. In all other areas of law, the number of material 
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decisions is lower than ten. Even in the area of the legality principle, this statistic does not 

support the hypothesis that could be derived from the differences in the long-period SR, 

i.e. a hypothesis about the higher AP of Klaus’ judges compared to Havel’s judges.  

  

HK-judges KZ-judges 

Havel’s term Klaus’ term Klaus’ term Zeman’s term 

Appropriate reasoning of decisions 

Relative position 0.0 1.7 0.7 0.8 

SR of all judges 37.3 % 19.8 % 19.8 % 16.9 % 

Material decisions 1 307 163 219 

Other constitutional principles 

Relative position 0.0 1.3 1.0 0.9 

SR of all judges 71.5 % 55.5 % 55.5 % 48.7 % 

Material decisions 2 189 65 50 

Evidence 

Relative position 9.2 1.6 1.1 0.9 

SR of all judges 10.9 % 5.7 % 5.7 % 4.9 % 

Material decisions 1 642 341 297 

Access to courts 

Relative position - 1.2 0.6 0.8 

SR of all judges 34.3 % 21.8 % 21.8 % 17.9 % 

Material decisions 0 227 132 135 

Procedural questions regarding proceedings before the Constitutional Court 

Relative position 0.0 0.9 1.3 0.9 

SR of all judges 27.5 % 18.1 % 18.1 % 9.5 % 

Material decisions 1 161 65 109 

Legality principle 

Relative position 0.8 1.0 0.6 1.0 

SR of all judges 9.4 % 17.1 % 17.1 % 40.2 % 

Material decisions 140 166 67 10 

Chart V.25: Relative positions of judges appointed twice in non-political areas of law.  

Regarding the relationship of the APs of Klaus’ and Zeman’s judges, the number of material 

decisions included in this statistic is sufficient in all areas of law. However, it supports 

hypotheses that could be derived from the differences in the long-period SR only in two areas 

of law (appropriate reasoning of decisions and access to courts). Even in these two areas of law, 

the differences in the RPs of judges appointed two times just as in SRs are very small. Moreover, 

the respective hypotheses regarding these areas of law have been already rejected by the first 

statistic – the long-period SR – so, the RP of judges appointed twice cannot change this 

conclusion.  
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5. Conclusions 

With one small exception, the results of the statistics in non-political areas of law are weak 

evidence for supporting any hypothesis regarding the AP of judges or its correlation with 

appointing presidents. In almost all areas of law, the decision-making of different groups 

of judges seem to be the same or if there are differences, they are most likely caused by time 

trends or by the lack of number of material decisions with regard to the respective area of law 

and the respective groups of judges, what makes such statistics unrepresentative.  

a) No support for the hypotheses anticipating either high or low AP of Havel’s judges in the 

areas of ARoD, AtC, Ev, OCP, PQ 

In the areas of appropriate reasoning of decisions, other constitutional principles, access 

to courts, evidence and procedural issues regarding proceedings before the Constitutional 

Court, the results of the long-period SR in these areas of law would support a hypothesis about 

the higher AP of Havel’s judges, because in all these areas of law, the long-period SR of Havel’s 

judges was much higher than the SRs of Klaus’ or Zeman’s judges in both forms. However, 

the number of decisions of Havel’s judges in these areas of law is too small to consider this 

statistic as strong evidence for supporting the above hypotheses (the number of all material 

decisions enacted before 2006 regardless of the appointing president is fewer than 50). Whereas 

out of 19 judges appointed by President Havel, the term of 13 of them expired before 2006, 

the results regarding Havel’s judges concern mostly the three Havel’s judges who were also 

appointed by President Klaus (Güttler, Holländer, Janů) or the three other Havel’s judges 

appointed in 2002 (Duchoň, Mucha, Wagnerová). Moreover, judge Wagnerová was found to be 

a very activist judge in general. Even in the areas of social rights and the equality principles, 

in which Havel’s judges had a significantly lower SR than Zeman’s judges, the SR of judge 

Wagnerová was higher than the SR of most of Zeman’s judges.  

Therefore, we found no evidence in these areas of law to support a hypothesis about the higher 

or lower AP of Havel’s judges compared to judges appointed by other presidents.  

b) No support for hypotheses anticipating either high or low AP of Zeman’s judges or Klaus’ 

judges in the areas of ARoD, AtC, Ev, OCP 

In the areas of appropriate reasoning of decisions, other constitutional principles, access 

to courts, evidence, the differences in the long-period SR between Klaus’ and Zeman’s judges 

were too little (3 - 21 %), so we concluded that there are no significant differences in AP 
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between these groups of judges appointed by one (or both) of these presidents. Therefore, we 

did not search for time trends in graphs of yearly SRs.  

Moreover, the results of short-period SR and RPs of judges appointed twice were also 

ambiguous. If the results were consistent with the results of the long period, the position of 

Klaus’ and Zeman’s judges depended on the form (inclusive/exclusive) of the SR. The statistic 

of RPs supports hypotheses that could be derived from the differences in the long-period SR 

only in the area of appropriate reasoning of decisions and the area of access to courts, but even 

here the differences in RPs just as in SRs are very small.  

Therefore, we found no evidence in these areas of law to support a hypothesis about higher 

or lower AP of Klaus’ judges compared to Zeman’s judges.  

c) No support for the hypothesis about lower AP of Zeman’s judges compared to Klaus’ 

judges in the area of PQ 

In the area of procedural questions regarding proceedings before the Constitutional Court, 

Klaus’ judges decided in favour of claimants in the long period much more frequently than 

Zeman’s judges did (65-61 %). However, we detected a clear decreasing trend lasting from 

the middle of Klaus’ period (2006) to Zeman’s period, which implies that the lower SR 

of Zeman’s judges might be caused at least partially by factors related to the passage of time 

(development of case law, changes in frequency of violation of human rights, different nature 

of cases related to expropriation, etc.). Whereas the difference in the short-period SR between 

Klaus’ and Zeman’s judges is very small (2-16 %), it implies that this time trend is strong. 

This conclusion is confirmed by the statistic regarding RPs, which in this area of law were 

inconsistent.  

The above implies that in this area of law, the time trends detected diminish the differences 

in the AP assumed between Klaus’ and Zeman’s judges from the results of the long-period SR 

practically absolutely.  

d) The area of legality principles 

In this area of law, Zeman’s judges decided in favour of claimants much more frequently than 

judges appointed by other presidents, however, the number of decisions enacted  

in the Havel’s period (1999) and in the beginning of the Klaus’ period (2007), 94 – 322, is 

incomparable with the number of decisions in any year during Zeman’s Court (2013-2019),  

5 – 28. This implies that the nature of cases coded to the area of the legality principle probably 
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changed between Klaus’ and Zeman’s Courts. Due to the low number of material decisions of 

Zeman’s judges, the statistics concerning them provide only very weak evidence to support any 

hypothesis about their AP.  

Regarding the relationship of Klaus’ and Havel’s judges in this area of law, we may say that 

the long-period SR of Klaus’ judges is much higher than the SR of Havel’s judges. However, 

we detected a clear increasing trend lasting from Havel’s (1999-2000) to Klaus’ period (2010), 

implying that the lower SR of Havel’s judges might be caused at least partially by factors related 

to the passage of time (changes in frequency of violation of human rights, different 

interpretation of the legality principle, different nature of cases related to the legality principle, 

etc.). Further statistics imply that this trend is only moderate: the RPs are inconsistent, 

but the results in the period from 2001 to 2006 are consistent with the results of the long period, 

i.e., the SR of Klaus’ judges is higher than the SR of Havel’s judges, although the differences 

are a little bit smaller than in the long period (31 - 61 %).  

Therefore, we may conclude that we found evidence supporting the hypothesis that in this area 

of law the AP of Havel’s judges is lower than the AP of Klaus’ judges, but we found no relevant 

evidence to support any hypothesis about the AP of Zeman’s judges in this area of law, which 

is most likely higher, the same or only a little bit lower than Klaus’ judges, and thus higher than 

the AP of Havel’s judges.  

Subsection 2 Non-political proxies 

Similarly as in non-political areas, non-political proxies serve as control groups for testing the 

effects of the political proxy (appointing president) in political areas of law. Just as we assumed 

that there would be significant differences in the decision-making of judges caused by their 

personal attitudes correlated with their appointing president, we also assume that if there are 

such differences by non-political proxies, they will be smaller and the effects of the proxies 

on judicial decision-making behaviour weaker. The reason is that we find the ideology 

of the appointing president that is supposed to be shared by the judges appointed by them to be 

a stronger factor influencing their decision-making behaviour than non-political proxies such 

as their sex, age or legal profession prior to their appointment to the Constitutional Court. If this 

assumption is proven right, it will support the hypothesis that the differences in judicial 

decision-making behaviour correlated by appointing presidents are most probably caused by the 

influences of the ideology shared by them and the judges appointed by them. If this assumption 

is proven wrong, i.e., there will be significant differences between judges depending on their 
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sex, prior legal profession and age, it would imply that the ideology of the appointing president 

is not the strongest extra-legal factor influencing judicial decision-making behaviour.  

Each of the chosen non-political extra-legal factors, sex, prior legal profession and age, 

is analysed in a single part below. The structure of each part is very simple because 

the influences of these factors were analysed using the only statistic – differences in SRs and 

with the reference to the results of the OLS regression cross-sectional analysis performed with 

regard to each group of areas of law in Section 1 concerning the effects of appointing presidents 

in political areas of law, Subsection 1 – long-period SR.  

We tested the effects of three non-political proxies on judicial decision-making behaviour 

in proceedings on constitutional complaints: age, prior legal profession and sex. The quick 

summary is that the effects of all three of them are weaker than the effects of the appointing 

presidents in political areas of law.  

1. Sex 

The chart below shows SRs for the sex of constitutional judges in the political areas of law.  

  Male Female Average 

Judicial review 8.9 % 18.2 % 10.7 % 

Taxes 9.7 % 16.4 % 11.0 % 

Right to family life 5.8 % 9.7 % 6.5 % 

Social rights 12.6 % 15.8 % 13.4 % 

Freedom of trade 12.5 % 13.6 % 12.7 % 

Equality principles 14.6 % 16.2 % 15.0 % 

Expropriation 12.7 % 15.2 % 13.3 % 

Restitutions 17.9 % 18.5 % 18.0 % 

All areas of law 7.4 % 9.4 % 7.8 % 

Chart V.26: SR regarding sex of constitutional judges in the political areas of law.  

In each political area of law as well as in all areas of law in general, female judges decided 

in favour of claimants more frequently than male judges did. The average difference in SR 

between male and female judges is 2.0 percentual points, which equals 25.6 % of the overall 

average. In some areas of law, the difference in SR between male and female judges is bigger 

than the average difference: JW (86.9 %), RtFL (60.0 %), Tax (60.9 %); in some areas of law, 

the difference is smaller: SocR (24.6 %), Exp (18.8 %), EP (10.7 %), FoT (8.7 %), Res (3.3 %).  

However, despite the fact that in half of the political areas of law, the differences are bigger 
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than average, the effects of the sex of constitutional judges was found to be statistically 

insignificant at the p-value 0.05 in all regression analyses regarding these areas of law 

(see p. 110-113 of this thesis). One of the reasons could be that the number of female judges (9) 

is a lot lower than the number of male judges (33 when not counting judge Šámal with 

0 decisions so far), so the results regarding the female judges are not representative due to 

the low number of observations. Another reason could be the unproportionate representation 

of female judges according to appointing presidents: President Havel and Klaus appointed four 

female judges each (judge Janů was appointed by both), but President Zeman only two. 

Nevertheless, in the area of social rights, in which Zeman’s judges decided in favour of 

claimants more frequently than other judges, the difference in SR between male and female 

judges is still quite big. Likewise, we would expect bigger differences between male and female 

judges in the area of expropriations, in which Zeman’s judges with the smallest proportion 

of women decided in favour of claimants least frequently.  

Our conclusion from the above results is that the AP of female judges to deciding in favour of 

claimants is higher than the AP of male judges, but the difference in AP is quite small and in 

political areas it is almost completely overridden by the effects of judges’ ideologies correlated 

with appointing presidents.  

2. Prior legal profession 

The chart below shows the SRs regarding the legal professions of constitutional judges prior to 

their appointment to the Constitutional Court. The values in yellow mark the highest SR in the 

given area of law, the values in grey mark the lowest SR in the given area of law.  

  Private sector Politics Public sector University Average 

Social rights 11.3 % 18.8 % 11.8 % 10.9 % 13.4 % 

Equality principles 9.6 % 18.7 % 17.2 % 13.0 % 15.0 % 

Expropriation 22.2 % 17.3 % 8.1 % 11.7 % 13.3 % 

Taxes 12.7 % 12.1 % 10.6 % 9.4 % 11.0 % 

Right to family life 8.3 % 9.7 % 6.8 % 4.3 % 6.5 % 

Restitutions 21.1 % 19.8 % 14.7 % 16.6 % 18.0 % 

Public administration 12.2 % 18.3 % 11.1 % 6.4 % 10.7 % 

Freedom of trade 10.6 % 14.3 % 15.1 % 10.2 % 12.7 % 

All areas of law 8.5 % 11.0 % 7.1 % 6.1 % 7.8 % 

Chart V.27: SR regarding prior legal profession of constitutional judges in the political areas of law.  
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In a half of the areas of law, judges who were former politicians decided in favour of claimants 

most frequently. In three other areas of law, the highest SR belongs to judges coming from the 

private sector and in one area of law it belongs to judges coming from the public sector. 

Similarly, in five political areas of law, former university teachers upheld the least share of 

constitutional complaints. In two political areas of law, the judges coming from the public 

sector had the lowest SR. The only exception is the area of equality principles, in which judges 

coming from the private sector upheld the least share of constitutional complaints.  

Nevertheless, the effects of prior legal profession were found to be statistically insignificant 

(at the p-value 0.05) in regression analyses regarding all political areas of law (see p. 110-113 

of this thesis), even when we merged judges coming from the private sector and former 

politicians into one dummy variable (the same applies for merging judges coming from the 

public sector and former university teachers).  

Just as in the case of the effects of the sex of constitutional judges, our conclusion is that the AP 

of judges who worked in the private sector or who had a political function prior to their 

appointment to the Constitutional Court might be a little bit higher than the AP of judges 

coming from the public sector or universities, however, the differences are quite small and they 

are overridden by the effects of judges’ ideologies correlated with appointing presidents.  

3. Age 

The chart below shows SRs regarding the age of constitutional judges. Unlike the other proxy 

variables above, we did not find any correlation between the age of constitutional judges and 

their decision-making behaviour. In some areas of law, the SR is almost the same in all age 

categories (social rights). In some areas of law, the SR decreases with age at first and then 

increases (equality principles, right to family life, restitutions). In other areas of law, the SR 

increases with age at first and then decreases (expropriation, taxes, a slight increase at the 

beginning is also in the area of the freedom of trade). In the rest areas of law, the SR 

unpredictably rises and drops with age (judicial review of public administration).  

Conclusion: The above implies that there are probably no differences in the AP of judges 

to decide in favour of claimants caused by the judge’s age in proceedings on constitutional 

complaints. These results could be expected because the reason for the requirement 

of a minimum age of 40 years for appointing of constitutional judges is that older people have 

more stable personal attitudes and ideologies.  
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  40-49 50-59 60-69 70+ Average 

Social rights 14.8 % 14.9 % 12.4 % 12.1 % 13.4 % 

Equality principles 20.6 % 15.5 % 13.5 % 15.3 % 15.0 % 

Expropriation 6.7 % 12.6 % 14.9 % 14.3 % 13.3 % 

Taxes 8.5 % 14.0 % 10.8 % 6.6 % 11.0 % 

Right to family life 7.7 % 6.7 % 5.9 % 7.5 % 6.5 % 

Restitutions 18.7 % 14.2 % 16.2 % 28.1 % 18.0 % 

Public administration 9.0 % 13.3 % 9.4 % 9.9 % 10.7 % 

Freedom of trade 14.7 % 14.7 % 11.8 % 7.3 % 12.7 % 

All areas of law 8.2 % 8.1 % 7.1 % 9.6 % 7.8 % 

Chart V.28: SR regarding average age of constitutional judges during their terms in the political areas of law.  

Subsection 3 Conclusions 

In six out of eight political areas of law, we found significant effects of appointing presidents 

that were not fully diminished by the effects of the passage of time, whereof in one area of law 

we did not detect any effects of the passage of time. In one area of law we found no significant 

differences between judges appointed by different presidents and in one area of law 

the differences attributed to appointing presidents at first were most likely caused only by a time 

trend.  

On the other hand, we found effects correlated with appointing presidents only in one out of six 

non-political areas of law and even in this area of law, we found a moderate time trend. It is 

true that in many of these areas of law, the effects cannot be properly uncovered because 

of the lack of material decisions regarding some of the appointing presidents, but with one 

exception, even in those areas of law and appointing president where we had a sufficient 

number of material decisions, we did not find any differences correlated with appointing 

presidents. Therefore, we conclude that effects on judicial decision-making behaviour 

correlated with appointing president are much stronger in political areas of law than in non-

political areas of law.  

Unlike the appointing president, none of the variables concerning non-political proxy was found 

to have significant coefficients in the OLS regression analysis, meaning none of them have 

a significant effect on judicial decision-making behaviour when the effect of appointing 

president is taken into account. In all political areas of law, female judges decided in favour 

of claimants more frequently than male judges did and a similar pattern applies to judges 

coming from the private sector or former politicians compared to judges coming from the public 
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sector and universities, but these possible effects were in each case overridden by the much 

stronger effects of appointing president. Age seemed to have no significant effect at all. 

Therefore, we may conclude that in political areas of law, the effects of political proxies 

(appointing president) are stronger than the effects of non-political proxies (sex, age, prior legal 

profession).  

The above supports the hypothesis that the effects on judicial decision-making behaviour 

correlated with appointing presidents detected in Subsection 1 and Subsection 2 are most likely 

caused by judges’ personal attitudes (ideologies) that are shared with the appointing president, 

because in non-political areas of law, the same proxy (appointing president) did not have such 

a strong effect and other proxies did not have such a strong effect in political areas, either.  
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CONCLUSIONS 

In this thesis, we tried to find out whether constitutional review in the Czech Republic has 

at least partially a political character. In the Czech Republic, constitutional review is exercised 

by the Constitutional Court in two types of proceedings: (a) proceedings on derogation of Laws, 

i.e., abstract legal acts of legislature or the executive and (b) proceedings on constitutional 

complaints against decisions or other interferences of public authorities in constitutionally 

guaranteed fundamental rights or freedoms.  

In proceedings on derogation of Laws, the political character of judicial decision-making was 

detected using two proxy-based measurement methods with the following methodology:  

 Method A Method B 

Coding 

cases: 

According to the political affiliation 

of Legislators (deputies or senators) 

who filed the respective Proposals 

for derogation of Laws. 

According to the ideological (political) 

assessment of reasonings of the respective 

decisions or dissents performed by two 

students. 

Main 

dependent 

variable 

Upholding rate (UR): percentual rate 

of Proposals that were upheld with regard 

to political affiliation of the Legislators’ 

group and each appointing president. 

Ideological score (IS): calculated on the 

basis of ideological assessments 

of reasonings of decisions and dissents 

ranging from -100 (leftist/conservative) 

to +100 (rightist/liberal). 

Hypotheses 

tested 

Whether judges uphold Proposals more 

frequently when they are filed by 

Legislators of the same political affiliation 

as their appointing president than when 

they are filed by Legislators of the 

opposite political affiliation.91 

Whether ideological scores of judges’ 

decisions correlate with the ideology 

of their appointing presidents.92 

 
91  For example, we try to verify whether Proposals filed by left-wing Legislators have a greater chance 

of being upheld when they are decided by judges appointed by the leftist President (Zeman) than when they 

are decided by judges appointed by the rightist President (Klaus).  
92  For example, we try to find out whether decisions of judges appointed by the right-wing president were 

assessed on average as more rightist than decisions of judges appointed by the left-wing president, i.e., their 

ideological score is higher (closer to +100).  
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In proceedings on derogation of Laws we focused on meritorious decisions enacted 

in proceedings initiated by deputies or senators (Legislators) that count for ca. 28 % of all 

meritorious decisions enacted in this type of proceedings and here we found that judicial 

decision-making behaviour has at least partially a political character. The reason is, 

in particular, that:  

• Judges decide in favour of Legislators of the same political affiliation as their appointing 

president more often than when the Legislator’s political affiliation is the opposite: Judges 

appointed by the leftist President (Zeman) decided in favour of left-wing Legislators 

in more cases than when they did in favour of right-wing Legislators. Judges appointed 

by the rightist President (Klaus) decided in favour of right-wing Legislators in more cases 

than they did in favour of left-wing Legislators. When not considering political affiliation 

of the appointing president, Proposals of left-wing Legislators are practically equally 

successful as those of right-wing legislators. The difference is less than 1 % of the overall 

average UR. However, when it is considered, the differences in URs between left-wing 

and right-wing Legislators are bigger: from 7 to 76 % of the respective average UR.93  

• Ideological assessment of the analysed decisions shows that ideological aspects 

of the decision-making of judges significantly correlate with the presumed ideology of 

their appointing president. Judges appointed by leftist President Zeman tend to decide in 

a relatively leftist manner, judges appointed by rightist President Klaus tend to decide in a 

relatively rightist manner and judges appointed by liberal President Havel tend to decide 

in a relatively liberal manner. The calculated results correspond to the expected ones.  

Moreover, the differences in judicial activism are smaller than the differences between 

Legislators of opposite political affiliation among judges appointed by the same president – 

the difference in UR between the most activist of Havel’s and the least activist of Klaus’ judges 

(23 %94) is smaller than the differences in the UR between rightist and leftist Legislators among 

Zeman’s or Klaus’ judges (38 %-60 %95). As the OLS cross-sectional regression analysis 

showed, a great share of all influences on judicial decision-making behaviour in this type 

 
93  The UR of right-wing Proposals is 53.1 % among the Klaus’ judges and 48.9 % among the Zeman’s judges 

(the average UR is 56.3 %). The UR of left-wing Proposals is 36.2 % among the Klaus’ judges and 79.3 % 

among the Zeman’s judges (the average UR is 56.8 %). The overaloverall average UR is 51.8 %.  
94  Of the overall average UR: the UR of Havel’s judges is 56.7 %, the UR of Klaus’ judges is 44.8 %, 

which makes a difference of 11.9 percentual points equaling 23 % of the overall average UR (51.8 %).  
95  Of the respective average UR: Among Klaus’ judges, the UR of leftist Proposals equals 36.2 %, the UR 

of rightist Proposals equals 53.1 % (the average UR is 44.8 %). Among Zeman’s judges, the UR of leftist 

Proposals is 79.2 %, the UR of rightist Proposals is 48.9 % (the average UR is 50.2 %).  
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of proceedings can be attributed to extra-legal factors, in  particular, the judges’ political 

ideology, which correlates with the political ideologies of  their appointing presidents  

(the R-squared in all models exceeded 50 %).  

On the other hand, judges’ political ideology (correlating with the political affiliation 

of the legislators initiating proceedings or the ideology of the appointing presidents) is not 

the only factor influencing judicial decision-making behaviour. In ca. 36 – 49 % of cases, 

judges decide in favour of Legislators with a political affiliation opposite the political affiliation 

of their appointing president and the differences in ideological aspects of judges’ decisions are 

not big. The differences in calculated ideological scores depending on the appointing president 

equal 9 % of the maximum theoretical difference, however, all stated ideological differences 

were significant.96  

In proceedings on constitutional complaints we focused on material decisions enacted 

in eight areas of law that are presumed to have a political character counting for ca. 19 % of all 

meritorious and quasi-meritorious decisions enacted in this type of proceedings, and also here 

we found that judicial decision-making behaviour has at least partially a political 

character, however, it is weaker than in proceedings on derogation of Law and the results 

are sometimes ambiguous.  

In all but one political area of law, the results show significant differences in judicial decision-

making behaviour that correlate with the appointing president:  

• In the area of social rights and equality principles, Zeman’s judges decided in favour 

of claimants significantly more frequently than other judges did. It shows higher 

protection of persons claiming a violation of their social rights or unequal treatment 

by Zeman’s judges, which are values connected with leftist ideology – the ideology 

of President Zeman.  

• In the areas of expropriations, taxes and judicial review of public administration, Zeman’s 

judges decided in favour of claimants significantly less frequently than other judges did. 

It shows (a) lower protection of proprietary rights, (b) less frequent deciding against 

the state’s privilege to collect taxes and (c) making the state responsible for damages 

caused by unlawful decisions or for not having reviewed its own decisions less often than 

 
96  Almost all dummy variables representing appointing presidents have coefficients that are significant 

at the p-value 0.01; the rest were significant at the p-value 0.05. There were also other significant variables 

in the models (age, prior legal profession) but their impact was weaker (their coefficients were smaller 

in absolute terms) and they were significant mostly only at higher p-values (0.05).  
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the rest, which are values connected with leftist ideology – the ideology of President 

Zeman.  

• In the area of restitutions, Havel’s judges decided in favour of claimants significantly 

more frequently than other judges did. It shows higher protection of persons persecuted 

during the communist era, which is a value connected with the anti-communist ideology 

of President Havel, who was also persecuted during the communist era.  

• Moreover, in the area of the right to family life, the results do not differ from results 

of general statistics calculated on the basis of all decisions regardless of areas of law. 

It means that in the area of law in which there was no reason to expect any ideological 

effects of appointing president, such effects were not detected. The only area of law 

in which the above statistics do not support the hypothesis postulated about differences 

in APs of different groups of judges is the area of freedom of trade.97  

Nevertheless, correlation is not causality. Some (but not all) of the differences in judicial 

decision-making behaviour correlating with the ideology of the judges’ appointing presidents 

were probably caused by factors connected with the passage of time (time trends), 

e.g., development of case law, changes in frequency of violation of human rights, continual 

changes in interpretation of a given legal phenomenon, changes in the nature of the cases. 

With the exception of the area of social rights, a weaker or stronger time trend was detected, 

however, the extent of influence of the likely time factors is different: a weak time trend was 

detected in the area of judicial review of decisions of public administration, a moderate time 

trend was detected in the area of taxes and strong time trends were detected in the areas 

of restitutions and equality principles. Finally, a very strong time trend was detected in the area 

of expropriations, so strong that it diminishes the assumed differences in attitudinal propensity 

between Zeman’s judges and other judges absolutely.98 Therefore, despite the fact that certain 

differences in the observable results of decision-making activity of judges are probably caused 

 
97  In this area of law, we assumed that Klaus’ judges would decide in favour of claimants more frequently 

than other judges because it would imply rightist (pro-business) decision-making behaviour correlating 

with the rightist ideology of President Klaus. This was not confirmed. Our explanation is that many 

decisions relate probably to workers’ cases than to businesspeople’s cases, which gives this area of law 

a partially leftist character. After all, the full name of this area of law is “freedom of trade and the right to 

free choice of profession and to the opportunity to prepare to exercise such profession”. Moreover, 

in the NALUS database it is contained in the category of economic, cultural and social rights.  
98  The area of freedom of trade and the area of the right to family life were not analysed by these statistics 

because regarding the first, the hypothesis related to it has been rejected already and regarding the latter, 

because of the character of the hypothesis related thereto (no significant differences in AP), these statistics 

were not relevant for its analysis.  
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by factors related to the passage of time, there are at least minor influences of the appointing 

president on judicial decision-making behaviour in five out of the seven analysed areas of law 

in which such influences were expected.  

Still, the effects of the appointing president in political areas of law are stronger than the effects 

of the appointing president in non-political areas of law as well as the effects of non-political 

proxies (age, prior legal profession, sex) in both types of areas of law. As follows from the 

above, in five out of eight political areas of law, we found significant effects of the appointing 

president that were not fully diminished by the effects of the passage of time. In one political 

area of law we did not detect the effects of the appointing president because none were expected.  

• On the other hand, we found effects correlated with the appointing president only in one 

out of six non-political areas of law and even in this area of law, we found a moderate 

time trend. It is true that in many of these areas of law, the effects cannot be properly 

uncovered because of the lack of decisions regarding some of the appointing presidents, 

but with one exception, even in those areas of law and those appointing presidents, where 

we had a sufficient number of material decisions, we did not find any differences 

correlated with the appointing president.  

• Unlike the appointing presidents, none of the variables concerning non-political proxy 

was found to have significant coefficients in the OLS regression analysis, meaning none 

of them have a significant effect on judicial decision-making behaviour, when the effect 

of the appointing president is taken into account. In all political areas of law, female 

judges decided in favour of claimants more frequently than male judges did and a similar 

pattern applies to judges coming from the private sector or former politicians compared 

to judges coming from the public sector and universities, but these possible effects were 

in each case overridden by the much stronger effects of appointing presidents. Age 

seemed to have no significant effect at all.  

It is important to note that the above conclusions do not imply that judges decide 

on proposals for derogations of Laws or on constitutional complaints only on the basis 

of the political affiliation of the legislators who filed the respective proposals or on the 

basis of the ideology of their appointing presidents. It rather implies that in a significant 

number of cases, the personal political ideology of the deciding judges tips the scales 

in favour of the specific outcome – in a significant number of cases in both types 

of proceedings, the personal ideology of judges is a deciding factor. The political ideology 
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of constitutional judges correlates with the political ideology of their appointing president, 

because presidents knowingly or unknowingly prefer to appoint candidates that share 

a politically close ideology. This does not mean that presidents choose only candidates with 

the same political ideology, but that they appoint more persons that are ideologically close 

to them than persons that are not ideologically close.  

What are the implications of these conclusions on the actual legal status-quo in the field 

of constitutional review in the Czech Republic? First and foremost, the political character 

of constitutional review in the Czech Republic is an undesired effect. The Constitutional Court 

of the Czech Republic is construed as a court in the first place, not as a political body. Therefore, 

any political influences should be neutralized or at least minimized. However, we understand 

that constitutional judges are humans not computers, and that each constitutional judge will 

always have his or her own personal attitudes. The judges should not be blamed for having 

them. It is the goal of the legislature to construe conditions for exercising constitutional review 

so that the judges’ attitudinal propensities will have the least chance of emerging and causing 

actual differences in decision-making activity.  

The most critical issue in this regard seems to be the procedure for appointing constitutional 

judges. Firstly, all judges are appointed by the only public authority – the president 

of the republic and secondly, the majority of judges of the Constitutional Court have been 

replaced in one year: 1993, 2003 and 2013 (see p. 37-38 of this thesis). The reason is as follows: 

(a) presidents are elected for a term of five years with a limitation of two consecutive terms, 

which makes ten years of presidency at most, and each of the presidents has been elected 

for a second term so far and (b) the term of constitutional judges is also ten years. These two 

facts mean that for most of the time, the great majority of judges in the Constitutional Court 

were appointed by one president practically at a single point in time. Therefore, naturally, their 

political ideologies are close. We believe that a more diverse composition of the Constitutional 

Court should be achieved. It might not minimize the will of judges’ attitudinal propensities 

to emerge, but it should certainly neutralize them when they do actually emerge. If there are 

judges with different attitudinal propensities in the Constitutional Court at the time, it is likely 

that when deciding a case the most extreme attitudes will neutralize each other and the final 

outcome will be rather moderate and the influences of political ideologies will not be found. 

There are several possible solutions to achieving this goal, however, the goal of this thesis was 

“only” to find out whether constitutional review in the Czech Republic has at least partially 

a political character, not to find a solution to eliminating or neutralizing it when it is found – 
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this would require a completely different structure of thesis, different style, different 

methodology, etc. Nevertheless, we may state a few examples of such viable solutions we 

believe are worth further analysis:  

• We think that involving more public authorities in the process of appointment 

of constitutional judges would lead to a diverse ideological composition 

of the Constitutional Court, and thus neutralize the effects of personal attitudes. 

For example, part of the constitutional judges could be elected by the House of Deputies 

on the basis of a proportionate system, so even political minorities would have a chance 

to elect a constitutional judge. Part could be elected by the judiciary itself (e.g., judges 

of the Supreme Court and Supreme Administrative Court) and part could be left 

for the president only.  

• Further, it is desirable to achieve such composition of the Constitutional Court that would 

change continually, not all judges once every ten years. This could be achieved 

by an ad hoc reduction of the term of newly elected judges such as in the case of the first 

elections to the Senate of the Parliament of the Czech Republic: a third of the newly 

elected constitutional judges could be appointed for three years, a third for six years and 

a third for nine or ten years.  

We think that in proceedings on constitutional complaints, it would help to increase the number 

of judges in senates (e.g., three senates of five judges) and to create the position of second 

judge-rapporteur. The reason is that although a more diverse ideological composition 

of the Constitutional Court would be achieved, it would have no effect on proceedings 

on constitutional complaints, when decision-making in this type of proceedings is 

too dependent on the judge-rapporteur. Assigning a second judge-rapporteur, whose main task 

would be to prepare a second proposal for the decision in the assigned case, would help 

to involve more judges of the senate in the actual decision-making and decrease their passivity. 

We understand that ceteris paribus this measure could increase the length of each proceedings, 

therefore, its implications have to be further analysed and it should be adopted only with other 

measures that would eliminate any possible side effects.  
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SUMMARY IN THE CZECH LANGUAGE 

SHRNUTÍ V ČESKÉM JAZYCE 

ÚVOD 

Podle Ústavy České republiky jsou soudci Ústavního soudu při svém rozhodování vázáni pouze 

ústavním pořádkem a zákonem upravujícím pravidla řízení před Ústavním soudem. Podobně 

jsou soudci obecných soudů vázáni při svém rozhodování pouze zákony a mezinárodními 

smlouvami, které jsou součástí právního řádu České republiky. Tato ustanovení představují 

legislativní vyjádření principu zákonnosti, jehož dodržování je nezbytnou podmínkou každého 

demokratického právního státu. Z tohoto principu vyplývá, že jedinými pravidly, kterými se 

můžou soudci při svém rozhodování řídit, jsou ta, která jsou obsažena v ustanoveních právních 

předpisů, případně v jiných pramenech psaného práva.  

Pokud by to přesně takto fungovalo i v právní praxi, muselo by platit, že rozhodnutí založená 

na stejných právních normách (stejných ustanoveních aplikovaného právního předpisu) 

a na stejných nebo velice podobných skutkových okolnostech, by měla mít téměř vždy stejný 

výsledek bez ohledu na to, jaký soudce daný případ rozhodoval. Avšak, co když jsou rozhodnutí 

soudců ve velmi podobných případech významně odlišná? Například, co když průměrná délka 

trestu odnětí svobody za určitý trestný čin vypočtena na základě stovek až tisíců rozhodnutí 

určitého soudce je o 25 % nižší, než průměrná délka trestu odnětí svobody za stejný trestný čin 

u rozhodnutí jiného soudce stejného soudu? Co když průměrná výše náhrady újmy za pracovní 

úraz přisuzovaná určitým soudcem je o 30 % vyšší, než když je přisuzovaná jiným soudcem 

stejného soudu? Co když je pravděpodobnost, že ústavní stížnosti bude vyhověno, když je jejím 

soudcem zpravodajem určitý soudce Ústavního soudu, o 35 % vyšší, než když je soudcem 

zpravodajem jiný soudce?  

Pokud takové rozdíly v rozhodování soudců existují, zásadní otázkou je, čím jsou způsobeny. 

Je to náhoda, případně jen odlišné techniky právní interpretace, nebo jsou způsobeny vlivy 

jiných institucí v rámci ústavního systému či efekty osobních charakteristik rozhodujících 

soudců (např. jejich osobními světonázory)? Vznikají tyto rozdíly v důsledku působení 

kombinace všech těchto faktorů současně? V návaznosti na zkoumání působení jednotlivých 

faktorů se rozlišují tři základní modely soudcovského rozhodování: postojový (faktor osobních 

charakteristik), strategický (faktor vlivů ostatních institucí) a legalistický (žádné mimoprávní 

faktory).  
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V této disertační práci se věnujeme testování postojového modelu, který mimo jiné 

předpokládá, že soudcovské rozhodování je alespoň částečně ovlivněno osobními 

charakteristikami soudců, zejména jejich osobními postoji (politickými světonázory, 

ideologiemi). Na základě konkrétních souborů rozhodnutí soudců Ústavního soudu České 

republiky – jediného soudu v České republice oprávněného k výkonu kontroly ústavnosti – 

zkoumáme, zda je jejich rozhodování alespoň zčásti ovlivněno jejich osobními 

charakteristikami, zejména politickými světonázory. Tedy zkoumáme, zda jejich rozhodování, 

a tím pádem i rozhodování Ústavního soudu jako celku, má alespoň zčásti politický charakter.  

Tato disertační práce, jejíž český název je právě Politický charakter soudní kontroly ústavnosti, 

a podnázev případ Ústavního soudu České republiky, je rozdělena do pěti kapitol, úvodu, 

závěru a několika příloh. V tomto česko-jazyčném shrnutí disertační práce dále stručně 

popisujeme obsah jednotlivých kapitol a její závěry.  

KAPITOLA I A II: TEORETICKÁ ČÁST 

Předmětem kapitoly I je základní teorie měření politického charakteru soudcovského 

rozhodování obecně. Ústředním pojmem této teorie je při testování postojového modelu 

postojový sklon (attitudinal propensity). Podle postojového modelu totiž mají soudci sklon 

(tendenci) rozhodovat ve prospěch určitých skupin navrhovatelů nebo odpůrců na základě 

názorových sympatií k dané skupině způsobené jejich osobními postoji (charakteristikami), 

např. politickými světonázory. Tento sklon samozřejmě v právním státě není nikdy absolutní – 

je limitován objektivním právem a navenek může být projeven zpravidla jen v případech, kdy 

jejich okolnosti, zejména interpretace aplikovatelného objektivního práva, nejsou jednoznačné. 

Naopak, ve světe bez právních předpisů (precedentní závaznosti judikatury), tedy ve světě, 

kde by soudcové rozhodovali pouze podle jejich výkladů principů spravedlnosti, by byla 

rozhodnutí soudců s liberálními postoji (alespoň v určitých právních oblastech) diametrálně 

odlišná od rozhodnutí soudců s konzervativními postoji. Je to právě určitost právních předpisů 

(precedentní judikatury), instituce, brzdy a protiváhy ústavního systému včetně systému 

apelace, co neumožňuje soudcům rozhodovat tímto způsobem.  

Dále obsahuje kapitola I obecný popis základních metodologických kroků, které je 

při empirickém výzkumu soudcovského rozhodování třeba učinit a v neposlední řadě mnoho 

příkladů výzkumů vlivů mimoprávních faktorů na soudcovské rozhodování zejména 

ze zahraničí. Například v prostředí Spojených států amerických již bylo spolehlivě zjištěno, 
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že soudci zdejšího Nejvyššího soudu jmenovaní prezidentem z Demokratické strany mají 

v mnohých právních oblastech výrazně liberálnější rozhodování než soudcové jmenovaní 

prezidenty z Republikánské strany.  

Předmětem kapitoly II je vedle stručného nástinu vývoje soudní kontroly ústavnosti na území 

České republiky od vzniku rakouského Říšského soudu až po Ústavní soud České a Slovenské 

federativní republiky a úvodu do ústavního systému České republiky především podrobný popis 

všech relevantních aspektů Ústavního soudu České republiky („Ústavní soud“), např. způsob 

výběru soudců, délka a řetězení funkčních období atd., a podrobný popis dvou 

nejvýznamnějších typů řízení spadajících do kategorie soudní kontroly ústavnosti: řízení 

o zrušení zákonů a jiných právních předpisů („řízení o zrušení právních předpisů“) a řízení 

o ústavních stížnostech proti pravomocným rozhodnutím a jiným zásahům orgánů veřejné moci 

do ústavně zaručených základních práv a svobod („řízení o ústavních stížnostech“). Tak jak 

je stručný nástin historického vývoje soudní kontroly ústavnosti a úvod do ústavního systému 

České republiky potřebný pro pochopení místa Ústavního soudu v něm, tak je podrobný popis 

a analýza aspektů Ústavního soudu a dvou výše jmenovaných řízení před ním důležitá 

pro pochopení toho, proč byla ke zkoumání vlivů vybraných mimoprávních faktorů 

na rozhodování soudců Ústavního soudu (jejich postojových sklonů) zvolena právě 

ta metodologie, která je použita v této disertační práci.  

KAPITOLA III: METODOLOGIE MĚŘENÍ VLIVŮ MIMOPRÁVNÍCH FAKTORŮ 

Předmětem první kapitoly z praktické části disertační práce, tedy kapitoly III, je metodologie 

užitá ke zkoumání vlivů vybraných mimoprávních faktorů na rozhodování soudců Ústavního 

soudu. Tato kapitola je rozdělena na dva oddíly: jeden se týká řízení o zrušení právních 

předpisů, druhý řízení o ústavních stížnostech.  

Řízení o zrušení právních předpisů 

Vlivy mimoprávních faktorů na rozhodování soudců v řízeních o zrušení právních předpisů 

byly zjišťovány pomocí dvou metod založených na využití zástupných proměnných,99 přičemž 

v obou metodách byl zástupnou proměnnou pro politický světonázor soudce v první řadě 

prezident republiky („prezident“), který daného soudce na Ústavní soud jmenoval. V obou 

 
99  Zástupné proměnné jsou pozorovatelné veličiny, u kterých se předpokládá vysoká korelace 

se zkoumaným ovlivňujícím faktorem, který pozorovatelný není. Vzhledem k tomu, že vnitřní 

postoje (ideologie) nejsou přímo pozorovatelné, používají se zejména u postojových modelů. 
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metodách byla předmětem zkoumání všechna meritorní rozhodnutí vydaná v řízeních 

zahájených na návrh skupiny poslanců nebo skupiny senátorů Parlamentu České republiky 

vydaná do 25. září 2018 (k mladším rozhodnutím jsme neměli všechna data).  

V rámci metody A, byla rozhodnutí rozdělena do kategorií podle politické příslušnosti skupin 

poslanců nebo senátorů, na jejichž návrh byla příslušná řízení zahájena. Dále bylo analyzováno, 

jak u každého ze zkoumaných rozhodnutí konkrétní soudce rozhodoval. Jelikož však hlasování 

soudců o jednotlivých rozhodnutích nejsou veřejná, vycházeli jsme z předpokladu, že pokud 

soudce neuplatnil k rozhodnutí odlišné stanovisko, hlasoval spolu s většinou. Na základě toho 

byla pak vypočtena míra vyhovění návrhům na zrušení právního předpisu (upholding rate nebo 

zkráceně UR) u každého soudce a pak míra vyhovění agregátně za každou skupinu soudců 

jmenovaných příslušným prezidentem a ve vztahu ke každé politické skupině navrhujících 

poslanců či senátorů.  

Metoda A tímto způsobem testuje hypotézu, zda soudci vyhovují častěji návrhům poslanců 

či senátorů stejné politické příslušnosti jako prezident, který rozhodující soudce jmenoval, než 

návrhům poslanců či senátorů z jiných politických frakcí. Zkoumáme například, zda návrh 

podaný levicovými poslanci či senátory (ČSSD) má vyšší šanci na vyhovění, když o něm 

rozhodují soudci jmenovaní levicovým prezidentem (Zemanem), než když o něm rozhodují 

soudci jmenovaní pravicovým prezidentem (Klausem).  

V rámci metody B, dva vybraní studenti hodnotili nálezy a jejich případná odlišná stanoviska 

z hlediska toho, zda jejich odůvodnění inklinuje k levicovým či pravicovým, 

resp. ke konzervativním nebo liberálním hodnotám,100 případně zda je ideologicky neutrální.  

 
100  Za levicové se mělo považovat rozhodnutí: ve prospěch státního, obecného či jiného kolektivního zájmu, 

proti soukromému vlastnictví – ve prospěch jeho omezení (vyvlastnění), ve prospěch zaměstnance, 

za regulaci chování soukromých osob včetně regulace podnikání (trhu), cen, mezd apod., ve prospěch 

nižších společenských tříd, ve prospěch sociálních práv, ve prospěch rovnostářství, ve prospěch ochrany 

slabší strany.  

Za pravicové se mělo považovat rozhodnutí ve prospěch soukromého zájmu, ve prospěch ochrany 

soukromého vlastnictví, ve prospěch zaměstnavatele, proti regulaci chování soukromých osob, ve prospěch 

vyšších společenských tříd, proti přiznávání sociálních práv, ve prospěch zásluhovosti, proti ochraně slabší 

strany – ve prospěch autonomie vůle.  

Za konzervativní se mělo považovat rozhodnutí ve prospěch starého režimu – proti „změně starých 

pořádků“, ve prospěch církve/aristokracie, ve prospěch pořádku a bezpečnosti, ochrany života či zdraví, 

ve prospěch národního, nikoliv ve prospěch menšin (národnostních, náboženských, sexuálních, politických 

atd.), ve prospěch zvýhodňování domácích fyzických či právnických osob / diskriminace cizinců, nikoliv 

ve prospěch práv obviněného.  

Za liberální se mělo považovat rozhodnutí proti starému režimu – za změnu „starých pořádků“, 

proti církvi/aristokracii, ve prospěch svobody jednotlivce a možnosti uplatňování občanských a politických 

práv, ve prospěch mezinárodního, ve prospěch jakýchkoli menšin (národnostních, náboženských, 
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Ve vztahu ke každému nálezu a odlišnému stanovisku byla hodnocení obou hodnotitelů 

v prvním kroku zprůměrována, a to zvlášť ke každé ideologické škále (levicové – pravicové, 

konzervativní – liberální). Tyto průměrné hodnoty jsou ideologickou hodnotou (ideological 

score nebo zkráceně IS) daných nálezů. Ve druhém kroku byly ideologické hodnoty nálezů 

zprůměrovány ve vztahu k jednotlivým soudcům, kteří se na vydání daného nálezu podíleli. 

Podobně jako u metody A, pokud soudce neuplatnil odlišné stanovisko, byla mu přidělena 

ideologická hodnota daného nálezu a pokud odlišné stanovisko uplatnil, tak ideologická 

hodnota jeho odlišného stanoviska. Následně byly ideologické hodnoty jednotlivých soudců 

agregovány podle jejich jmenujícího prezidenta.  

Účelem metody B je otestovat hypotézu, zda ideologické hodnoty soudců korelují s ideologií 

prezidentů, kteří dané soudce jmenovali. Například se snažíme se zjistit, zda rozhodnutí soudců 

jmenovaných pravicovým prezidentem budou mít v průměru pravicovější ideologické hodnoty 

než rozhodnutí soudců jmenovaných levicovým prezidentem.  

Řízení o ústavních stížnostech 

Hlavní veličinou použitou při zkoumání vlivů mimoprávních faktorů na rozhodování soudců 

Ústavního soudu v řízeních o ústavních stížnostech je míra úspěšnosti ústavních stížností 

(success rate nebo zkráceně SR). Ta je definovaná jako poměr mezi ústavními stížnostmi, 

kterým bylo alespoň částečně vyhověno, ke všem ústavním stížnostem, o nichž bylo rozhodnuto 

meritorním nebo kvazimeritorním rozhodnutím.101 Jelikož ani v řízeních o ústavních 

stížnostech není hlasování soudců o rozhodnutích veřejné, použili jsme předpoklad, 

že hlasování soudce zpravodaje se nikdy neliší od konečného rozhodnutí. V první řadě jsme 

proto vypočetli míru úspěšnosti ve vztahu ke každému soudci, a to z rozhodnutí, v nichž byl 

soudcem zpravodajem. Následně jsme vypočetli agregované míry úspěšnosti celých skupin 

soudců kategorizovaných podle zvolených zástupných proměnných. Jsou jimi především 

prezident, který dané soudce jmenoval, a dále jejich pohlaví, věk a předchozí povolání před 

jmenováním na Ústavní soud. Míry úspěšnosti jsme vypočetli separátně pro zvolených osm 

tzv. politických a šest tzv. nepolitických právních oblastí. Například, míra úspěšnosti 

u Zemanových soudců v oblasti sociálních práv je vypočtena jako poměr alespoň částečně 

vyhověných ústavních stížností týkajících se oblasti sociálních práv, u nichž byl soudcem 

 
sexuálních, politických atd.), proti zvýhodňování domácích fyzických či právnických osob / proti 

diskriminaci cizinců, ve prospěch práv obviněného. 
101  To znamená, že jim bylo buď vyhověno nebo byly zamítnuty, případně odmítnuty pro zjevnou 

neopodstatněnost – čistě procesní usnesení zde nejsou zahrnuta.  
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zpravodajem jakýkoli soudce jmenovaný prezidentem Zemanem, ke všem meritorním a 

kvazimeritorním rozhodnutím v oblasti sociálních práv, u nichž byl soudcem zpravodajem 

jakýkoli soudce jmenovaný prezidentem Zemanem. Jinými slovy, míra úspěšnosti ukazuje 

pravděpodobnost, že ústavní stížnosti z dané právní oblasti bude vyhověno, pokud bude 

soudcem zpravodajem soudce jmenovaný daným prezidentem (mající dané pohlaví, věk nebo 

předchozí povolání). Všechny další zkoumané veličiny byly odvozeny od míry úspěšnosti.  

V rámci této kapitoly jsme postulovali osm hypotéz týkajících se rozdílů v postojových 

sklonech soudců, jednu pro každou politickou právní oblast, které jsme pak podrobili testování 

pomocí míry úspěšnosti a dalších od ní odvozených veličin a statistik:  

• V oblasti sociálních práv a v oblasti principu rovnosti očekáváme vyšší postojový sklon 

u soudců jmenovaných prezidentem Zemanem.  

• V oblasti daní, v oblasti vyvlastnění a jiných nucených omezení vlastnického práva a 

v oblasti práva na přezkum rozhodnutí veřejné správy a práva na odškodnění 

za nezákonné rozhodnutí a nesprávný úřední postup očekáváme nižší postojový sklon 

soudců jmenovaných prezidentem Zemanem.  

• V oblasti restitucí očekáváme vyšší postojový sklon soudců jmenovaných prezidentem 

Havlem.  

• V oblasti svobody podnikání a svobodné volby povolání a přípravy k němu očekáváme 

vyšší postojový sklon soudců jmenovaných prezidentem Klausem. 

• V oblasti práva na rodinný život neočekáváme žádné rozdíly mezi postojovými sklony – 

očekáváme, že výsledky jednotlivých zkoumaných veličin budou v této oblasti odpovídat 

výsledkům obecným, tj. výsledkům při nerozlišování na právní oblasti.  

Ve zkoumaných nepolitických právních oblastech očekáváme, že mezi postojovými sklony 

jednotlivých skupin soudců nebudou významné rozdíly, které by korelovaly s jmenujícími 

prezidenty. U nepolitických zástupných proměnných očekáváme, že jejich vliv bude menší než 

vliv ideologie jmenujícího prezidenta.  

KAPITOLA IV: ANALÝZA ŘÍZENÍ O ZRUŠENÍ PRÁVNÍCH PŘEDPISŮ 

V kapitole IV jsou prezentovány výsledky našeho zkoumání politického charakteru 

rozhodování soudců Ústavního soudu v řízeních o zrušení právních předpisů podle metodologie 
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popsané v kapitole III a jejich analýza. Na konci kapitoly jsou uvedeny částkové závěry z toho 

vyplývající, které uvádíme níže v tomto česko-jazyčném shrnutí.  

Metoda A 

V níže uvedené tabulce jsou shrnuty míry vyhovění návrhům na zrušení zákonů a jiných 

právních předpisů („MV“) jednotlivých skupin soudců a politických příslušností 

navrhovatelů.102 Např. hodnota 61,0 % ve sloupci „Havel“ a řádku „Levice“ značí MV návrhům 

levicových poslanců či senátorů u soudců jmenovaných prezidentem Havlem.  

 
Havel Klaus Zeman Průměr 

Levice 61,0 % 36,2 % 79,3 % 56,8 % 

Strany Čtyřkoalice + STAN 37,6 % 48,2 % 55,8 % 39,5 % 

Pravice 66,7 % 53,1 % 48,9 % 56,3 % 

Průměr 56,7 % 44,8 % 50,2 % 51,8 % 

Z hodnot MV uvedených v této tabulce vyplývají tři obecné závěry.  

4. Soudci jmenovaní různými prezidenty mají různou míru soudcovského aktivismu 

Průměrná MV je u Havlových soudců vyšší než u Zemanových soudců i Klausových soudců. 

To znamená, že návrh na zrušení zákona nebo jiného právního předpisu měl vyšší šanci 

na vyhovění, když o něm rozhodovali soudci jmenovaní prezidentem Havlem, než když o něm 

rozhodovali soudci jmenovaní prezidentem Zemanem nebo Klausem. Jelikož tyto hodnoty 

nezávisí od politické příslušnosti poslanců či senátorů, kteří příslušné návrhy podali, rozdíly 

mezi skupinami soudců podle jednotlivých jmenujících prezidentů nemohou být vysvětleny 

ideologickými vlivy, nýbrž spíš různými úrovněmi soudcovského aktivismu. Ukazuje se, 

že Havlovi soudci byli nejvíc a Klausovi soudci nejméně aktivističtí. Zemanovi soudci jsou 

téměř přesně uprostřed.103  

Rozdíly mezi úrovněmi soudcovského aktivismu jsou přitom menší než rozdíly 

(pravděpodobně) způsobené ideologickými vlivy. Rozdíl mezi průměrnou MV u nejvíce 

aktivistických Havlových a nejméně aktivistických Klausových soudců (23 % z obecného 

průměru) je menší než rozdíl v MV návrhů pravicových a levicových poslanců či senátorů 

 
102  Soudci jmenování dvěma prezidenty nebyli do výpočtů MV uvedených v této tabulce zahrnuti. 
103  Rozdíl mezi Havlovými a Zemanovými soudci je přibližně 13 % z obecného průměru (51,8 %) a rozdíl 

mezi Zemanovými a Klausovými soudci je přibližně 10 % z obecného průměru.  
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v závislosti na tom, zda o jejich návrzích rozhodovali soudci jmenovaní prezidentem Zemanem 

nebo Klausem (38-60 % z příslušné průměrné MV).104  

5. Vztah politické orientace jmenujícího prezidenta a navrhujících poslanců a senátorů má 

zásadní vliv na míru vyhovění, není však jediným faktorem ovlivňujícím rozhodování 

Není-li politická orientace jmenujících prezidentů zohledňována, návrhy levicových poslanců 

či senátorů mají přibližně stejnou MV jako návrhy pravicových poslanců či senátorů. Rozdíl 

činí méně než 1 % z obecného průměru.  Při zohlednění politické orientace jmenujícího 

prezidenta jsou však rozdíly v MV mezi levicovými a pravicovými frakcemi větší – 7 až 76 % 

příslušné průměrné MV.105 Z toho vyplývá, že politická orientace (ideologie) jmenujícího 

prezidenta jakož i politická příslušnost poslanců a senátorů, kteří podali návrh na zrušení zákona 

či jiného právního předpisu, jsou faktory ovlivňující MV těmto návrhům, a tedy jsou faktory 

ovlivňující rozhodování soudců Ústavního soudu.  

Na druhé straně, v přibližně 36 % až 49 % případech rozhodují soudci ve prospěch návrhů 

frakcí opačné politické orientace, než je orientace jejich jmenujícího prezidenta.106 Z toho 

vyplývá, že ve velké části rozhodnutí nemá politická orientace navrhujících poslanců a senátorů 

nebo jmenujícího prezidenta významný vliv na konečný výsledek. Znamená to také, že politická 

orientace, resp. osobní postoje soudců (postojový sklon) sdílené s jejich jmenujícím 

prezidentem nebo navrhujícími poslanci či senátory není jediným faktorem ovlivňujícím 

soudcovské rozhodování v řízeních o zrušení právních předpisů.  

6. Soudci rozhodují ve vyšší míře ve prospěch návrhů frakcí stejné politické orientace, jakou 

má jejich jmenující prezident, než ve prospěch návrhů frakcí opačné politické orientace 

Ze všech skupin poslanců a senátorů rozhodovali Zemanovi soudci nejvíce ve prospěch 

levicových návrhů a ze všech skupin soudců byla pravděpodobnost vyhovění levicovému 

návrhu nejvyšší tehdy, když o něm bylo rozhodováno Zemanovými soudci. A naopak, ze všech 

skupin poslanců a senátorů rozhodovali Zemanovi soudci rozhodovali nejméně ve prospěch 

 
104  U Klausových soudců je MV levicovým návrhům 36,2 %, pravicovým 53,1 % (průměr je 44,8 %). 

U Zemanových soudců je MV levicovým návrhům 79,3 %, návrhům 48,9 % (průměr je 50,2 %).  
105  Pravicové návrhy mají u Klausových soudců MV 53,1 %, u Zemanových soudců 48,9 % (průměr je 56,3 

%). Levicové návrhy mají u Klausových soudců MV 36,2 %, u Zemanových soudců 79,3 % (průměr je 

56,8 %). Obecný průměr MV je 51,8 %.  
106  MV levicovým návrhům u soudců jmenovaných pravicovým prezidentem Klausem je 36,2 %, MV 

pravicovým návrhům u soudců jmenovaných levicovým prezidentem Zemanem je 48,9 %.  
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pravicových návrhů a ze všech skupin soudců byla pravděpodobnost vyhovění pravicovému 

návrhu nejnižší tehdy, když o něm bylo rozhodováno Zemanovými soudci.  

Podobně, ze všech skupin poslanců a senátorů rozhodovali Klausovi soudci nejvíce ve prospěch 

pravicových skupin. Nejméně pak ze všech skupin poslanců a senátorů rozhodovali ve prospěch 

levicových návrhů a ze všech skupin soudců byla pravděpodobnost vyhovění levicovému 

návrhu nejnižší tehdy, když o něm bylo rozhodováno Klausovými soudci. Jediný rozdíl oproti 

vztahu Zemanových soudců a levicových návrhů je ten, že pravděpodobnost vyhovění 

pravicovým návrhům byla nejvyšší tehdy, když o nich bylo rozhodováno soudci jmenovanými 

nikoliv pravicovým prezidentem Klausem, nýbrž prezidentem Havlem. Vysvětlení je, 

že Klausovi soudci jsou obecně méně aktivističtí (průměrná MV je 44,8 %) než Havlovi soudci 

(56,7 %). V každém případě však vzhledem k tomu, že na levicově-pravicové škále není 

politická ideologie prezidenta Havla opačná k ideologii prezidenta Klause a vzhledem k tomu, 

že MV pravicovým návrhům je u Klausových soudců stále vyšší než u Zemanových soudců, 

v nadpisu uvedený závěr platí.  

Na levicově-pravicové ideologické škále je politická orientace prezidenta Havla jakož i stran 

bývalé Čtyřkoalice a STAN alespoň relativně107 středová. Z perspektivy soudců jmenovaných 

středovým prezidentem Havlem se tak MV u pravicových a levicových návrhů významně neliší 

(10 % z jeho průměrné MV).108 Hodnota MV návrhů podaných poslanci či senátory z bývalé 

Čtyřkoalice či STAN je u Klausových i Zemanových soudců vždy mezi hodnotami levicových 

i pravicových návrhů. 

Metoda B 

V první části tabulky níže se nachází ideologické hodnoty („IH“) rozhodnutí na škále levicové 

– pravicové, v druhé části IH na škále konzervativní – liberální. Sloupec „Vše“ zobrazuje IH 

vypočtené ze všech zkoumaných rozhodnutí, sloupec „Bez J“ z rozhodnutí, která nebyla přijata 

jednomyslně (bylo uplatněno alespoň jedno odlišné stanovisko), sloupec „Bez N“ z rozhodnutí, 

která byla hodnocena na příslušné škále jinak než neutrálně (na druhé škále ale mohla být 

hodnocena neutrálně) a ve sloupci „Bez J i N“ z rozhodnutí, která nebyla přijata jednomyslně 

a zároveň nebyla na příslušné škále hodnocena neutrálně. Max. hodnoty, které může IH nabýt 

je -100 pro levicové, resp. konzervativní a +100 pro pravicové, resp. liberální. 

 
107  To znamená vzhledem k prezidentům Klausovi (pravice) a Zemanovi (levice), resp. levicovým stranám 

ČSSD a KSČM na jedné straně a pravicovým stranám, zejména ODS a TOP 09, na straně druhé.  
108  U Havlových soudců je MV levicovým návrhům 61,0 %, pravicovým 66,7 %. Průměrná MV je 56,7 %.  
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Levicové – pravicové Konzervativní – liberální 

Vše Bez J Bez N Bez J i N Vše Bez J Bez N Bez J i N 

Havel 10 6 15 9 10 6 15 9 

Klaus 0 -6 0 -9 0 -6 0 -9 

Zeman 0 -5 0 -8 0 -5 0 -8 

IH u každého soudce jednotlivě jsou na obou škálách znázorněny na následujícím grafu. 

Vodorovní osa představuje levicově – pravicovou škálu, svislá konzervativně – liberální.  

 

Z výsledků metody B vyplývají dva hlavní závěry.  

7. Ideologické hodnoty soudců korelují s ideologiemi jejich jmenujících prezidentů 

Z IH vyplývá, že soudci jmenovaní levicovým prezidentem Zemanem mají tendenci 

rozhodovat relativně levicověji než ostatní soudci, soudci jmenovaní pravicovým prezidentem 

Klausem relativně pravicověji než ostatní soudci a soudci jmenováni liberálním prezidentem 

Havlem relativně liberálněji než ostatní soudci. Vypočtené výsledky odpovídají očekávaným.  

Na levicově – pravicové škále mají Zemanovi soudci nejlevicovější ideologické hodnoty 

(od mínus 7 do mínus 16 podle zvolené perspektivy). Obsazují téměř celý levicový okraj této 

ideologické škály a ani jeden z nich se nenachází v pravicové polovině této škály. 

Nejlevicovější soudce jmenovaný pravicovým prezidentem Klausem (Nykodým, IH = -10) byl 
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znovu navržen na jmenování prezidentem Zemanem (ačkoliv nebyl potvrzen Senátem). 

Klausovi soudci mají zase nejpravicovější IH (od 0 do 7 podle zvolené perspektivy) a žádný 

z nich se nenachází na levicovém okraji této škály. Tři z Klausových soudců jsou pravicovější 

než nejpravicovější Zemanův soudce (Šimíček, IH = 0). Soudci jmenovaní středovým 

prezidentem Havlem mají středové průměrné IH (od mínus 3 do plus 2 podle zvolené 

perspektivy) a nacházejí se na obou okrajích této ideologické škály.  

Na konzervativně-liberální škále mají Havlovi soudci nejliberálnější IH (od 6 do 15 podle 

zvolené perspektivy). Obsazují celý liberální okraj této ideologické škály a žádný z nich se 

nenachází v konzervativní polovině. Soudci jmenovaní prezidentem Klausem a Zemanem, 

o nichž můžeme říct minimálně, že nejsou obzvlášť liberální, mají spíš konzervativní IH (mínus 

9 až 0 podle zvolené perspektivy). Žádný ze soudců jmenovaných pouze prezidentem Zemanem 

nebo pouze prezidentem Klausem se nenachází na liberálním okraji této škály a jen čtyři z 19 

Havlových soudců mají konzervativnější IH než nejliberálnější Klausův nebo Zemanův soudce.  

V levicově-konzervativním kvadrantu výše uvedeného grafu se nacházejí pouze Zemanovi 

soudci, v pravicově-konzervativním kvadrantu se nacházejí pouze Klausovi soudci a 

v pravicově-liberálním kvadrantu pouze Havlovi soudci. Téměř polovina soudců se tak nachází 

v „ideologicky čistých“ kvadrantech. Zbylá přibližně polovina soudců se nachází v jediném 

„ideologicky smíšeném“ levicově-liberálním kvadrantu.  

8. Rozdíly v IH nejsou veliké, ale jsou statisticky významné a více než 50 % z nich je 

vysvětlitelných vlivem mimoprávních faktorů, hlavně ideologií jmenujících prezidentů 

Nejvyšší dosažený rozdíl v IH mezi skupinami soudců jmenovaných stejným prezidentem je 

9 % max. teoreticky dosažitelného rozdílu. Avšak pomocí regresní analýzy, kde byla závislou 

proměnnou IH každého soudce a nezávislými zejména proměnné reprezentující jmenující 

prezidenty, jsme zjistili, že koeficienty téměř všech proměnných reprezentujících jmenující 

prezidenty byly statisticky významné na hladině 0,01 (zbytek na hladině významnosti 0,05). 

Ostatní nezávislé proměnné (reprezentující věk či předchozí povolání) byly v některých 

modelech také statisticky významné, avšak jejich vliv byl menší než vliv jmenujících 

prezidentů (jejich koeficienty byly v absolutních hodnotách nižší). I když rozdíly v IH se 

nezdají být velké, regresní analýza ukázala, že jsou alespoň z 50 % vysvětlitelné zmíněnými 

mimoprávními faktory (hodnota R kvadrát modelů vždy přesahovala 50 %).  
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KAPITOLA V: ANALÝZA ŘÍZENÍ O ÚSTAVNÍCH STÍŽNOSTECH 

V kapitole V jsou prezentovány výsledky našeho zkoumání politického charakteru rozhodování 

soudců Ústavního soudu v řízeních o ústavních stížnostech podle metodologie popsané 

v kapitole III a jejich analýza. Na konci kapitoly jsou částkové závěry z toho vyplývající, které 

uvádíme níže v tomto česko-jazyčném shrnutí.  

Základní závěry vyplývající z míry úspěšnosti a pozice právní oblasti 

Tabulka níže shrnuje míru úspěšnosti („MÚ“) ústavních stížností v politických právních 

oblastech. Hodnoty v ní znázorňují MÚ pro jednotlivé skupiny soudců jmenovaných prezidenty 

uvedenými v prvním řádku pro právní oblast uvedenou v prvním sloupci této tabulky. Sloupce 

označené Havel, Klaus a Zeman obsahují inkluzivní MÚ (zahrnující dvakrát jmenované 

soudce), sloupce označené Havel-, Klaus- a Zeman- obsahují exklusivní MÚ (nezahrnující 

dvakrát jmenované soudce). Poslední sloupec obsahuje průměrnou MÚ v dané právní oblasti 

bez ohledu na jmenujícího prezidenta.  

  Havel Klaus Zeman Havel- Klaus- Zeman- Průměr 

Sociální práva 11,0 % 13,1 % 17,5 % 11,6 % 12,8 % 18,8 % 13,4 % 

Princip rovnosti 12,8 % 14,2 % 25,2 % 13,5 % 10,5 % 25,7 % 15,0 % 

Vyvlastnění 16,5 % 18,2 % 6,9 % 17,3 % 16,5 % 7,4 % 13,3 % 

Daně 11,8 % 13,1 % 3,5 % 12,7 % 13,6 % 3,9 % 11,0 % 

Přezkum veřej. správy 23,6 % 14,6 % 7,4 % 25,0 % 15,5 % 7,9 % 10,7 % 

Restituce 21,1 % 12,9 % 9,8 % 21,6 % 8,0 % 9,1 % 18,0 % 

Právo na rodinný život 8,1 % 7,3 % 5,9 % 8,3 % 5,8 % 6,3 % 6,5 % 

Svoboda podnikání 9,0 % 13,9 % 16,1 % 8,2 % 17,2 % 16,2 % 12,7 % 

Celkem 11,2 % 7,5 % 5,9 % 11,0 % 6,6 % 6,0 % 7,8 % 

Tabulka níže zase sumarizuje pozice politických právních oblastí v rámci skupin soudců 

jmenovaných prezidentem uvedeným v prvním řádku této tabulky. Číslo následující po názvu 

každé právní oblasti představuje poměr MÚ soudců jmenovaných daným prezidentem 

v příslušné právní oblasti k průměru MÚ u těchto soudců za všechny zkoumané politické právní 

oblasti. Například, MÚ u Havlových soudců v oblasti práva na přezkum rozhodnutí veřejné 

správy a práva na odškodnění za nezákonné rozhodnutí (přezkum rozhodnutí veřejné správy) 

je přibližně 23,6 %, prostý průměr MÚ u Havlových soudců za všechny politické právní oblasti 

je přibližně 14,2 %, takže předmětný poměr činí 1,66.  
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Havel 

 
Klaus 

 
Zeman 

 

1 Přezkum veř. správy 1,66 Vyvlastnění 1,36 Princip rovnosti 2,18 

2 Restituce 1,48 Přezkum veř. správy 1,08 Sociální práva 1,51 

3 Vyvlastnění 1,16 Princip rovnosti 1,06 Svoboda podnikání 1,40 

4 Princip rovnosti 0,90 Svoboda podnikání 1,04 Restituce 0,85 

5 Daně 0,83 Daně 0,98 Přezkum veř. správy 0,64 

6 Sociální práva 0,77 Sociální práva 0,98 Vyvlastnění 0,60 

7 Svoboda podnikání 0,63 Restituce 0,96 Právo na rodinný život 0,51 

8 Právo na rodinný život 0,57 Právo na rodinný život 0,54 Daně 0,30 

Závěr vyplývající z výše uvedených výsledků je, že s jedinou výjimkou tyto výsledky podporují 

hypotézy postulované o postojových sklonech příslušných skupin soudců:  

(i) V oblasti sociálních práv a principu rovnosti jsme zjistili, že MÚ je u Zemanových soudců 

významně vyšší než u soudců jmenovaných ostatními prezidenty, což znamená, že 

Zemanovi soudci rozhodovali ve prospěch stěžovatelů v těchto oblastech významně 

častěji než ostatní soudci. Současně jsou pozice těchto oblastí v rámci Zemanových 

soudců vyšší než mezi soudci jmenovanými jinými prezidenty. Tyto výsledky ukazují 

u Zemanových soudců vyšší míru ochrany osob tvrdících porušení sociálních práv nebo 

nerovné zacházení, což jsou typické levicové hodnoty logicky spojené s ideologií 

levicového prezidenta Zemana.  

(ii) V oblasti vyvlastnění, v oblasti daní a v oblasti přezkumu rozhodnutí veřejné správy jsme 

zjistili, že MÚ je u Zemanových soudců významně nižší než u soudců jmenovaných 

ostatními prezidenty, což znamená, že Zemanovi soudci rozhodovali ve prospěch 

stěžovatelů v těchto oblastech významně méně častěji než ostatní soudci. Současně jsou 

pozice těchto právních oblastí v rámci Zemanových soudců nižší než mezi ostatními 

skupinami soudců. Tyto výsledky tak ukazují u Zemanových soudců (a) nižší míru 

ochrany vlastnických práv, (b) méně časté rozhodování proti jednomu z nejzásadnějších 

státních privilegií – výběru daní a (c) méně časté vzetí státu na odpovědnost za jeho 

nezákonná rozhodnutí, což jsou typické levicové hodnoty logicky spojené s ideologií 

levicového prezidenta Zemana.  

(iii) V oblasti restitucí jsme zjistili, že MÚ je u Havlových soudců významně vyšší než 

u soudců jmenovaných ostatními prezidenty, což znamená, že Havlovi soudci 

rozhodovali ve prospěch stěžovatelů v této oblasti významně častěji než ostatní soudci. 

Pozice této oblasti v rámci Havlových soudců je vyšší než její pozice mezi ostatními 
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skupinami soudců. Tyto výsledky tak ukazují u Havlových soudců vyšší míru ochrany 

osob perzekuovaných během éry komunismu, což jsou typické antikomunistické hodnoty 

logicky spojené s prezidentem Havlem, který byl v komunistické éře také perzekuován.  

Ve všech výše uvedených právních oblastech byla statistická významnost rozdílů v MÚ 

potvrzena také regresní analýzou. Navíc, v oblasti práva na rodinný život jsme jistili, že 

výsledky se neliší od obecných výsledků vypočtených na základě rozhodnutí bez rozlišování 

právních oblastí. To znamená, že v této právní oblasti, v níž jsme neměli důvod očekávat 

jakékoli ideologické efekty, žádné ideologické efekty ani nalezeny nebyly.  

Jedinou právní oblastí, v níž výše uvedené výsledky nepodporují předem postulovanou 

hypotézu, je oblast svobody podnikání. V této právní oblasti jsme předpokládali, že MÚ bude 

u Klausových soudců vyšší než u ostatních soudců, protože by to implikovalo pravicové  

(pro-podnikatelské) rozhodování, což by korelovalo s pravicovou ideologií prezidenta Klause. 

Naše vysvětlení této neshody s očekáváním je, že mnoho rozhodnutí v této právní oblasti se 

pravděpodobně týká více kauz pracovníků víc než podnikatelů, což ji dává částečně levicový 

charakter. Ostatně, její plný název zní „svoboda podnikání a právo na výběr povolání a přípravu 

k němu“ a v databáze Ústavního soudu České republiky (NALUS) se tato rozhodnutí nacházejí 

v kategorii hospodářská, kulturní a sociální práva.  

Modifikované závěry po zjišťování vlivů časových trendů 

Jeden z největších nedostatků běžných metod založených na použití zástupných proměnných 

(včetně MÚ) je, že nezohledňují změny rozhodování soudců spojené s plynutím času. Pokud je 

totiž určitá veličina vypočítávaná z rozhodnutí vydaných v dlouhém časovém období, 

rozhodnutí můžou být těžce srovnatelná, protože charakter kauz i v rámci určité právní oblasti 

či jiné podmínky rozhodování soudců se mohou měnit. Například, podmínky a obecně situace 

v právu při rozhodování Havlových soudců v první polovině 90. let nemusí být srovnatelná 

se situací posledních Klausových soudců v roce 2014 či 2015. Proto jsme navrhli a vypočetli 

tři další veličiny (statistiky) pro zjištění, zda výše uvedené rozdíly v MÚ (dlouhého období) 

a pozic právních oblastí můžou být způsobené nejen rozdílnými úrovněmi postojových sklonů 

jednotlivých soudců, ale také alespoň částečně i faktory spojenými s plynutím času, 

např. s vývojem judikatury, změnami v četnosti porušování základních práv a svobod obecně, 

změnami v právní interpretaci určitého právního fenoménu, změnami v charakteru kauz, které 

jej činí nesrovnatelné s těmi novějšími. Těmito veličinami je průměrná roční MÚ a její 
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historický graf, MÚ krátkého období109 a relativní pozice soudců jmenovaných dvěma 

prezidenty („RP“).110 

Pomocí grafů historického vývoje MÚ za každý kalendářní rok bez rozlišování jmenujících 

prezidentů v každé právní oblasti jsme zjistili, že pouze v oblasti sociálních práv výsledky 

veličin pro kontrolu časových trendů žádný takový trend nezjistily. Ve všech ostatních právních 

oblastech byl, ať již slabší nebo i silnější trend zjištěn. Rozsah vlivu těchto trendů je však 

rozdílný:  

• Nejslabší trend byl detekován v oblasti přezkumu rozhodnutí veřejné správy, protože MÚ 

byla i v krátkém období let 2011 až 2016 u Zemanových soudců vyšší než u ostatních 

soudců a RP soudců jmenovaných dvakrát byly také konzistentní, čímž podporovaly 

postulovanou hypotézu.  

• Středně silný trend byl detekován v oblasti daní, protože RP soudců jmenovaných dvakrát 

byly sice nekonzistentní, avšak MÚ u Zemanových soudců byla významně nižší než MÚ 

u Klausových soudců i v krátkém období od 2011 do 2016.  

• Silný trend byl zjištěn v oblasti restitucí a oblasti principu rovnosti, protože v krátkém 

období (2001-2006 pro restituce, 2011-2016 pro princip rovnosti) byla MÚ u Havlových 

soudců, resp. Zemanových soudců významně vyšší než MÚ ostatních soudců pouze v její 

exkluzivní formě (tj. bez zohlednění dat za soudce jmenované dvěma prezidenty), 

 
109  Byla zvolena dvě šestiletá období, 2001 až 2006 pro srování Havlových a Klausových soudců a 2011 až 

2016 pro srovnání Klausových a Zemanových soudců. Tato období jsou tak krátká, že silně omezují 

existenci vlivů spojených plynutím času. Navíc, v průběhu těchto období došlo ke výměně většiny soudců 

na Ústavním soudu, proto jsou dobře použitelná pro srovnávání. Pokud přes zjištěný trend byly rozdíly 

v MÚ příslušného krátkého období konzistentní s rozdíly v MÚ dlouhého období, vlivy spojené s plynutím 

času byly považovány za slabé. V opačném případě byly považovány vlivy za silné.  
110  RP soudců jmenovaných dvakrát je v každém funkčním období vypočtena jako poměr jejich MÚ pro dané 

funkční období k MÚ všech soudců jmenovaným prezidentem, k němuž se toto období vztahuje. Každý 

dvakrát jmenovaný soudce má tak dvě RP, jednu vzhledem ke každému funkčnímu období. Když tedy 

např. MÚ soudců jmenovaných prezidentem Klausem a Zemanem v období vztahujícím se k prezidentu 

Klausovi byla 10,9 % a MÚ všech Klausových soudců byla 13,1 %, poměr měl hodnotu 0,8.  

Tato statistika tak pak srovnává, zda změny v RP mezi funkčními obdobími jsou konzistentní se změnami 

v MÚ soudců jmenovaných jedním, nebo druhým prezidentem. Změny jsou konzistentní, když s nárůstem 

RP klesne MÚ a naopak.  

Vysvětlení smyslu počítání této veličiny je založeno na předpokladu, že soudci Ústavního soudu jsou 

v průběhu času ve svém rozhodování konsistentní. Jinými slovy, předpokládáme, že postojový sklon 

soudců jmenovaných dvakrát je stejný v obou obdobích. Je-li tento předpoklad pravdivý a ostatní podmínky 

pro rozhodování se také nemění, změny v RP by měly být konzistentní se změnami v MÚ.  

Například, když (a) RP soudců jmenovaných prezidentem Klausem i Zemanem v oblasti sociálních práv je 
0.8 pro Klausovské období a 0.3 pro Zemanovské období a (b) MÚ u Klausových soudců je 13,1 % a MÚ 

u Zemanových soudců je 17,5 %, změny v RP jsou konzistentní, protože tito dvakrát jmenovaní soudci 

měli relativně vyšší pozici v rámci Klausových soudců (0.8), jejichž MÚ je nižší (13.1 %), než v rámci 

Zemanových soudců (0.3), jejichž MÚ je vyšší (17.5 %). 
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v inklusivní formě již významně vyšší není. Na druhé straně, RP soudců jmenovaných 

dvakrát jsou konzistentní. To znamená, že časový trend v těchto oblastech je silný, 

ale ne až tak, aby vlivy ideologie jmenujícího prezidenta zmazal úplně.  

• Velmi silný trend: V oblasti vyvlastnění žádná ze statistik pro zjišťování časových trendů 

nepodporuje postulovanou hypotézu, z čehož vyvozujeme, že zde jsou vlivy časového 

trendu tak silné, že v této právní oblasti nelze mluvit o existenci dostatečných důkazů 

pro různé výše postojových sklonů různých skupin soudců podle jmenujícího prezidenta.  

Oblast svobody podnikání nebyla veličinami pro detekci časových trendů nijak zvlášť 

analyzována, protože již první kategorie statistik vyloučila podporu postulované hypotézy. 

Oblast práva na rodinný život částečně analyzována byla, výsledky se očekávaně neliší 

od obecných výsledků bez rozlišování právních oblastí.  

Závěry vyplývající ze srovnání s kontrolními skupinami (nepolitické oblasti a nepolitické 

zástupné proměnné) 

Nakonec byly výše uvedené výsledky analýzy vlivů ideologií jmenujícího prezidenta 

na rozhodování soudců Ústavního soudu v osmi politických právních oblastech podrobeny 

srovnání s výsledky obdobné analýzy (a) vlivů jmenujícího prezidenta na soudcovské 

rozhodování v šesti jiných, nepolitických oblastech a (b) vlivů jiných, nepolitických 

mimoprávních faktorů (pohlaví, věk a předchozí povolání) v politických oblastech. Nepolitické 

oblasti a nepolitické mimoprávní faktory byly vybrány jako kontrolní skupiny pro testování 

vlivů ideologie jmenujícího prezidenta v politických oblastech. Tak jak jsme předpokládali, 

že v soudcovském rozhodování v politických oblastech budou mezi soudci významné rozdíly 

závislé na jmenujícím prezidentovi, tak jsme také předpokládali, že takové rozdíly nebudeme 

schopni detekovat v nepolitických oblastech a že případné rozdíly způsobené nepolitickými 

faktory v politických oblastech budou slabší. Ohledně první kontrolní skupiny je důvodem to, 

že charakter nepolitických oblastí nedává postojovým sklonům soudců prostor pro své 

projevení. Nevidíme důvod, proč by např. soudci jmenovaní levicovým prezidentem měli 

v oblasti procesních otázek řízení před Ústavním soudem rozhodovat z ideologického hlediska 

výrazněji jinak než soudci jmenovaní pravicovým prezidentem. Podobné je to ve vztahu k druhé 

kontrolní skupině – předpokládali jsme, že vliv osobních charakteristik jako pohlaví, věk či 

předchozí právnické povolání před jmenováním na Ústavní soud můžou také do jisté míry 

ovlivňovat postojové sklony soudců, avšak považovali jsme je imanentně za slabší než je vlastní 

politický světonázor každého soudce. Navíc se domníváme, že při výběru soudců hraje politická 
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ideologie kandidáta pro jmenujícího prezidenta větší roli než jeho pohlaví, věk či předchozí 

právnické povolání. Výsledky tyto předpoklady potvrzují:  

• V pěti z osmi politických právních oblastí jsme detekovali významné vlivy ideologie 

jmenujícího prezidenta v souladu s postulovanými hypotézami plus v jedné oblasti jsme 

je nenašli právě proto, že jsme je tam ani neočekávali. Na druhé straně jsme 

v nepolitických oblastech našli korelaci mezi rozhodováním soudců a ideologií jejich 

jmenujícího prezidenta pouze v jedné právní oblasti a i v ní byl detekován středně silný 

časový trend.  

• Ohledně pohlaví a předchozího právnického povolání se sice ukazují rozdíly v MÚ – ženy 

rozhodují častěji ve prospěch stěžovatelů než muži a u soudců pracujících před svým 

jmenováním v soukromém sektoru nebo v politice je zpravidla vyšší MÚ než u soudců 

pracujících ve veřejném sektoru nebo na univerzitách – avšak ani jedna z těchto 

zástupných proměnných nebyla v regresních analýzách politických oblastí zjištěna jako 

statisticky významná. To samé platí o věku soudců, kde jsme však navíc nezjistili ani 

žádné zásadní rozdíly v tabulce MÚ.  

Z uvedeného nám vyplývá, že korelace mezi MÚ soudců a jejich jmenujícím prezidentem není 

způsobena pouze náhodou, nýbrž z velké částí právě tím, že prezidenti si při výběru soudců 

Ústavního soudu vybírají ve větší míře kandidáty, kteří mají stejně blízké politické ideologie 

než osoby, které mají politické ideologie opačné. Jiné osobní charakteristiky takto silný efekt 

nemají a v právních oblastech, které nemají politicko-ideologický charakter, se tyto efekty 

neprojevují.  

ZÁVĚR 

V této disertační práci jsme hledali odpověď na otázku, zda soudní kontrola ústavnosti v České 

republice má alespoň částečně politický charakter. Odpověď zní: ano, částečně má, protože 

rozhodování soudců Ústavního soudu z určité části koreluje s ideologií prezidenta, který dané 

soudce jmenoval. V řízení o zrušení právních předpisů je tento vliv silnější než v řízeních 

o ústavních stížnostech.  

Je však důležité zmínit, že z výše uvedených výsledků nelze přímo vyvozovat, že soudci hlasují 

o návrzích na zrušení právních předpisů nebo o ústavních stížnostech pouze podle toho, z jaké 

politické strany pochází poslanci či senátoři, kteří se pod daný návrh podepsali, případně podle 

vědomí toho, jakou politickou ideologii zastává prezident, co je jmenoval.  
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Pozitivní korelace mezi politickou ideologií prezidenta, který soudce jmenoval nebo politickou 

příslušností navrhovatelů a rozhodování soudců nemusí být způsobena aktuálním vlivem 

daného prezidenta (nebo spřízněné politické strany skrze něj), nýbrž může být způsobena tím, 

že prezidenti si vědomě či podvědomě vybírají ve větší míře (nikoli výlučně, pouze v o něco 

větší míře) soudce, kteří jsou jim politicky (ideologicky, světonázorově) bližší než soudce, kteří 

jsou jim v tomto ohledu vzdálení.  

Z výše uvedeného lze vyvozovat mnoho implikací na úpravu současných právních předpisů 

upravujících výkon soudní kontroly ústavnosti. Vlivy politických ideologií v rozhodování 

Ústavního soudu totiž považujeme za negativní jev, protože Ústavní soud je v první řadě 

konstruován jako soudní orgán, nikoliv jako orgán politický. Proto je potřeba tyto vlivy 

minimalizovat, nebo alespoň neutralizovat. Samozřejmě chápeme, že soudci jsou také lidé, 

ne prosté algoritmy, a tedy vždy budou mít vlastní politické světonázory, své vlastní postojové 

sklony. Je proto úkolem ústavodárce, případně zákonodárce nastavit právní prostředí tak, aby 

tyto postojové sklony neměly možnost ovlivňovat konečná rozhodnutí.  

Nejdůležitější se v tomto ohledu jeví úprava způsobu výběru soudců Ústavního soudu. Za prvé, 

všichni soudci by dle našeho názoru neměli být jmenovaní pouze jediným orgánem – 

prezidentem republiky a za druhé, systém jmenování by měl být upraven tak, aby většina 

soudců nebyla jmenována v krátkém časovém období, po kterém následuje téměř deset let bez 

jakékoli změny v obsazení Ústavního soudu.111 Postojové sklony (osobní politické 

světonázory) soudců jmenovaných jednou osobou v krátkém časovém intervalu jsou si 

přirozeně velice podobné. Existuje jistě několik možností, jak tento problém řešit. Cílem této 

disertační práce však bylo „pouze“ zjistit, zda soudní kontrola ústavnosti v České republice má 

alespoň částečně politický charakter, nikoliv již hledat řešení, jak jej eliminovat či 

neutralizovat, bude-li zjištěn – to by si vyžadovalo kompletně odlišnou strukturu práce, odlišný 

styl psaní, odlišnou metodologii atd. Můžeme proto zmínit pouze několik příkladů 

smysluplných řešení, které si ale vyžaduji samostatnou podrobnou analýzu.  

Věříme, že zapojení více ústavních orgánů do procesu výběru soudců Ústavního soudu přinese 

z ideologického hlediska diversifikovanější Ústavní soud, čímž budou politické vlivy navzájem 

neutralizovány. Například, část soudců by mohla být volena v Poslanecké sněmovně 

Parlamentu České republiky poměrným systémem, aby bylo umožněno zvolení soudce i 

 
111  Většina soudců byla jmenována vždy v krátkém časovém období kolem roku 1993, 2003 a 2013. Důvodem 

je, že po vzniku České republiky v roce 1993, (a) všichni prezidenti byli zvoleni na dvě pětiletá funkční 

období a (b) období většiny soudců Ústavního soudu trvalo předpokládaných deset let.  
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politickým menšinám, dále by mohl být dán výběr části soudců výlučně justici (volba soudci 

Nejvyššího a Nejvyššího správního soudu) a pouze část by mohla být ponechána výhradně 

prezidentu republiky.  

Je také žádoucí, aby se obsazení Ústavního soudu měnilo postupně, ne všichni soudci najednou 

v přibližně desetiletých intervalech. To by mohlo být dosaženo ad hoc zkrácením funkčního 

období nově zvolených soudců podobně jako to bylo učiněno při prvních volbách do Senátu 

Parlamentu České republiky: třetina soudců by byla jmenována na tři roky, třetina na šest a 

třetina na devět nebo deset let.  

Ohledně řízení o ústavních stížnostech si myslíme, že by pomohlo, pokud by byl zvýšen počet 

soudců v senátech (např. vytvoření tří senátů po pěti soudcích) a vytvoření pozice druhého 

soudce zpravodaje. Důvodem je, že i když bude dosaženo ideologicky diversifikovaného 

složení Ústavního soudu, nebude to mít kýžený efekt na řízení o ústavních stížnostech, protože 

rozhodování v tomto typu řízení až příliš závisí na soudci zpravodaji. Přidělení druhého soudce 

zpravodaje, jehož hlavním úkolem bude připravit druhý návrh na rozhodnutí v přiděleném 

případě, pomůže více soudců daného senátu reálně zapojit do rozhodovacího procesu a snížit 

jejich pasivitu. Chápeme však, že bez dalších opatření by zavedení druhého soudce zpravodaje 

mohlo mít negativní efekt na trvání řízení, proto by toto mělo být dále podrobněji analyzováno 

a zavedeno pouze spolu s jinými opatřeními, které by takové negativní efekty eliminovaly.  
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ANNEX 1 

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 

AP Attitudinal propensity. It is defined as a tendency to decide in favour 

of certain groups of plaintiffs or defendants in certain types of cases, 

because of the affinity to these types of plaintiffs or defendants, which 

is caused by the judges’ personal attitudes (see p. 14) 

ARoF The area of appropriate reasoning of decisions 

AtC The area of the right to access to courts 

Attraction Resolution Resolution of the plenary of the Constitutional Court No. Org. 24/14, 

published under No. 52/2014 Coll. adopted pursuant to § 11(2) let. k) 

of the CCA, according to which certain powers of the senates or judges 

of the Constitutional Court were taken over by its plenary 

CCA Act No. 182/1993 Coll., on the Constitutional Court 

Charter The Charter of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms published by the 

resolution of the presidency of the Czech National Council No. 2/1993 

Coll., on Publishing the Charter of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms 

as Part of the Constitutional Order of the Czech Republic 

Coll. Collection of laws 

Constitution Constitutional Act No. 1/1993 Coll., the Constitution, as amended 

Constitutional Court The Constitutional Court of the Czech Republic, unless something else 

is obvious from the context 

Decisions Decision or other interferences of public authorities (see p. 44) 

EP The area of equality principles 

Ev The area of evidence 

Ex The area of expropriations 

exclusively Havel’s judges Judges of the Constitutional Court appointed solely by President Havel 

(i.e., not including judges appointed twice) 

exclusively Klaus’ judges Judges of the Constitutional Court appointed solely by President Klaus 

(i.e., not including judges appointed twice) 
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exclusively Zeman’s judges Judges of the Constitutional Court appointed solely by President 

Zeman (i.e., not including judges appointed twice) 

FoT The area of freedom of trade 

Havel’s judges Judges of the Constitutional Court appointed by President Havel 

including judges appointed twice 

HK-judges Judges of the Constitutional Court appointed by President Havel as 

well as by President Klaus 

Havel’s Re hypothesis Hypothesis saying that the AP of Havel’s judges in the area 

of restitutions is higher than the APs of judges appointed by other 

presidents (see p. 73) 

House of Deputies The House of Deputies of the Parliament of the Czech Republic 

IS Ideological score of a decision or a dissent in proceedings on 

derogation of Laws, i.e., a real number representing the ideological 

assessment of the respective decision or dissent (see p. 64 ff.) 

JW The area of judicial review of decisions of public administration 

Klaus’ judges Judges of the Constitutional Court appointed by President Klaus 

including judges appointed twice 

Klaus’ FoT hypothesis Hypothesis saying that the AP of Klaus’ judges in the area of freedom 

of trade is higher than the APs of judges appointed by other presidents 

(see p. 74) 

KZ-judges Judges of the Constitutional Court appointed by President Klaus as 

well as by President Zeman 

Law A Statute or a Regulation (see p. 43) 

Legislator A deputy or a senator, i.e., a member of the House of Deputies or 

the Senate (see p. 44) 

LP The area of the legality principle 

NALUS database Internet database of decisions of the Constitutional Court – 

http://nalus.usoud.cz 

Neutral RtFL hypothesis Hypothesis saying that in the area of the right to family life, the APs 

of judges would not differ significantly, alternatively the results 

of statistics calculated for this area of law would not differ 
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from the results of general statistics calculated on the basis of all 

decisions regardless of area of law (see p. 74) 

OLS Ordinary least squares (an econometric method) 

OCP The area of other constitutional principles 

Parliament Parliament of the Czech Republic 

PQ The area of procedural questions regarding proceedings before 

the Constitutional Court 

president President of the Czech Republic, unless something else is obvious 

from the context 

Proposals Proposals for derogation of Laws filed by Legislators (see p. 54) 

proxies Personal characteristic of a judge that presumably highly correlates 

with his or her personal attitudes that might influence his or her 

decision-making behaviour (see p. 17 ff.) 

Re The area of restitutions 

Regulations Other regulations – decrees, ordinances, etc, (nařízení, vyhlášky) – 

enacted by public bodies other than the Parliament or the Senate  

(i.e., other than Statutes) such as the government, ministries, other 

central public authorities or bodies of territorial self-governance  

(see p. 43) 

RP Relative position of judges who were appointed twice in each of their 

term. It is calculated as the ratio of their SR in the given term to the SR 

of all judges appointed by the president to which this term relates  

(see p. 80) 

RtFL The area of the right to family life 

Senate Senate of the Parliament of the Czech Republic 

SocR The area of social rights 

SR Success rate. It is defined as the ratio of constitutional complaints that 

were upheld in cases in which a specific judge or group of judges 

served as judges-rapporteurs to all meritorious and quasi-meritorious 

decisions adopted in cases in which a specific judge or group of judges 

served as judges-rapporteurs (see p. 69 and 76 ff.). 
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Statutes Acts of the Parliament (zákony) and legislative measures of the Senate 

(zákonná opatření) (see p. 43) 

Tax The area of taxes 

UR Upholding rate, i.e., the ratio of upheld Proposals (for derogation 

of Laws) to all Proposals that ended up with a meritorious decision 

(see p. 61 ff.) 

Work Schedule Resolution of the plenary of the Constitutional Court file 

No. Org. 01/2020 as amended 

Zeman’s judges Judges of the Constitutional Court appointed by President Zeman 

including judges appointed twice 

Zeman’s Ex/Tax/JW 

hypothesis 

Hypothesis saying that the AP of Zeman’s judges in the respective area 

of law is lower than the APs of judges appointed by other presidents: 

expropriation, taxes, judicial review of decisions of public 

administration (see p. 73) 

Zeman’s SocR/EP 

hypothesis 

Hypothesis saying that the AP of Zeman’s judges in the respective area 

of law is higher than the APs of judges appointed by other presidents: 

social rights, the equality principles (see p. 72) 

4C Four-Coalition – an alliance of four parties in the period of Zeman’s 

minority government supported by ODS (1998–2002) 
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ANNEX 2  

LIST OF JUDGES OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL COURT 

The chart below contains list of all judges appointed to the Constitutional Court from 1 January 

1993 to 15 March 2020 including their personal characteristics used in this thesis as proxies 

for their personal attitudes.  

Name Sex 

Birth 

year 

Date of the 

appointment 

Date of the 

termination 

Prior legal 

profession Appointing president 

Balík Stanislav Male 1956 26.05.2004 26.05.2014 Private sector Klaus 

Brožová Iva Female 1951 15.07.1993 08.12.1999 Public sector Havel 

Cepl Vojtěch Male 1938 15.07.1993 15.07.2003 University Havel 

Čermák Vladimír Male 1929 15.07.1993 15.07.2003 University Havel 

David Ludvík Male 1951 07.08.2013 until now Public sector Zeman 

Duchoň František Male 1946 06.06.2002 06.06.2012 Public sector Havel 

Fenyk Jaroslav Male 1946 07.08.2013 until now Public sector Zeman 

Fiala Josef Male 1953 17.12.2015 until now University Zeman 

Filip Jan Male 1950 03.05.2013 until now University Zeman 

Formánková Vlasta Female 1953 05.08.2005 05.08.2015 Public sector Klaus 

Güttler Vojen Male 1934 

15.07.1993 

06.08.2003 

15.07.2003 

06.08.2013 Politics 

Havel& 

Klaus 

Holländer Pavol Male 1953 

15.07.1993 

06.08.2003 

15.07.2003 

06.08.2013 University 

Havel& 

Klaus 

Holeček Miloš Male 1950 15.07.1993 15.07.2003 Public sector Havel 

Janů Ivana Female 1946 

09.11.1993 

16.09.2004 

09.02.2002 

16.09.2014 Politics 

Havel& 

Klaus 

Jirsa Jaromír Male 1966 07.10.2015 until now Public sector Zeman 

Jurka Vladimír Male 1948 15.07.1993 15.07.2003 Public sector Havel 

Kessler Zdeněk Male 1926 15.07.1993 12.02.2003 Politics Havel 

Klokočka Vladimír Male 1929 15.07.1993 15.07.2003 University Havel 

Kůrka Vladimír Male 1948 15.12.2005 15.12.2015 Public sector Klaus 

Lastovecká Dagmar Female 1951 29.08.2003 29.08.2013 Politics Klaus 

Lichovník Tomáš Male 1964 19.06.2014 until now Public sector Zeman 

Malenovský Jiří Male 1950 04.04.2000 08.05.2004 University Havel 

Mucha Jiří Male 1946 28.01.2003 28.01.2013 Private sector Havel 

Musil Jan Male 1941 
27.11.2003 
20.01.2014 

27.11.2013 
31.01.2019 University 

Klaus& 
Zeman 

Nykodým Jiří Male 1945 17.12.2003 17.12.2013 Private sector Klaus 

Paul Vladimír Male 1924 15.07.1993 03.04.2002 Private sector Havel 

Procházka Antonín Male 1927 15.07.1993 15.07.2003 Private sector Havel 

Rychetský Pavel Male 1943 

06.08.2003 

07.08.2013 

06.08.2013 

until now Politics 

Klaus& 

Zeman 

Sládeček Vladimír Male 1954 04.06.2013 until now University Zeman 

Suchánek Radovan Male 1972 26.11.2013 until now University Zeman 

Šámal Pavel Male 1953 20.01.2020 until now Public sector Zeman 

Ševčík Vlastimil Male 1927 15.07.1993 15.12.2002 Politics Havel 
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Name Sex 

Birth 

year 

Date of the 

appointment 

Date of the 

termination 

Prior legal 

profession Appointing president 

Šimáčková Kateřina Female 1966 07.08.2013 until now Public sector Zeman 

Šimíček Vojtěch Male 1969 12.06.2014 until now Public sector Zeman 

Tomková Milada Female 1959 03.05.2013 until now Public sector Zeman 

Uhlíř David Male 1954 10.12.2014 until now Private sector Zeman 

Varvařovský Pavel Male 1945 29.03.1994 29.03.2004 Private sector Havel 

Výborný Miloslav Male 1952 03.06.2003 03.06.2013 Politics Klaus 

Wagnerová Eliška Female 1948 20.03.2002 20.03.2012 Politics Havel 

Zarembová Eva Female 1946 09.11.1993 09.11.2003 Public sector Havel 

Zemánek Jiří Male 1950 20.01.2014 until now University Zeman 

Židlická Michaela Female 1952 16.06.2004 16.06.2014 University Klaus 
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ANNEX 3  

LIST OF CAPTIONS FROM THE NALUS DATABASE  

USED FOR CODING CASES IN SELECTED AREAS OF LAW 

In the NALUS database, the categorization of decisions has from one to three levels where each 

level contains one or several captions. In order to create law areas with a number of decisions 

sufficient to get significant results which are ideologically monothematic enough to exclude 

bias caused by the multidimensionality of ideology, we sometimes merged several related 

captions into one area of law and sometimes excluded captions from one category when it 

seemed to be ideologically different from other captions in the given category.  

1. Judicial review of decisions of public administration 

Level 1 category in the NALUS database – the right to judicial and other legal protection (právo 

na soudní a jinou právní ochranu). Level 2 categories:  

- the right to judicial review of decisions of public administration carried out by common 

courts (právo na soudní přezkum rozhodnutí orgánu veřejné správy),  

- the right to compensation for damages caused by unlawful decisions or maladministration 

(právo na odškodnění za rozhodnutí nebo úřední postup).  

From the ideological perspective, the right to judicial review of decisions of public 

administration and the right to compensation for damages caused by unlawful decisions 

or maladministration are closely interconnected, thus the effects of the personal attitudes 

of constitutional judges on their decision-making behaviour in these areas of law are supposed 

to not differ significantly (preliminary calculations confirmed this assumption). Merging both 

topics into one area of law increased the analysed data sample without getting bias caused by 

the multidimensionality of ideology.  

2. Expropriations 

Level 1 category in the NALUS database – fundamental rights and freedoms (základní práva 

a svobody). Level 2 category – the right to own and freely use a property (právo vlastnit 

a pokojně užívat majetek). Level 3 categories:  

javascript:__doPostBack('TreeViewDB','s119//121')
javascript:__doPostBack('TreeViewDB','s119//124')
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- expropriation and other limitation of proprietary rights (vyvlastnění a nucené omezení 

vlastnického práva),  

- forfeiture of property (propadnutí majetku) 

- ban on misuse of property rights and limitation of exercising property rights (zákaz 

zneužití vlastnictví a limity jeho výkonu).  

As in the case of judicial review of public administration, expropriation and other limitations 

of proprietary rights as well as forfeiture of property relate to certain forms of limitation 

of proprietary rights, therefore, from the ideological perspective they are closely 

interconnected. On the contrary, other captions related to the right to own and freely use 

a property were not included in this area of law because they were analysed separately 

(restitutions, taxes) or they do not relate directly to limitation of proprietary rights (the right 

to inherit, equal protection for all kinds of proprietary rights, etc.).  

3. Taxes 

Level 1 category in the NALUS database – fundamental rights and freedoms (základní práva 

a svobody). Level 2 category – the right to own and freely use a property (právo vlastnit 

a pokojně užívat majetek). Level 3 category – imposing of taxes and levies (ukládání daní 

a poplatků).  

The political dimension of this area of law is similar to the area of expropriations – they both 

relate to a limitation of proprietary rights, however, the number of tax decisions is sufficient for 

a separate analysis.  

4. Restitutions 

Level 1 category in the NALUS database – fundamental rights and freedoms (základní práva 

a svobody). Level 2 category – the right to own and freely use a property (právo vlastnit 

a pokojně užívat majetek). Level 3 category – restitutions (restituce).  

The political dimension of cases included in this area of law is clearly different than the political 

dimension of cases analysed within the areas of expropriation or taxes, which are contained 

in the same category of level 2 – the right to own and freely use a property. The number 

of decisions in this area of law is sufficient to get significant results, therefore, it is analysed 

separately.  
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5. Social rights 

Level 1 category in the NALUS database – economic, social and cultural rights (hospodářská, 

sociální a kulturní práva). Level 2 categories:  

- the right to earn financial means for life needs by work (právo získávat prostředky pro své 

životní potřeby prací),  

- the right to a fair wage for work (právo na spravedlivou odměnu za práci),  

- the right to good working conditions (právo na uspokojivé pracovní podmínky),  

- the right to material security provided by the state (právo na hmotné zajištění/zabezpečení 

státem),  

- the right to a reasonable standard of living (právo na přiměřenou životní úroveň),  

- the right to create unions for the purpose of protection of economic and social interests 

(právo sdružovat se na ochranu svých hospodářských a sociálních zájmů),  

- the right to strike (právo na stávku),  

- the right to healthcare (právo na ochranu zdraví)  

- the right to education (právo na vzdělání).  

With a few exceptions, this area of law includes all categories of level 2 contained in the level 1 

category of economic, cultural and social rights. The rest were excluded from this area of law 

because they either do not have as strong a left-wing political dimension in the Czech Republic 

as the above subcategories (e.g., the right to outcomes of intellectual creative activity and access 

to cultural welfare, the right to a good environment112) and/or they were analysed separately 

(freedom of trade, the right to family life). Including cases related to politically different topics, 

although formally contained in one category, could lead to biased results.  

6. Freedom of trade 

Level 1 category in the NALUS database – economic, social and cultural rights (hospodářská, 

sociální a kulturní práva). Level 2 category – freedom of trade and the freedom to choose 

a profession and the way to prepare for it (svoboda podnikání a volby povolání a přípravy 

k němu).  

The political dimension of these cases is clearly different than the political dimension of other 

 
112  In the Czech Republic, green parties have historically been in political relations closer to right-wing than 

left-wing parties.  
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cases included in the law area of social rights. It may be deemed that unlike the rest of social 

rights decisions, higher SRs in this area are supposed to correlate with right-wing ideology.  

7. The right to family life 

Level 1 category in the NALUS database – economic, social and cultural rights (hospodářská, 

sociální a kulturní práva). Level 2 category – the right to protection of parenthood, family and 

children (právo na ochranu rodičovství, rodiny a dětí).  

The political dimension of these cases is different than the political dimension of other cases 

included in the law area of social rights, which are a domain of socialist parties. On the other 

hand, the right to family life is politically closer to Christian parties.  

8. Equality principles 

Level 1, level 2 and level 3 categories in the NALUS database:  

• fundamental rights and freedoms (základní práva a svobody)  

o equality in rights and dignity and non-discrimination (rovnost v právech 

a důstojnosti a zákaz diskriminace),  

o equality in fundamental rights and freedoms and non-discrimination (rovnost 

v základních právech a svobodách a zákaz diskriminace),  

• fundamental constitutional principles (základní ústavní principy)  

o democracy and rule of law (demokratický právní stát)  

- general principle of equality (princip rovnosti).  

The ideological proximity of the cases merged into this area of law is obvious. Other captions 

from the above-mentioned categories and subcategories do not relate to any form of principles 

of equality.  

9. The legality principle 

Level 1 category in the NALUS database – fundamental constitutional principles (základní 

ústavní principy). Level 2 category – democracy and rule of law (demokratický právní stát). 

Level 3 categories:  

- limiting state power by law (princip legality – vázanosti státní moci zákonem),  

- imposing of obligations only on the basis of a law (ukládání povinností pouze na základě 

zákona).  

The contextual proximity to the principle of legality is obvious.  
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10. Procedural issues 

Level 1 category in the NALUS database – procedural questions regarding procedures before 

the Constitutional Court (procesní otázky řízení před Ústavním soudem).  

11. Appropriate reasoning of decisions 

Level 1 category in the NALUS database – the right to judicial and other legal protection (právo 

na soudní a jinou právní ochranu). Level 2 category – court decisions (soudní rozhodnutí). 

Level 3 category – procedural errors consisting in the absence of an appropriate reasoning 

of judicial or administrative decisions (náležité odůvodnění).  

12. Evidence 

Level 1 category in the NALUS database – the right to judicial and other legal protection (právo 

na soudní a jinou právní ochranu). Level 2 category – fair trial (spravedlivý proces). Level 3 

category – procedural errors consisting in forgotten evidence and other defects of substantiation 

(opomenuté důkazy a jiné vady dokazování).  

13. The right to access to a court 

Level 1 category in the NALUS database – the right to judicial and other legal protection (právo 

na soudní a jinou právní ochranu). Level 2 category – the right to access to a court (právo 

na přístup k soudu a jeho ochranu, zákaz odepření spravedlnosti).  

14. Other constitutional principles 

Level 1 category in the NALUS database – fundamental constitutional principles (základní 

ústavní principy). Level 2 category – democracy and rule of law (demokratický právní stát). 

Level 3 categories:  

- the anti-arbitrariness principle (vyloučení svévole),  

- the anti-strict-formalism principle (nepřípustnost přepjatého formalismu),  

- the doctrine of legitimate expectations (princip ochrany legitimního očekávání),  

- the principle of expectability, clarity and consistency of laws (princip předvídatelnosti, 

srozumitelnosti, bezrozpornosti zákona),  

- the principle of proportionality (princip proporcionality),  

- the principle of legal certainty (princip právní jistoty) and  

- the principle of trust in law (princip důvěry v právo).   
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ANNEX 4 

GRAPHS AND EXTENDED CHARTS 

I. GRAPHS OF YEARLY SUCCESS RATES FOR DETECTING TIME TRENDS 

In each of the following graphs of yearly SRs, the blue columns represent numbers of material 

decisions, the red line represents the yearly SRs disregarding a proxy and the black line 

represents the moving average of SRs for a period of three years.  

1. Social rights (chart V.29) 
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2. The equality principles (chart V.30) 

 

3. Expropriations (chart V.31) 
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4. Taxes (chart V.32) 

 

5. Judicial review of decisions of public administration (chart V.33) 
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6. Restitutions (chart V.34) 

 

7. Freedom of trade (chart V.35) 
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8. The right to family life (chart V.36) 

 

9. All areas of law (chart V.37) 
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10. Appropriate reasoning of decisions (chart V.38) 

 

11. Other constitutional principles (chart V.39) 
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12. Evidence (chart V.40) 

 

13. The right to access to courts (chart V.41) 
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14. Procedural questions regarding proceedings before the Constitutional Court 

(chart V.42) 

 

15. The legality principle (chart V.43) 
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II. EXTENDED CHARTS 

1. Extended version of chart V.1: SRs in the long period regarding appointing 

presidents in political areas of law 

The chart below shows long period SRs of judges appointed by the same president 

in the political areas of law including number of material decisions related to each SR.  

Area of law Havel Klaus Zeman Havel- Klaus- Zeman- Average 

Social rights 
11.0 % 13.1 % 17.5 % 11.6 % 12.8 % 18.8 % 13.4 % 

263 412 189 232 227 170 864 

Equality 
12.8 % 14.2 % 25.2 % 13.5 % 10.5 % 25.7 % 15.0 % 

367 478 119 319 286 109 964 

Public administration 
23.6 % 14.5 % 7.4 % 25.0 % 15.5 % 7.9 % 10.7 % 

165 770 1589 156 484 1432 2524 

Expropriation 
16.5 % 18.2 % 6.9 % 17.3 % 16.5 % 7.4 % 13.3 % 

91 225 217 81 133 203 533 

Taxes 
11.8 % 13.1 % 3.5 % 12.7 % 13.6 % 3.9 % 11.0 % 

1015 533 257 843 330 228 1805 

Restitutions 
21.1 % 12.9 % 9.8 % 21.6 % 8.0 % 9.1 % 18.0 % 

1129 487 122 972 275 110 1738 

Freedom of trade 
9.0 % 13.9 % 16.1 % 8.2 % 17.2 % 16.2 % 12.7 % 

155 151 118 134 87 111 424 

Family life 
8.1 % 7.3 % 5.9 % 8.3 % 5.8 % 6.3 % 6.5 % 

235 506 1177 205 311 1058 1918 

All areas of law 
11.2 % 7.5 % 5.9 % 11.0 % 6.6 % 6.0 % 7.8 % 

12950 20985 18872 11459 13078 16966 52807 

2. Extended version of charts V.12-V.19: SRs in the short periods regarding appointing 

presidents in political areas of law 

The charts below show short periods SRs of judges appointed by the same president 

in the political areas of law including number of material decisions related to each SR.  

2001–2006 

Area of law Havel Klaus Zeman Havel- Klaus- Zeman- Average 

Social rights 
12.3 % 11.7 % - 13.2 % 13.0 % - 12.0 % 

130 179 0 114 100 0 309 

Equality 
12.7 % 9.8 % - 13.0 % 8.2 % - 11.1 % 

181 225 0 161 134 0 406 

Public administration 
35.6 % 0.0 % - 38.1 % 0.0 % - 16.7 % 

45 51 0 42 25 0 96 

Expropriation 
9.5 % 5.4 % - 11.4 % 5.0 % - 7.6 % 

42 37 0 35 20 0 79 

Taxes 
10.1 % 11.8 % - 10.6 % 14.8 % - 10.5 % 

705 211 0 575 115 0 916 
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Restitutions 
15.1 % 13.1 % - 15.7 % 16.3 % - 14.5 % 

377 153 0 319 80 0 530 

Freedom of trade 
13.7 % 12.1 % - 10.8 % 11.4 % - 12.9 % 

73 66 0 65 35 0 139 

Family life 
8.2 % 7.5 % - 8.0 % 4.6 % - 7.8 % 

134 187 0 112 109 0 321 

All areas of law 
9.9 % 9.3 % - 9.8 % 8.9 % - 9.7 % 

5765 4364 0 4998 2355 0 10129 

 

2011–2016 

Area of law Havel Klaus Zeman Havel- Klaus- Zeman- Average 

Social rights 
0.0 % 12.2 % 23.1 % 0.0 % 9.8 % 24.7 % 16.6 % 

9 82 78 9 51 73 169 

Equality 
27.3 % 26.0 % 25.0 % 27.3 % 19.1 % 25.9 % 25.7 % 

11 77 64 11 47 58 152 

Public administration 
15.9 % 12.7 % 7.9 % 15.9 % 12.9 % 8.3 % 10.2 % 

44 488 658 44 325 580 1190 

Expropriation 
33.3 % 14.9 % 12.0 % 33.3 % 5.9 % 13.3 % 13.9 % 

3 87 83 3 51 75 173 

Taxes 
0.0 % 3.3 % 0.6 % 0.0 % 3.6 % 0.7 % 1.9 % 

1 153 157 1 112 134 311 

Restitutions 
42.9 % 8.7 % 15.6 % 42.9 % 2.8 % 14.3 % 11.9 % 

7 104 32 7 71 28 143 

Freedom of trade 
50.0 % 3.6 % 12.2 % 50.0 % 5.9 % 12.8 % 9.9 % 

2 28 41 2 17 39 71 

Family life 
15.4 % 4.9 % 6.5 % 15.4 % 4.6 % 6.9 % 6.2 % 

13 185 430 13 130 377 628 

All areas of law 
7.1 % 5.8 % 6.3 % 7.1 % 5.3 % 6.4 % 6.1 % 

882 8942 8708 882 5901 7686 18532 

3. Extended version of chart V.21: SRs in the long period regarding appointing 

presidents in non-political areas of law 

The chart below shows SRs of judges appointed by the same president in the non-political areas 

of law including number of material decisions related to each SR.  

Area of law Havel Klaus Zeman Havel- Klaus- Zeman- Average 

Appropriate 

reasoning 

37.3 % 19.8 % 16.9 % 37.6 % 16.6 % 17.4 % 19.0 % 

158 1411 1893 157 941 1674 3462 

Other principles 
71.5 % 55.5 % 48.7 % 72.5 % 47.5 % 49.0 % 54.4 % 

144 658 550 142 404 500 1352 

Access to courts 
34.3 % 21.8 % 17.9 % 34.3 % 22.5 % 18.3 % 20.4 % 

143 853 1296 143 494 1161 2292 

Evidence 
10.9 % 5.7 % 4.9 % 10.7 % 4.3 % 5.0 % 5.6 % 

376 2604 2974 375 1621 2677 5954 
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Procedural issues 
27.5 % 18.1 % 9.5 % 27.8 % 17.7 % 9.6 % 13.3 % 

91 587 1087 90 361 978 1765 

The legality 

principle 

9.4 % 17.1 % 40.2 % 9.6 % 18.2 % 40.3 % 13.6 % 

1016 579 87 876 346 77 1682 

All areas of law 
11.2 % 7.5 % 5.9 % 11.0 % 6.6 % 6.0 % 7.8 % 

12950 20985 18872 11459 13078 16966 52807 

4. Extended version of charts V.22-V.24: SRs in the short periods regarding appointing 

presidents in non-political areas of law 

The charts below show short periods SRs of judges appointed by the same president  

in the non-political areas of law including number of material decisions related to each SR.  

2001–2006 

Area of law Havel Klaus Zeman Havel- Klaus- Zeman- Average 

Appropriate 

reasoning 

75.0 % 54.5 % - 81.8 % 66.7 % - 65.2 % 

12 11 0 11 3 0 23 

Other principles 
50.0 % 80.0 % - 62.5 % 100.0 % - 65.0 % 

10 10 0 8 4 0 20 

Access to courts 
100.0 % 86.7 % - 100.0 % 87.5 % - 88.2 % 

2 15 0 2 8 0 17 

Evidence 
72.7 % 100.0 % - 70.0 % 100.0 % - 82.4 % 

11 6 0 10 2 0 17 

Procedural issues  
75.0 % 66.7 % - 75.0 % 66.7 % - 70.0 % 

4 6 0 4 3 0 10 

The legality 

principle 

8.4 % 11.3 % - 8.2 % 14.0 % - 9.4 % 

678 381 0 594 222 0 1059 

All areas of law 
9.9 % 9.3 % - 9.8 % 8.9 % - 9.7 % 

5765 4364 0 4998 2355 0 10129 

 

2011–2016 

Area of law Havel Klaus Zeman Havel- Klaus- Zeman- Average 

Appropriate 
reasoning 

30.0 % 18.2 % 25.5 % 30.0 % 16.1 % 26.9 % 22.0 % 

70 796 710 70 527 610 1576 

Other principles 
77.5 % 59.3 % 54.7 % 77.5 % 54.5 % 55.4 % 58.3 % 

40 297 289 40 187 258 626 

Access to courts 
25.0 % 17.9 % 25.5 % 25.0 % 18.1 % 28.3 % 21.4 % 

40 457 349 40 265 283 846 

Evidence 
10.1 % 4.6 % 6.2 % 10.1 % 3.9 % 6.3 % 5.5 % 

109 1509 1426 109 1010 1246 3044 

Procedural issues 
8.7 % 13.6 % 13.4 % 8.7 % 15.7 % 13.6 % 13.3 % 

23 272 350 23 166 309 645 

The legality 

principle 

40.0 % 29.4 % 39.1 % 40.0 % 28.0 % 38.9 % 33.9 % 

5 34 23 5 25 18 62 

All areas of law 
7.1 % 5.8 % 6.3 % 7.1 % 5.3 % 6.4 % 6.1 % 

882 8942 8708 882 5901 7686 18532 
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5. Extended version of charts V.26-V.28: SRs in the long period regarding non-political 

proxies in political areas of law 

The charts below show long period SRs of judges regarding the judges’ sex, prior legal 

profession and age in the political areas of law including number of material decisions related 

to each SR.  

Area 

of law Male Female Private  Politics Public Uni 40-50 50-60 60-70 70+ Aver. 

SocR 
12.6 % 15.8 % 11.3 % 18.8 % 11.8 % 10.9 % 14.8 % 14.9 % 12.4 % 12.1 % 13.4 % 

649 215 159 245 203 257 54 322 372 116 864 

EP 
14.6 % 16.2 % 9.6 % 18.7 % 17.2 % 13.0 % 20.6 % 15.5 % 13.5 % 15.3 % 15.0 % 

717 247 197 283 238 246 63 412 378 111 964 

JW 
8.9 % 18.2 % 12.2 % 18.3 % 11.1 % 6.4 % 9.0 % 13.3 % 9.4 % 9.9 % 10.7 % 

2041 483 296 389 942 897 268 820 1194 242 2524 

Exp 
12.7 % 15.2 % 22.2 % 17.3 % 8.1 % 11.7 % 6.7 % 12.6 % 14.9 % 14.3 % 13.3 % 

401 132 72 127 172 162 45 190 249 49 533 

Tax 
9.7 % 16.4 % 12.7 % 12.1 % 10.6 % 9.4 % 8.5 % 14.0 % 10.8 % 6.6 % 11.0 % 

1449 359 378 421 426 583 176 644 695 290 1805 

Res 
17.9 % 18.5 % 21.1 % 19.8 % 14.7 % 16.6 % 18.7 % 14.2 % 16.2 % 28.1 % 18.0 % 

1403 335 393 449 389 507 150 591 666 331 1738 

FoT 
12.5 % 13.6 % 10.6 % 14.3 % 15.1 % 10.2 % 14.7 % 14.7 % 11.8 % 7.3 % 12.7 % 

321 103 66 105 126 127 34 163 186 41 424 

RtFL 
5.8 % 9.7 % 8.3 % 9.7 % 6.8 % 4.3 % 7.8 % 6.7 % 5.9 % 7.5 % 6.5 % 

1559 359 242 308 666 702 206 616 896 200 1918 

All 
7.4 % 9.4 % 8.5 % 11.0 % 7.1 % 6.1 % 8.2 % 8.1 % 7.1 % 9.6 % 7.8 % 

40651 12159 8732 11382 16313 16383 4044 20302 22788 5673 52807 
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ANNEX 5 

TESTS AND OTHER ISSUES CONCERNING REGRESSION ANALYSES 

1. Tests related to the regression regarding the chart IV.15 (leftist-rightist scale 

for the exclusively Havel’s judges, HK-judges and exclusively Klaus’ judges) 

Results of the test for exogeneity: We see that all variables are individually 

(and after performing F-test even jointly) insignificant at 5 % level. That means that 

the assumption of exogeneity is satisfied.  

Residuals Coef. Std. Err. P>t 95 % conf. interval 

Havel 0.000 1.874 1.000 -3.812 3.812 

Havel and Klaus 0.000 3.642 1.000 -7.409 7.409 

Klaus 0.000 2.438 1.000 -4.960 4.960 

Age 0.000 1.645 1.000 -3.346 3.346 

Age_squared 0.000 0.015 1.000 -0.031 0.031 

Politics 0.000 2.291 1.000 -4.661 4.661 

Male 0.000 2.143 1.000 -4.359 4.359 

Constant 0.000 44.535 1.000 -90.606 90.606 

Results of the test for exogeneity: chi2 (7) = 8.77; Prob > chi2 = 0.2697. The p-value of 

Breusch-Pagan test is much higher than 0.05, which means that we do not reject the null 

hypothesis of no heteroskedasticity. Thus, the assumption of homoskedasticity is satisfied.  

Test for normality: As the below graph shows, the residuals are distributed quite well along 

the normal distribution. Thus, the normality assumption is satisfied.  
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2. Tests related to the regression regarding the chart IV.16 (leftist-rightist scale 

for the KZ-judges and exclusively Zeman’s judges) 

Results of the test for exogeneity: We see that all variables are individually 

(and after performing F-test even jointly) insignificant at 5 % level. That means that 

the assumption of exogeneity is satisfied.  

Residuals Coef. Std. Err. P>t 95 % conf. interval 

Klaus and Zeman 0.000 3.726 1.000 -7.572 7.572 

Zeman 0.000 1.780 1.000 -3.617 3.617 

Age 0.000 1.483 1.000 -3.014 3.014 

Age_squared 0.000 0.014 1.000 -0.028 0.028 

Politics 0.000 2.162 1.000 -4.393 4.393 

Male 0.000 2.101 1.000 -4.269 4.269 

Constant 0.000 40.028 1.000 -81.347 81.347 

Results of the test for exogeneity: chi2 (6) = 6.40; Prob > chi2 = 0.3801. The p-value of 

Breusch-Pagan test is much higher than 0.05, which means that we do not reject the null 

hypothesis of no heteroskedasticity. Thus, the assumption of homoskedasticity is satisfied.  

Test for normality: As the below graph shows, the residuals are distributed quite well along 

the normal distribution. Thus, the normality assumption is satisfied.  
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3. Tests related to the regression regarding the chart IV.17 (conservative-liberal scale 

for the exclusively Havel’s judges, HK-judges and KZ-judges) 

Results of the test for exogeneity: We see that all variables are individually 

(and after performing F-test even jointly) insignificant at 5 % level. That means that 

the assumption of exogeneity is satisfied.  

Residuals Coef. Std. Err. P>t 95 % conf. interval 

Havel 0.000 1.639 1.000 -3.328 3.328 

Havel and Klaus 0.000 3.218 1.000 -6.533 6.533 

Klaus and Zeman 0.000 3.738 1.000 -7.588 7.588 

Politics 0.000 2.127 1.000 -4.317 4.317 

Male 0.000 1.888 1.000 -3.833 3.833 

Constant 0.000 1.829 1.000 -3.713 3.713 

Results of the test for exogeneity: chi2 (5) = 2.40; Prob > chi2 = 0.7915. The p-value of 

Breusch-Pagan test is much higher than 0.05, which means that we do not reject the null 

hypothesis of no heteroskedasticity. Thus, the assumption of homoskedasticity is satisfied.  

Test for normality: As the below graph shows, the residuals are distributed quite well along 

the normal distribution. Thus, the normality assumption is satisfied.  
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4. Tests related to the regression regarding the chart IV.18 (conservative-liberal scale 

for the exclusively Klaus’ judges and exclusively Zeman’s judges) 

Results of the test for exogeneity: We see that all variables are individually 

(and after performing F-test even jointly) insignificant at 5 % level. That means that 

the assumption of exogeneity is satisfied.  

Residuals Coef. Std. Err. P>t 95 % conf. interval 

Klaus 0.000 2.126 1.000 -4.312 4.312 

Zeman 0.000 1.775 1.000 -3.600 3.600 

Politics 0.000 2.019 1.000 -4.096 4.096 

Male 0.000 1.873 1.000 -3.798 3.798 

Constant 0.000 1.999 1.000 -4.054 4.054 

Results of the test for exogeneity: chi2 (4) = 2.01; Prob > chi2 = 0.7343. The p-value of 

Breusch-Pagan test is much higher than 0.05, which means that we do not reject the null 

hypothesis of no heteroskedasticity. Thus, the assumption of homoskedasticity is satisfied.  

Test for normality: As the below graph shows, the residuals are distributed quite well along 

the normal distribution. Thus, the normality assumption is satisfied.  
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5. Tests related to the regression regarding the chart V.3 (social rights and the equality 

principle) 

Results of the test for exogeneity: We see that all variables are individually 

(and after performing F-test even jointly) insignificant at 5 % level. That means that 

the assumption of exogeneity is satisfied.  

Residuals Coef. Std. Err. P>t 95 % conf. interval 

Zeman (excl.) 0.000 3.377 1.000 -6.843 6.843 

Zeman and Klaus 0.000 7.258 1.000 -14.705 14.705 

Constant 0.000 1.975 1.000 -4.002 4.002 

Results of the test for exogeneity: chi2 (2) = 1.94; Prob > chi2 = 0.3796. The p-value of 

Breusch-Pagan test is much higher than 0.05, which means that we do not reject the null 

hypothesis of no heteroskedasticity. Thus, the assumption of homoskedasticity is satisfied.  

Test for normality: As the below graph shows, the residuals are distributed quite well along 

the normal distribution. Thus, the normality assumption is satisfied.  
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6. Tests related to the regression regarding the chart V.5 (expropriation, taxes and 

judicial review of decisions of public administration) 

Results of the test for exogeneity: We see that all variables are individually 

(and after performing F-test even jointly) insignificant at 5 % level. That means that 

the assumption of exogeneity is satisfied.  

Residuals Coef. Std. Err. P>t 95 % conf. interval 

Zeman (excl.) 0.000 2.434 1.000 -4.942 4.942 

Zeman and Klaus 0.000 5.218 1.000 -10.594 10.594 

Male 0.000 2.823 1.000 -5.731 5.731 

Constant 0.000 2.557 1.000 -5.192 5.192 

Results of the test for exogeneity: chi2 (3) = 7.10; Prob > chi2 = 0.0688. The p-value of 

Breusch-Pagan test is still slightly higher than 0.05, which means that we do not reject the null 

hypothesis of no heteroskedasticity. Thus, the assumption of homoskedasticity is satisfied.  

Test for normality: As the below graph shows, the residuals are distributed quite well along 

the normal distribution. Thus, the normality assumption is satisfied.  
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7. Test related to the regression regarding the chart V.7 (restitutions) 

Results of the test for exogeneity: We see that all variables are individually 

(and after performing F-test even jointly) insignificant at 5 % level. That means that 

the assumption of exogeneity is satisfied.  

Residuals Coef. Std. Err. P>t 95 % conf. interval 

Havel (excl.) 0.000 3.439 1.000 -6.967 6.967 

Havel and Klaus 0.000 6.320 1.000 -12.806 12.806 

Constant 0.000 2.189 1.000 -4.436 4.436 

Results of the test for exogeneity: chi2 (2) = 0.42; Prob > chi2 = 0.8105. The p-value of 

Breusch-Pagan test is much higher than 0.05, which means that we do not reject the null 

hypothesis of no heteroskedasticity. Thus, the assumption of homoskedasticity is satisfied.  

Test for normality: As the below graph shows, the residuals are distributed quite well along 

the normal distribution. Thus, the normality assumption is satisfied.  
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Abstract in the Czech language (abstrakt v českém jazyce): 

Politický charakter soudní kontroly ústavnosti.  

V této disertační práci autor hledá odpověď na otázku, zda soudní kontrola ústavnosti v České 

republice má alespoň částečně politický charakter. Činí tak na základě empirického zkoumání 

vlivů mimoprávních faktorů (zejména ideologických vlivů) na rozhodování soudců Ústavního 

soudu České republiky. Empirickým se výzkum nazývá proto, že své závěry vyvozuje z analýzy 

konkrétní rozhodovací praxe Ústavního soudu, v tomto případě ze dvou typů řízení: z řízení 

o ústavních stížnostech dle čl. 87 odst. 1 písm. d) Ústavy a z řízení o zrušení zákonů a jiných 

právních předpisů dle čl. 87 odst. 1 písm. a) a b) Ústavy. Na základě několika různých 

analytických metod pak autor vyvozuje, ve kterých právních oblastech a do jaké míry lze 

pozorovat ideologické, případně jiné mimoprávní vlivy na rozhodování Ústavního soudu. 

Základní metodou je metoda zástupných proměnných, kde je ideologie soudce zastoupena 

především politickou příslušností prezidenta, který daného soudce jmenoval.  

Krátká odpověď na výše uvedenou otázku zní: ano, soudní kontrola ústavnosti v České 

republice má alespoň částečně politický charakter. Rozhodování soudců Ústavního soudu 

ve výše zmíněných typech řízení z určité části koreluje s ideologií prezidenta, který dané 

soudce jmenoval. V řízení o zrušení právních předpisů je tento vliv silnější než v řízeních 

o ústavních stížnostech.  

Je však důležité zmínit, že z těchto výsledků nelze přímo dovozovat, že soudci hlasují 

o návrzích na zrušení právních předpisů nebo o ústavních stížnostech pouze podle toho, z jaké 

politické strany pochází poslanci či senátoři, kteří se pod daný návrh podepsali, případně podle 

vědomí toho, jakou politickou ideologií zastává prezident, co je jmenoval. Pozitivní korelace 

mezi politickou ideologií prezidenta, který soudce jmenoval nebo politickou příslušností 

navrhovatelů a rozhodování soudců nemusí být způsobena aktuálním vlivem daného prezidenta 

(nebo spřízněné politické strany skrze něj), nýbrž může být způsobena tím, že prezidenti si 

vědomě či podvědomě vybírají ve větší míře (nikoli výlučně, pouze v o něco větší míře) soudce, 

kteří jsou jim politicky (ideologicky, světonázorově) bližší než soudce, kteří jsou jim v tomto 

ohledu vzdálení.  

 

Klíčová slova: postojový model, Ústavní soud České republiky, soudní kontrola ústavnosti, 

empirický výzkum  
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Abstract in the English language: 

The Political Character of Constitutional Review.  

In this thesis, we tried to find out whether constitutional review in the Czech Republic has 

at least partially a political character. In the Czech Republic, constitutional review is exercised 

by the Constitutional Court in two types of proceedings: (a) proceedings on derogation 

of statutes and other regulations (laws) and (b) proceedings on constitutional complaints against 

decisions or other interferences of public authorities in constitutionally guaranteed fundamental 

rights or freedoms.  

In proceedings on derogation of laws, we found that judicial decision-making behaviour has 

at least partially a political character. The reason is, in particular, that (a) judges decide 

in favour of proposals for derogation of laws filed by legislators (deputies or senators) 

of the same political affiliation as the judges’ appointing president more often than when 

the legislator’s political affiliation is the opposite; (b) ideological assessment of the analysed 

decisions shows that ideological aspects of the decision-making of judges significantly correlate 

with the presumed ideology of their appointing president. Moreover, the differences in judicial 

activism are smaller than the differences between legislators of opposite political affiliations 

among judges appointed by the same president. As the OLS cross-sectional regression analysis 

showed, more than half of all influences on judicial decision-making behaviour in this type of 

proceedings can be attributed to extra-legal factors, in particular, the judges’ political ideology, 

which correlates with the political ideologies of their appointing president. On the other hand, 

judges’ political ideology is not the only factor influencing judicial decision-making behaviour 

and differences in the ideological aspects of judges’ decisions are not big.  

In proceedings on constitutional complaints we also found that judicial decision-making 

behaviour has at least partially a political character, however it is weaker than in proceedings 

on derogation of laws and the results are sometimes ambiguous. In all but one political area 

of law, the results show significant differences in judicial decision-making behaviour that 

correlate with the appointing president. Nevertheless, correlation is not causality. Some (but 

not all) of the differences in judicial decision-making behaviour correlating with the ideology 

of the judges’ appointing presidents were probably caused by factors connected with 

the passage of time. Despite this fact, there are at least minor influences of appointing presidents 

on judicial decision-making behaviour in five out of the seven analysed areas of law in which 

such influences were expected. Still, the effects of appointing presidents in political areas of law 
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are stronger than the effects of appointing presidents in non-political areas of law as well as 

the effects of non-political proxies (age, prior legal profession, sex) in political areas of law.  

It is important to note that the above conclusions do not imply that judges decide on proposals 

for derogation of laws or on constitutional complaints only on the basis of the political 

affiliation of the legislators who filed the respective proposals or on the basis of the ideology 

of their appointing presidents. It rather implies that in a significant number of cases, 

the personal political ideology of deciding judges tips the scales in favour of the specific 

outcome – in a significant number of cases in both types of proceedings, the personal ideology 

of judges is a deciding factor. The political ideology of constitutional judges correlates with 

the political ideology of their appointing president, because presidents knowingly or 

unknowingly prefer to appoint candidates that share a politically close ideology. This does not 

mean that presidents choose only candidates with the same political ideology, but that they 

appoint more persons that are ideologically close to them than persons that are not ideologically 

close.  

 

Keywords: attitudinal model, Constitutional Court of the Czech Republic, constitutional 

review, empirical research  


